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I
ndian culinary tradition is as

diverse as its culture. The food

preferences of Indians change

with not just the geography and

ethnicity but also with climate and

seasons. In summer when people

suffer from heat-related

conditions, such as heat stroke,

sunburn, Indians are advised to

eat plenty of grains, such as oats,

barley, wheat or rice. One should

also consume vegetables with

starch, like potatoes and fruits

such as oranges and grapefruit.

In winter, deep fried food items

are preferred as they keep the

body warm. There is also a

preference for foods that are sour

and saline based. 

However, today's generation's

view of modern diet and human

health has undergone drastic

changes. Many chronic health

problems, relate mainly to diet.

Unfortunately, today's world has

adapted to a system of

consumption of foods which has

several adverse effects on human

health. What you consume on a

daily basis will determine how

your health will be in the present

and future. 

As the month of September is

blessed with a harvest moon, the

government has chosen this

month to create awareness about

nutritional requirements of the

nation. India has the world's third-

highest number of billionaires.

But at the same time, micro-

nutrient deficiency continues to

be a major public health issue.

Malnutrition is not apparent, as a

child may appear healthy, even

though she or he may be

suffering from the inside because

of micro-nutrient deficiency. This

is not just limited to kids in rural

India but is also deep-rooted

among urban children. There is a

critical need to create a pool of

experts who can provide

information on nutrition that is

accessible to all. 

Gone are the days when

grandmas had all the solutions

related to health within the

kitchen. Eating habits, especially

among the urban class, have

moved from home kitchen to

commercial kitchens as taste is

considered more important than

nutrition. Similarly, food today is

grown for better yield and not for

better nutrition and today's

rampant lifestyle diseases are the

reflection of this trend.

To fight this grave situation, the

Government of India has

launched September as Poshan

Month which complements Prime

Minister Narendra Modi's

flaghship scheme Poshan

Abhiyan which was launched in

March 2018. 
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G
ood health, hygiene and sanitation

including family welfare services are

the minimum expectations of a civilized

society from the modern administrative

state. WHO defines health as- "a state of

complete physical, mental and social well-

being  and not merely an absence of

disease or infirmity". In recent decades,

this definition has been amplified by

including the ability to lead a 'socially and

economically productive life.' Since the

ages, the health or 'Aarogya' has been a

core concern for daily life of the Indians

that is why it said that - dharmaarth kaam

mokshanaam aarogyam ch mool uktam

means all the purushartha i.e.dharam

(righteousness, moral values), artha

(prosperity, economic values), kaam

(pleasure or love, psychological values)

and moksha (liberation, spiritual values)

can be done effectively if we have sound

health.  Virgil says- "the greatest wealth is

health." Ayurveda or the science of life had

been a traditional system of medicine from

2500 BC to 17th century AD. During

British colonial period the European or

Allopathic system of medicine was the

official health care system along with

Ayurveda and other indigenous systems.

After independence, apart from allopathy

the other systems of medicine like unani,

siddha, homeopathy, naturopathy

alongwith Ayurveda, were recognized as

official systems of medicine in the country.

During the 80s, the private sector was

allowed in the mainstream of medical care

in India. Presently, India has become a

hotspot for those seeking world-class

treatment at very low cost. But the fact

remains that a lot more needs to be done

in terms of infrastructure upgrading.  

The urban population in India is

projected to be 46 % by 2030 considering

the rapid decadal growth rate of

urbanization.  This rapid urbanization

poses numerous challenges to the

government and the foremost of them is

'urban health' as the cities are often

identified as hotbeds for life-style diseases

often described as 'modern epidemics.'

Urban Life Style Originated Diseases:

Modern Epidemics

Conventionally, the term 'epidemic' was

used for the large number of cases of a

particular disease happening at the same

time in a particular community, especially

infectious diseases. However in modern

societies, most of the fatal infectious

diseases have either been eliminated or

controlled. In the present global context,

the definition and causes of epidemic has

changed with life-style diseases

dominating the most. 

Due to rapid industrialization induced

air, water and noise pollution, over

population, deforestation, climate change,

mechanization of routine life, revolution in

information and communication

technology and automobile industry, high

use of pesticides in crop fields, artificial
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ripening of fruits, processed and

preserved food items, numerous non-

infectious diseases have gripped the

urbanites. 

Some of the most crucial health issues

of Indian urbanites are the following-

1. Obesity

2. Cardio-vascular problems

3. Psycho-neurological  disorders

4. Cancer

5. Diabetes

6. Under- nutrition

7. Allergies and respiratory disorders

8. Hormonal imbalances

9. Viral diseases

Obesity has become a big health

problem in urban India due to many

reasons, mainly wrong and unhealthy

food habits, stressful life and less physical

activities. India ranks 2nd with 155 million

obese citizens and this number is

increasing at 33.50 % per year.  Among

individuals aged between 15-49 years,

nearly 21 % women and 19 % men have

been found to be overweight or obese. As

per various scientific studies the presence

of obesogenic chemicals such as DDT

(dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane),

bisphenol A ( plastic material ), MSG

(mono sodium glutamate) and arsenic

trigger obesity  as well as late night

dinner, prolonged watching on TV,  long

sitting on laptop or  desktop,  video

games, cell phone  chatting, street and

fast foods and avoiding routine physical

activities etc ultimately lead to obesity.

Obesity is considered as one of the most

serious health challenges of 21st century

since it is identified as a major cause of

various chronic diseases and death. As

per National Family Health Survey, the

people of Punjab, Kerala, Goa and Tamil

Nadu are most obese states in the

country while people of Tripura and

Jharkhand are least obese.  

As per a survey conducted by Lancet in

2017, on behalf of the WHO, 34 % of

Indians do inefficient physical activities as

compared to neighboring countries like

China, Nepal and Pakistan.  India stands

at 52nd out of 168 countries.

Cardio Vascular Diseases (CVDs) have

now become the leading cause of

mortality in India. About 25 % of all deaths

in the country are attributed by Cardio

Vascular Diseases. Hypertension,

arteriosclerosis; ischemic heart disease

and stroke are the main threats. Globally,

the CVDs death rate is 235 per 100000

pepole while it is 272 in India. In Indian

cities, 30-40 % of CVDs deaths occur in

the age group of 34-64 years, which is

considered the productive segment of the

population. 

Diabetes is most common in India with

52 million patients making the country 'the

diabetes capital of the world.' The

prevalence of Diabetes type -2 has

increased by 64 % across the country in

25 years. WHO estimates that the number

of diabetic patients will cross the figure of

80 million by 2030. The country witnesses

3.4 million deaths every year due to

diabetes which is known as 'the silent

killer.' Going by a study conducted by the

University of Sydney,

people in developing

countries have faced

m u l t i - g e n e r a t i o n a l

under-nutrition and are

currently undergoing

major lifestyle changes,

contributing to an

epidemic of metabolic

diseases, though the

underlying mechanisms

remain unclear.

According to a study

(2016-17) conducted by

the Madras Diabetes

Research Foundation

the prevalence of

diabetes is just double

in urban areas (11.2 %)

in comparison to rural

areas (5.2 %). 

The number of type-1

diabetics (no secretion

of insulin from the

pancreas) is about 0.1

million in the country

and these young people

are mainly city based

and dependent on

insulin shots twice a

day.

Cancer or carcinoma

(malignancy) is a fast

increasing disease in

allmost every country

since the middle of 20th

century. According to an

estimate, India currently

has 2.5 million cancer

patients.  More than 71

% deaths in the age

group of 30-69  are

caused due to various

types of cancer.

Cancer of oral cavity,

lungs, stomach,

colorectum, pharynx,

liver, prostate and

pancreas are more

common among men,

while cancer of breast,

cervix, ovary and

colorectal is widely

found in the Indian

women. Although, exact

cause of cancer is still

not known, however the

triggering factors i.e. use of tobacco,

alcohol, pesticides, household chemicals,

cosmetic items, environmental pollution,

exposure to radiation  and various types

of infections especially virus etc are well

identified and proved. Fruit ripening

chemicals like calcium carbide, ethylene

and ethephon, processed food and fried

foods  are also causing gastro-intestinal

cancers.

Allergy or hypersensitivity disorder of

human body has become a big threat for

modern generations and it is mainly due

to environmental imbalance and changes

in human body. It is estimated that nearly

25 -30% population of the country is

facing mild or severe allergic health

problems and most common is allergic

rhinitis, sinusitis, asthma, eczema  and

various food-drug- insect allergies. Being

a tropical country, wide -ranged weather

changes are very common and at the

same time the atmosphere is full of

allergens, dust, aerial pollen, silica,

chemical in food,  toxic elements and

some plants e.g. parthenium (gaazar

ghaas) and  cape gum ( keekar ) which

cause allergies.

Psycho- neurological disorders among

Indians are hardly considered as a health

problem due to social taboos and

superstitions. As per a nationwide study

conducted by the National Institute of

Mental Health and Neurosciences

(NIMHANS) in 2014-16, about 13.7%

population of the country is suffering from

mental illness and 10.6% persons require

immediate intervention. These disorders

include anxiety, stress, phobia,

depression, schizophrenia, autism etc.

The working couple of urban India do not

have substantive time to care for their

children so socio- psycho problems of

these children is on hike causing overall

personality defects. About 8 million

people commit suicide every year in the

world; of these 17% are Indians mainly

between the age group of 15-40 years.

Similarly 30 million people are suffering

from neurological disorders like epilepsy,

Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease,

febrile convulsions, peripheral neuropathy

and migraine etc. 

Under nutrition and malnutrition exist in

medium, higher and very high income

group families of the country. Protein,

iron, calcium, folic acid, vitamin B-12,

vitamin -D and zinc deficiency are very

common in Indian urban as well as rural

population.  About 33 % malnourished

children of the world are in India and 43 %

children (below 5 years age) of the

country are under weight. Most of the

youth and college going girls of the

country are anaemic.

Other life style diseases and health

problems in urban India are dry eyes and

back pain  due to prolonged working on

desktop, laptop and cell phone; facial

palsy due to sudden variation in

temperature ( exit from AC room to road

directly), dental caries, hepatitis A, B and

C, HIV-AIDS, insomnia, food poisoning

(gastro enteritis), infertility and hormonal

imbalances. Puberty, pregnancy and

menopause are some time period of

hormonal imbalance but the increasing

number of thyroid (hypo and hyper both)

patients in the country is a warning sign.

About 42 million people are suffering from

thyroid problem. It is believed that auto-

immune failure is the main cause of
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02/01/2019-Admn./SFIO/

Government of India 

Serious Fraud Investigation Office 
Pt. Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan, 2nd Floor, B-3 Wing

CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003

It is proposed to fill up the following vacancies in this office on deputation/lSTC basis

SI.  Category of post Tentative Tentalive Level in the pay matrix

No. No. of posts  Place of or pay scale

Posting

1. Additional Director (Investigation)/ 5 Delhi

Joint Director (Investigation)

2. Additional Director (Financial 2 Delhi For Additional Director

Transactions)/Joint Director Level 13 in pay matrix

(Financial Transactions) (Rs. 123100-215900)

3. Additional Director (Capital Market) 1 Delhi For Joint Director

Joint Director (Capital Market) Level 12 in pay matrix

(Rs. 78,800-2,09,200)

4. Additional Director (Forensic Audit)/ 2 Delhi

Joint Director (Forensic Audit)

5. Deputy Director (Forensic Audit) 1 Delhi

6. Deputy Director (Banking) 1 Delhi Level 11 in pay matrix

(Rs.67700-208700)

7. Senior Asstt. Director (Investigation) 2 Delhi-1

Mumbai- 1

8. Senior Asstt. Director (Capital Market) 2 Delhi

9. Senior Asstt. Director (Forensic Audit) 4 Delhi-2

Kolkata-1 

Hyderabad- 1 Level 10 in pay matrix

10. Senior Asstt. Director (Corporate Law) 3 Delhi-2 (Rs.56100-177500)

Chennai-1

11. Senior Asstt. Director (C&CE) 4 Delhi-3

Mumbai- 1

12. Senior Asstt. Director (Taxation) 2 Mumbai -1

Chennai-1

13. Senior Prosecutor 3 Delhi-1 

Kolkata-1 

Hyderabad- 1

14. Assistant Director (Law) 2 Delhi

15. Assistant Director (Investigation) 9 Delhi-4 Level-8 in Pay Matrix 

Mumbai-2 (Rs.47600-151000)

Kolkata-1 

Chennai-1 

Hyderabad- 1

1. The particulars of posts, eligibility conditions etc may be obtained from the website www.sfio.nic.in/

www.mca.gov.in. 

2. The pay and allowances of the officers selected in any of the posts mentioned above will be governed

by the provisions laid down in the Department of Personnel & Training OM No. 5/8/2009-Estt (Pay-I)

dated 17.6.2010 as amended from lime to time. 

3. The selected officers will also be eligible for Special Security Allowance (SSA) @ 20% of the

basic pay. No deputation allowance shall be admissible along with SSA.

4. Interested and willing officers may forward their applications complete in all respect through proper

channel in the prescribed format to the Director, Serious Fraud Investigation Office, 2nd Floor, Pt.

Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan, B-3 Wing, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003. 

5. This is an open vacancy circular. The applications complete in all respects received through

proper channel by 30th of every month shall be considered, along with applications already

received in respect of the posts mentioned in para 6, for selection in the subsequent month

against the available vacancies and where the selection has not been made. It may be noted that

Delhi District Courts
VACANCY NOTICE

Corrigendum
In the advertisement of the Delhi District Courts published in EN dated 14-20 September 2019, (page 24) the vacancy

position chart had some mistakes. The correct chart is as follows:-

Sr. Post Post Level in Pay No. of Vacancies Total PwD ESM

No. Code Matrix as per UR EWS* SC ST OBC *** ****

7th CPC **

1 A-1 Sr. Personal Assistant

(In the office of District & 8 17 04 06 03 11 41 03 00

Sessions Judge (HQs), Delhi).

Personal Assistant 214 53 79 39 142 527 21 00

(In the office of District & 

2 A-2 Sessions Judge (HQs), Delhi). 7

Personal Assistant 13 02 04 02 07 28 01 00

(In the office of Principal Judge,

Family Courts (HQs), Delhi).

3. A-3 Jr. Judicial Assistant

(In the office of District & 5 62 14 11 27 47 161 26 16 

Sessions Judge (HQs), Delhi).

Data Entry Operator 07 01 01 00 03 12 01 01

(In the office of District & 

4 A-4 Sessions Judge (HQs), Delhi).           4

Data Entry Operator 02 00 00 00 00 02 00 00

(In the office of Principal Judge,

Family Courts (HQs), Delhi).

Other terms and conditions remains the same.

WEN 25/A

the availability of posts is dependent on the selection made

from the earlier batch of applications. 

6. Applicants who have already submitted their applications in

respect of the following category of posts advertised recently by

SFIO need not to apply afresh:

SI. Name of the Post Date of publication 

No. in Employment News

1. Joint Director (Capital Market) 1-7 December, 2018

2. Joint Director (Forensic Audit) 9-15 February, 2019

3. Joint Director (Investigation) 28 July-3 August, 2018

Continued on page 62

thyroid problem and auto -

immune system failure also

cause stomatitis (aphthous

ulcer), diabetes( type-1),

rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis,

multiple sclerosis, irritable bowel

syndrome ( IBS ), Addison's

disease, mysthania gravis,

vasculitis and many more. 

Decreasing immunity power or

disease resistance is a new

emerging problem in the

urbanites due to their life style

and malnutrition. Since last two

decades the country is facing

recurrent attacks of dengue,

chikungunya, swine flu, bird flu,

H1N1, Ebola virus, nipah virus

and many other viral fevers.

Although the traditional

infectious diseases are under

control but 11% population of

Indian cities are still infected by

tuberculosis, hepatitis,

amoebiasis, typhoid and

malaria. It is also strange to see

that most of the deaths in urban

areas, due to these infections,

are of young people in the range

of 15-45 years.

Health in Urban Slums

As per Census- 2011 data

there were 65.49 million

inhabitants living in 13.92 million

households in slums.  About 5.4

% population of the entire

country and 17.4% of urban

population was residing in

slums.  Most of the slums are

very congested, overly

populated and unhygienic

conditions have Poverty is the

root cause of all the problems of

any slum.  Non -availability of

clean drinking water, piles of

garbage, open defecation,

mosquitoes, flies, pollution,

alcoholism, drugs addiction,

industrial hazards (e.g. silicosis)

and poverty lead to increase in

morbidity and mortality including

infectious diseases ( mainly

tuberculosis, hepatitis, typhoid,

measles, AIDS, cholera,

parasitic infestations and

malaria), anemia and

malnutrition among mother and

children. A total 89.6 % death in

the Indian slums occur due to

respiratory diseases as studied

by the  International Institute of

Population Studies in 2015.

While about 1.9 million children

die every year in these slums

due to malnutrition, pneumonia,

measles and diarrhea.

Towards Healthy India:

Some Remedies

The modernization process of

human civilization explains the

transformation of a traditional

society to a modern society

which is mainly secular,

industrial, urban, technological

sound with scientific tempera-

ment, while globalization is

considered as an integration of

economic, social and political

cultures across the globe. The

Constitution of India makes a

provision 'to develop scientific

temper, humanism and the spirit

of inquiry and reform' as a

fundamental duty under Article

51-A (h). 

All the fake advertisements in

newspapers or on TV and

internet must be banned

effectively and proper action

must be taken under the 'Drugs

and Magic Remedies

(Objectionable Advertisements)

Act, 1954'. Similarly, the Food

Safety and Standards Act, 2006'

is to be enforced effectively and

any adulteration in food items

must be treated with immediate

concern. 

The National Health Policy,

2017 makes the provision of

highest possible level of good

health and well-being through a

preventive and promotive care

orientation in all development

policies.  National Urban Health

Mission (NUHM) was launched

as a sub-mission of National

Health Mission in 2013, needs

further revamping and reforms

according to the needs of urban

diseases.  There are nearly 250

national programmes and

schemes operational in whole

country and more than 20% of

these national schemes are of

health sector. Only around 27 %

people of the country are

covered under any health

insurance plan. Health

insurance is still not a serious

concern and practice of Indians.

It is hoped that the universal

health coverage under

'Aayushmaan Bharat' will

change the fate of resourceless

people of the country because

health and happiness are

siblings.

(The author teaches at the

Department of Public

Administration UCSSH,

Mohanlal Sukhadia University,

Udaipur, e-mail id:

skkataria64@ rediffmail.com

Views expressed are personal.

(Image Courtesy : Google)
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Enclosure to RHQ(NE) 

letter CP/0266/1 dated 24 June 19

HEADQUARTERS, COAST GUARD REGION (NE), SYNTHESIS BUSINESS PARK

6TH FLOOR, SHRACHI BUILDING, RAJARHAT, NEW TOWN,  KOLKATA - 700 161
1. Coast Guard Organisation invites applications from eligible candidates for filling up the following vacancies by Direct

Recruitment in Indian Coast Guard:-

SL NAME OF POST NO. OF VACANCY/ ELIGIBILITY AGE

WITH PAY CATEGORY AND

PLACE OF POSTING

(a) MT Driver 03* (UR) & 01* (SC) at (a) 10th Std. pass.

(Ordinary Grade) Haldia/Kolkata/ (b) Must Possess valid driving license for both heavy and light

in the pay of Bhubaneswar/Paradip motor vehicles. 18-27 years

Rs. 19,900/- (c) Should have at least 02 years’ experience in driving motor (Relaxable as per

(Level-2) as per vehicles, and Govt. instructions

7th CPC (d) Knowledge of motor mechanism (should be able to remove issued from time to

minor defects in vehicles). time)

(b) Sheet Fitter in the 01* (UR) at Paradip Should have completed apprenticeship in the trade (Sheet Metal

pay of Rs. 19,900/- Worker)   from   Industrial   Training Institute or other recognized 

(Level-2)  as per institutes.

7th CPC Desirable: 02 years' experience in the trade.

(c) MT Fitter in the 01* (UR) at Kolkata (a) Matriculation or equivalent.

pay of Rs. 19,900/- (b) 02 years' experience in automobile workshop.

(Level-2) as per Desirable: I.T.I. diploma in relevant trade.

7th CPC

(d) Carpenter in the 01* (UR) at Paradip Essential:

pay of Rs. 19,900/- Should have completed apprenticeship in the trade (Carpenter)

(Level-2) as per from Industrial Training Institute or other recognized institutes OR

7th CPC should have 03 years' experience in the trade.

Desirable:

(a) 10th Std. pass. (b) Elementary knowledge of English.

(e) Lascar in the pay 01* (OBC) at Haldia (a) Matriculation pass or its equivalent from recognized boards.

of Rs. 18,000/- (b) Three year’s experience in service on Boat.

(Level-1) as per 

7th CPC

All the above posts are falling under the category of General Central Service Group ‘C’, Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial. 

* Vacancy may change subject to the availability of post/additional requirement, if any.

2. Interested candidates may visit Indian Coast Guard website www.indiancoastguard.gov.in for full details, requisite terms and conditions

and application proforma.

3. Last date of receipt of application.- 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement in Employment News.

COMMANDER

COAST GUARD REGION (NORTH EAST)

davp 10119/11/0014/1920 EN 25/75

F. No. A-35014/26/

2019-Ad.V 

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Government of India 

ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of

Home Affairs
Dated: 23rd August,  2019

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Subject: Filling up of seven

(07) posts each of Director and

Under Secretary for 14C

Scheme in the Cyber and

Information Security Division of

Ministry of Home Affairs on

Deputation basis-reg.

This Ministry invites application

from eligible candidates for

filling up of, in consultation with

UPSC, seven (07) posts each

of Director and Under

Secretary for Indian Cyber

Crime Coordination Centre

(14C) Scheme in the Cyber

and Information Security

Division of Ministry of Home

Affairs on Deputation basis.

The detailed Pay Scale, Terms

& Conditions and eligibility

criteria are available in the

vacancy circular placed on the

website of the Ministry, i.e.

https://mha.gov.in/notificatio

ns/vacancies. The closing

date for submission of

application through proper

channel is 60 days from the

date of publication of this

vacancy circular in the

Employment News.

Under Secretary (Admn. V)

davp 19101/11/0008/1920

EN 25/79

÷Ê.∑Î§.•ŸÈ.¬.-⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ¬ÊŒ¬ ¡Òfl 
¬˝ÊÒlÊÁª∑§Ë ‚¥SÕÊŸ

ICAR - National Institute for

Plant Biotechnology

‹Ê‹ ’„UÊŒÈ⁄U ‡ÊÊSòÊË ÷flŸ, ¬Í‚Ê ¬Á⁄U‚⁄U, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë-110012

Lal Bahadur Shastri Bhawan 

Pusa Campus

New Delhi-110012

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW

Eligible candidates may appear in a Walk-in-Interview on

03/10/2019 at 10 am for temporary positions of SRF and YP-Il in

NTRF funded project. The details of different positions like,

educational qualifications, salary, format of application form, venue

etc. can be downloaded from the website - (www.nrcpb.res.in) or

(ntrfindia.org).

(Assistant Administrative Officer)

davp 01378/11/0003/1920 EN 25/73

A-4/07/2019

Government of India

Directorate of Enforcement 
Ministry of Finance 

Department of Revenue

Applications are invited for filling up of following posts on deputation

basis in the Directorate of Enforcement for its various offices:

Name of the post & Pay Scale No. of Location

Vacancies

Additional Director of Enforcement 02 Chandigarh, 

Level-13 of Pay Matrix (PB-3 of Kolkata

Rs. 37400-67000 + Grade Pay of 

Rs. 8700) (Pre-revised)

For details of eligibility conditions and application form, please visit

us at http://dor.gov.in or http://enforcementdirectorate.gov.in.

The application in the prescribed format complete in all respects

along with the supporting documents as required in the application

form may be sent through proper channel so as to reach the Joint

Director (Admn.), Directorate of Enforcement, Sixth Floor, Lok

Nayak Bhawan, Khan Market, New Delhi -110003 by 15.10.2019.

Rohit Anand 

Deputy Director (Estt.)

davp 15304/11/0004/1920 EN 25/76

F. No. 2-6/2019-NRAA

Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture &

Farmers Welfare

Department of
Agriculture

Cooperation &
Farmers Welfare

National
Rainfed Area

Authority
2nd Floor, A Block

NASC Complex

DPS Marg, Pusa 

New Delhi-110012

Dated : 5th September, 2019

Filling up of three posts of

Director (Technical

Discipline) in the Pay Matrix

Level 13-A, on deputation

(including short term

contract) basis in National

Rainfed Area Authority.

Reference is invited to National

Rainfed Area Authority's

vacancy circular of even

number dated 21.05.2019

published in the Employment

News issue of 22nd - 28th

June, 2019, seeking

applications from willing and

eligible officers working under

Central Government or State

Governments or UTs or

Universities or Recognized

Research Institutions or Public

Sector Undertakings or Semi-

Government or Statutory or

Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

National Fire Service
College

Raj Nagar, NAGPUR-440013

43rd ALL INDIA ENTRANCE EXAMINATION FOR 

SUB-OFFICERS COURSE 

ADVERTISEMENT NO. - 43 - ENT.S.O.2019

The National Fire Service College, Nagpur, will be

conducting the 43rd All India Entrance Examination in

October 2019 for selection of two batches of candidates for

admission to 6 month's residential Sub-Officers Course. For

online application link please refer to NFSC website at

www.nfscnagpur.nic.in.

DIRECTOR

davp 19135/11/0006/1920 EN 25/80

Autonomous Organizations, for

filling up three posts of Director

(Technical Discipline) one each

(i) Water Management (ii)

Forestry and (iii) Watershed

Development or Social Science

or Economics in the Pay Matrix

of Level 13-A, Rs. 1,31,100-

2,16,600/- on deputation

(including short-term contract)

basis. The last date for receipt of

applications is extended upto

29th October, 2019.

2. Other contents of the earlier

advertisement shall remain

same. (Website: www.nraa.

gov.in/agricoop.nic.in)

(Renu Singh) 

Under Secretary to the 

Govt. of India

Ph : 011-25842838 

E-mail: nraapc2007@gmail.com

davp 01145/11/0009/1920

EN 25/71
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‚¥./No.A-11017/1/2019-Admn

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

∑§ÊÁ◊¸∑§, ‹Ê∑§ Á‡Ê∑§ÊÿÃ •ÊÒ⁄U ¬¥‡ÊŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions

∑§ÊÁ◊¸∑§ ÃÕÊ ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª/Department of Personnel & Training

∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË øÿŸ •ÊÿÊª (¬ÍflË¸ ˇÊòÊ)
STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION (EASTERN REGION)

ÁŸ¡∏Ê◊ ¬Ò‹‚, ¬˝Õ◊ ∞◊∞‚•Ê ÷flŸ (8flÊ¥ Ã‹ ), 234/4, ∞¡‚Ë ’Ê‚ ⁄UÊ«U, ∑§Ê‹∑§ÊÃÊ-700020

Nizam Palace, 1st MSO Building (8th Floor), 234/4, A.J.C. Bose Road, Kolkata-700020

ß¸U-◊‹/e-mail: contact@sscer.org, »§ÊŸ/Phone: (033) 2290 2230/4422, »Ò§Ä‚/FAX: (033) 2290 4424

‚¥./No.01                                                       ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§/Date: 27/08/2019

Á⁄UÁÄÃ ¬Á⁄U¬òÊ/Vacancy Circular
Subject: Filling up the post of Accounts Officer on Deputation in the Staff

Selection Commission (Eastern Region), Kolkata - Regarding

Services of suitable officers are required for filling up one post of Accounts Officer on

deputation basis in the Staff Selection Commission (Eastern Region), Kolkata as

mentioned in ANNEXURE-I. Pay of the aforementioned officer will be regulated in

accordance with provisions as per the Department of Personnel & Training's O.M.

No.6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay II) dated the 17th June, 2010 as amended from time to time.

2. Officers who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their names

later. Applications not accompanying by the requisite documents will not be

considered.

3. Applications from suitable officers who are willing and eligible for the post and who

can be spared may be sent to this office in the given proforma (ANNEXURE-II), in

duplicate, by 1st OCTOBER 2019 along with their ACR/APAR dossiers and a

certificate about the Vigilance Clearance/Integrity, duly countersigned by the

Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority in the given proforma in ANNEXURE-III.

Applications received after the prescribed date or without ACR/APAR dossiers will not

be entertained.

ˇÊòÊËÿ ÁŸŒ‡Ê∑§/Regional Director

∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË øÿŸ •ÊÿÊª (¬ÍflË¸ ˇÊòÊ)/Staff Selection Commission(ER)

ANNEXURE-I

1. Name of the post : Accounts Officer

2. Number of vacancies : One at Staff Selection Commission (ER), Kolkata

3. Scale of Pay : [General Central Service/Group 'B'/ Gazetted/Non-Ministerial] Level-

7: Rs. 44900-142400/- (in Pay Matrix for the 7th CPC) [Pay Band-II : Rs. 9300-34800/-

with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/-  (corresponding scale of Pay as per the 6th CPC] [Pre-

revised: Pay Scale: 7450-225-11500 (Corresponding Scale of Pay prior to 6th CPC)]

4. Ministry/Department/Office : Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions,

Department of Personnel & Training, Staff Selection Commission (Eastern Region),

Kolkata.

5. Method of Appointment : Transfer on deputation basis.

6. Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government :

(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or

(ii) with two years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular

basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 6500-10500/- or equivalent in the parent cadre/

department; or

(ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular

basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 5500-9000/- (pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent

cadre or department; and

(b) Possessing  the following qualifications and experience :-

(i) Passing in the Subordinate Accounts Services or equivalent examination conducted

by Accounts Departments of the Central Government; or

(ii) Successful completion of training in the Cash and Accounts work in the Institute of

Secretariat Training and Management (ISTM) or equivalent; and

(iii) Five years' experience in Cash, Accounts and Budget work.

7. Age Limit : The maximum age limit shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the

closing date of the receipt of application                         

8. Period of Deputation : Not exceeding 03 (three) years

ANNEXURE-II

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name & Address (in BLOCK LETTERS) : ........................................................

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : ........................................................

3. Date of entry into service : ........................................................

4. Date of Retirement under Central/ : ........................................................

State Govt. Rules

5. Educational Qualification : .......................................................

6. Whether Educational and other quali- : .......................................................

fications required for the Post are satisfied 

(if any qualification has been treated as 

equivalent to the one prescribed in the Rules, 

state the authority for the same)

7. Please state clearly whether in the light of : ........................................................

entries made by you above, you meet the 

requirement for  the Post

8. Details of employment in chronological order (Enclosed  a separate sheet duly

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient) :

Office/ Post held From To Basic Pay Nature of 

Institution (Please mention Level of Pay duties

as per the 7th CPC;  corres- performed

ponding Pay Band & Grade (in detail)

Pay as per 6th CPC and also; 

corresponding Pay Scale 

attached to your present post)

9. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad hoc or Temporary Quasi-Permanent or

Permanent :

10. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date of initial appointment :

b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract :

c) Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong :

11. Additional details about present employment-

Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the

relevant column) -

a) Central Government :

b) State Government :

c) Autonomous Organisation :

d) Government Undertaking :

e) Universities :

f) Others :

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the

feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade :

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took

place and also indicate the pre-revised scale :

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn :

15. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post.  

i) Additional academic qualification :

ii) Professional training :

iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement

(Note : Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated, if the space is insufficient)

16. Whether belongs to SC/ST :

17. Remarks [candidate may indicate information with regard to (i) Research

publications and report and special projects, (ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official

Appreciation, (iii) Affiliation with the Professional Bodies/Institutions/Societies and (iv)

Any other information] : (Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated, if the space

is found to be insufficient)

I have carefully gone through the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement and I am well aware

that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be

assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.

Date : ........................

(Signature of the Applicant)

Address : ..............................

Note : Strike out the column(s) which are not applicable.

(Countersigned by the Employer)

(Employer with Seal)

ANNEXURE-III

Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and

correct as per the facts available on records.  He/she possesses the qualifications and

experience as mentioned in the Vacancy Circular.  If selected, he/she will be relieved

immediately.

2. Also certified that :

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against

Shri/Smt./Ms…………………………………………………………………………………

ii) His/Her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her ACR/APAR dossiers in original/photocopies of the ACR/APAR dossiers for

the last 05 years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt.

of India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years or a

list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed

(as the case may be).

Countersigned

...................................................................................

EN 25/67 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with seal)
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Cabinet Secretariat

National Authority Chemical 

Weapons Convention
1st Floor, Chanakya Bhavan, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-21

Subject : Extension of last date of submission of application for filling up the

post of Adviser in the National Authority Chemical Weapons Convention,

Cabinet Secretariat on deputation basis.

An advertisement was published in the Employment News dated 19-25 May, 2018

inviting applications for filling up the one post of Adviser (General Central Services

Group A, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial), Pay Band-4, Rs. 37400-67000, Grade Pay Rs.

8900/- (pre-revised) in the National Authority Chemical Weapons Convention on

deputation (including short term contract) basis. The last date of submission of

applications was extended upto 04.09.2018, Later on, the last date of submission of

application was further extended upto 04.11.2018 and again upto 04.01.2019 three

more upto 05.03.2019, 04.05.2019, 04.07.2019 and 04.09.2019.

2. Now, it has been decided to further extend the last date of submission of

applications upto 03.11.2019. Details in this regard may be seen on the website of

NACWC i.e. www.nacwc.in.

(S.R. Meena)

Under Secretary & Head of Office

Phone- 011-24675528, Fax-011-24675767

Email- deputysecretary.nacwc@nic.in

davp 58101/11/0024/1920 EN 25/2

Centre for Cultural

Resources and Training (CCRT)
Ministry of Culture

Government of India

Scheme for the award of Junior & Senior Fellowship

to outstanding persons in the field of Culture

Online Applications   are   invited   by   CCRT,   Ministry   of Culture, Govt. of India for

the award of Junior and Senior Fellowship for undertaking research oriented projects

in the field of Performing,  Literary,  Plastic Arts and  New Areas related to Culture.

Applications are invited for the year 2019-2020 with effect from 09 September, 2019.

There are 200 Junior & 200 Senior Fellowships for this year. Details of the schemes,

instructions  for  applicants, eligibility conditions/criteria and Application  Module are

available on the following websites of the Ministry of Culture, Government of India and

CCRT.

www.indiaculture.nic.in

www.ccrtindia.gov.in

28 October, 2019 is the last date for submission of applications. 

ONLY ONLINE APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED

davp 09127/11/0011/1920 EN 25/1
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Directorate General, ITBP
Govt. of India, Ministry of Home Affairs

Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road

New Delhi-110003

File No. 1-21018/03/2014/Pers 

Date: 4 September, 2019

Deputation to the post of Additional

Judge Attorney General

(Commandant) in ITBP
Applications are invited from Indian citizens for filling up 04 (four)

posts of Addl. JAG (Commandant), Group-A Gazetted 

(Non-Ministerial) post in the Pay Matrix Level-13 (Rs. 123100-

215900/-) and other allowances as admissible to Central

Government employees in Indo-Tibetan Border Police Force

(Ministry of Home Affairs), Govt. of India, New Delhi on deputation

basis. For Ex-servicemen, the mode of induction is

deputation/re-employment.

2. The application form along with details of the post, qualification,

eligibility criteria etc. required for the above post, can be

downloaded from the official website of ITBP www.itbp.nic.in. The

last date for receipt of application is within two months from

the date of publication of advertisement in Employment News.

Accordingly, the hard copy of the application duly filled in all

respects should reach well before the due date of receipt of

applications. The applications should be forwarded through proper

channel and addressed to “Sr. Admn. Officer (Pers), Directorate

General, ITBP Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi-

110003.”

3. Incomplete   applications,   advance   copy   of   the   application

and applications received after due date will not be entertained and

summarily rejected.

(O.P. Yadav)

Dy. Inspector General (Pers)

davp 19143/11/0015/1920 EN 25/50

ICAR - Indian Agricultural

Research Institute

WALK-IN INTERVIEW

No.: ICAR-IARI/19-20 Dated: 11/09/2019

Principal Investigator, ICAR-IARI, New Delhi, invites

eligible candidates for the following post of externally

funded project:

SI. No. Post No. of Position

1. Young Professional 1

Walk-in interview is scheduled on 15-10-2019 from

10.00 a.m. For detailed information, visit at

http://www.iari.res.in.

Principal Investigator

davp 01320/11/0001/1920 EN 25/72

Government of India

Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga &

Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and

Homoeopathy (AYUSH)

Invites applications for the post of 

MANAGING DIRECTOR

IN

Indian Medicines Pharmaceutical Corporation 

Limited (IMPCL)

Mohan, Distt. Almora (Via Ramnagar-244715), Uttarakhand

a schedule "D" CPSE

Last date of receipt of application in

Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani

Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH) is

By 15.00 hours on 19 OCTOBER 2019

For details login to website 

https://www.ayush.gov.in

davp 17201/11/0024/1920 EN 25/78

Government of India 

Ministry of Finance          

Department of
Financial
Services

3rd Floor, Jeevan Deep

Building 

Parliament Street, New Delhi

Applications invited for

filling the posts of 

Deputy Managing Directors

(DMDs) of NABARD

National Bank for Agriculture

and Rural Development

(NABARD) is a national level

Development Financial

Institution for promotion and

development of agriculture,

and other allied economic

activities in rural areas.

Applications are invited from

eligible candidates for the two

posts of DMD, NABARD.

The detailed terms and

conditions for filling the

vacancies are available on the

Department's Website at 

http://financialservices.gov.in.

Last date for receipt of

applications is 11.10.2019

(Friday). 

(A.K Das) 

Deputy Secretary to the

Govt. of India 

davp 15415/11/0010/1920

EN 25/77

No.A.12022/45/2014-E. IV

Government of India

Ministry of Commerce &

Industry

Department of
Commerce

Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi

Appointment for the post

of CMD, ECGC Ltd.,

Mumbai

It is proposed to fill up the post

of Chairman-cum-Managing

Director (CMD), ECGC Ltd.,

Mumbai under the Department

of Commerce in the pay scale

of Rs. 67000-79000/- (HAG)

(Pre-revised)/Level-15 of the

Pay Matrix (7th CPC). ECGC

Ltd supports the Indian Export

Industry by providing cost

effective insurance and trade

related service. Details are

available at www.ecgc.in.

The job description, eligibility

criteria etc for the said post are

available on the website of the

Department of Commerce

(http: / /commerce.nic. in)

under vacancy section 

and Department of 

Personnel & Training

( h t t p : / / p e r s m i n . g o v. i n /

dopt.asp) under “vacancies in

autonomous organisations”.

Applications of suitable

candidates, who are willing and

also fulfill the eligibility criteria

for the post may be sent (in

duplicate) in the prescribed

format to the Shri Amitabh

Dwivedi, Deputy Secretary,

Department of Commerce,

F. No. A-32022/2/2019-GWE

Government of India

Ministry of Water Resources
RD & GR

GWE Section
Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi

Applications are invited for filling up of one vacancy in the grade of

Member (Engg.) in Central Ground Water Board, a subordinate

office of the Ministry of Water Resources, RD & GR in Level-14 of

the Pay Matrix (pre-revised PB-4 of Rs. 37400-67000/- + Grade

Pay of Rs. 10,000/-) on deputation basis (including short-term

contract), from amongst the officers of the Central/ State

Governments or Union Territories or Recognized Research

Institutions/Universities or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-

Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisations:-

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent

cadre/department or

(ii) with two years regular service in the grade rendered after

appointment thereto on a regular basis in the pay scale of Rs.

37400-67000 + grade pay Rs. 8900/- in PB-4 or equivalent in

the parent cadre/department or equivalent.

(iii) with three years regular service in the grade rendered after

appointment thereto on a regular basis in the pay scale of Rs.

37400-67000 + grade pay Rs. 8700/- in PB-4 or equivalent in

the parent cadre/department or equivalent

(b)  Possessing the following educational qualifications /experience 

(i) Bachelor's Degree in Civil/Mechanical/Agricultural

Engineering/Petroleum Technology and

(ii) 15 years experience in Survey, Exploration, Development,

Ground Water Regime Monitoring, Research Training, Material

Management and Management of Ground Water Resources.

2. The Departmental Officers in the feeder grade who are in the

direct line of promotion are not eligible for consideration for

appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists are not eligible

for consideration for appointment by promotion.

3. The initial period of deputation shall be for one year extendable

for further period as per DOPT/GOI orders. The period of

deputation (including short term contract) including period of

deputation (including short term contract) in another ex-cadre post

held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some

other organization or department of the Central Government shall

ordinarily not exceed five years. The maximum age limit for

appointment on deputation (including short term contract) shall be

not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of

applications.

4. The pay of the officer selected for the above post shall be

regulated in terms of the provisions contained in the GOI, DOPT

O.M. No. 2/29/91-Estt. (Pay.ll) dated 05.01.1994, as amended from

time to time.

5.  The duties and responsibility of the post as follows :

a. Administrative and technical supervision of activities of the

Regional Directorates and Divisional offices of SR/SWR/

SECR/KR.

b. Activities Related to Exploration Drilling and its Monitoring.

c. Preparation of EFC/SFC for their activities.

d. Activities Related to Material Management.

e. Activities Related to Stores, procurement of machinery and

equipments etc.  (including scientific).

f. Preparation of Tenders & EOI etc for outsourcing.

g. Monitoring and management of the overall financial matters of

the Board.

6.  Officers who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to

withdraw their names later. Only such applications which are

accompanied by the requisite personal bio-data as in the Annexure

in duplicate and up-to-date CR dossiers and Vigilance clearance/

integrity certificate and a statement showing penalties, if any,

imposed during the last ten years from the concerned department

will be entertained.

7. The applications in triplicate, in the enclosed proforma through

proper channel may reach along with (i) Attested copies of ACRs

preceding five years (ii) certificate that no vigilance/ disciplinary

proceedings are either pending or contemplated against the officer,

(iii) a statement indicating the penalties, if any, imposed during the

last ten years and (iv) integrity to the Under Secretary (GW Estt),

Ministry of Water Resources, RD & GR, Shram Shakti Bhawan,

New Delhi - 110001 within six weeks from the date of its

publication. Applications received after the prescribed time limit or

without the above mentioned documents will not be entertained.

(S. K. Kataria)

Under Secretary (GW Estt.) 

Tele: 23766907

davp 45103/11/0001/1920 EN 25/52

Room No. 224, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi-110011 within one

month from the date of publication of the advertisement in

Employment News. Incomplete applications or those received after

the prescribed date are liable to be rejected.

davp 05101/11/0007/1920 EN 25/47
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Subject:-  Filling up of the post of Principal Library and Information Officer and

Director on Deputation (including short-term contract) basis in the Ministry of

Commerce and Industry (Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal

Trade).

Services of a suitable officer are required for the post mentioned in Annexure-I. The

pay of the officer selected will be regulated in accordance with the Department of

Personal and Training’s OM No.6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay II) dated 17th June, 2010 and

subsequent instructions issued in this regard.

2. Applications for the post are invited in the proforma at Annexure-II from officers who

are willing and who fulfill the eligibility conditions mentioned in Annexure-I. Officers

who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their names later.

3. It is requested that the application(s) (in duplicate) in the Annexure-II along with the

complete and up-to-date CR/APAR dossier, Integrity Certificate, Major/Minor penalty

statement during the last 10 years of the officer(s) who could be spared in the event of

selection, may be sent to this Department within 60 days from the date of publication

of this Advt. in Employment News. Applications received after the due date or without

supporting certificates/documents in support of Qualification and Experience claimed

by the candidates, Confidential/Annual Performance Appraisal Report, Intergrity

Certificate, Major/Minor penalty statement or otherwise found incomplete will not be

considered. While forwarding the application(s) it may be verified and certified that the

particulars furnished by the officer(s) in his/their application(s) is/are correct and that no

disciplinary case is pending or contemplated against the officer(s).

(Shambhu Datt Sati)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

Annexure-I

1. Name of the Post : Principal Library and Information Officer and Director.

2. Classification : General Central Service Group ‘A’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial

3. Pay Band and Grade Pay/Pay Scale : Level 13 in the pay matrix (Rs. 123100-

215900/-).

4. Number of Posts : One* 

(*Subject to variation dependent on requirement)

5. Eligibility Conditions : Deputation (including short-term contract). 

“Officers under the Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or

Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or recognised research institutions or semi-

Government or autonomous or statutory organisation:-

(A) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or Department; OR

(ii) with five years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular

basis in posts in Level-12 (Rs. 78800-209200/-) in the Pay Matrix or equivalent in the

parent cadre or department; OR

(iii) with ten years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular

basis in posts in Level-11 (Rs. 67700-208700/-) in the Pay Matrix or equivalent in the

parent cadre or department; and

(B) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

Essential: (i) Master’s Degree in Library Science or Information Science or

Documentation Science of a recognised University;

(ii) Master’s Degree in Economics or Commerce or Statistics of a recognised

University; and

(iii) Twelve years’ experience (including administrative experience) of working in a

public or institutional library including experience in computerisation of the library.

Desirable: Doctoral degree in Library Science or Information Secience or

Documentation Science of a recognised University.

Note 1.- Qualifications are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service

Commission for reasons to be recorded in writing, in case of candidates otherwise well

qualified.

Note 2.- Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of

deputation (including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately

preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organisation or Department of

the Central Government, shall ordinarily not to exceed five years. The maximum age

limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term contract) shall not be

exceeding fifty six years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications.

Annexure-II

Bio-Data/Curriculum Vitae Proforma

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. i) Date of entry into Service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications

required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification

has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  

in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience

tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer

Essential Essential

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Qualification B) Qualification

C) Experience C) Experience

Desirable Desirable

Qualification Qualification

5.1 Note:- In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualification Elective/main 

subjects and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  

made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  

Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views

confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by the 

Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held on From To *Level in the Pay Nature of Duties

Institute regular basis Matrix of the post (in detail) highlig-

held on regular hting experience

basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Financial upgradations granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the

officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Level in the pay matrix of the post

held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with present Level in the 

pay matrix where such benefits have been drawn by the Candidate, may be indicated 

as below:

Office/ Level in the Pay Matrix drawn under         From To

Institute ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  

Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post

of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post

appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the

parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of 

such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department along-

with Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9(c) & (d) above must be given in

all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the

cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/

organisation.

10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 

date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the 

name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government

b) State Government

c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking

e) Universities

f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department

and are in the feeder grade or feeder to the feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay (7th CPC)? If yes, give the date 

from which the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

Level in the Pay Matrix Index Number Basic Pay

(7th CPC) in the level

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central

Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 

the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total

and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 

for in support of your suitability for the post.

(This among other things may provide information with regard to 

No. A-12025/01/2019-Estt(G)

Government of India

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade

Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi

VACANCY

Continued on page 13
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(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements:

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:

i) Research publications and reports and special projects;

ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;

iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and

iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;

v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 

vi) Any other information.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for Deputation/

Deputation (ISTC) 

(Candidates of non-Government Organizations are eligible 

only for Short Term Contract.)

18.  Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents

in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be

assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge

and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

(Signature of the Candidate)

Address ____________________________

____________________________________

Mobile/Contact No. ___________________

Date : E-mail ID. ___________________________

CERTIFICATE BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and

correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational

qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved

immediately.

2. Also certified that:

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of

India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or

A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is

enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned

(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

Continued from page 12

F.No. - 4 -22/2016/Admn/TA

Directorate of Wheat
Development

Government of lndia, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

(Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers  Welfare) 

C.G.O.Complex-l, 3rd Floor, Kamla Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad-201002 (U. P.)

Tel./Fax-0120-2711380, 2986660 (Dir). 2710897 (O) 

E-mail: dwd@nic.in, dwd.wheat@gmail.com 

Applications are invited for engagement of One Consultant and Two Technical

Assistants to be filled on purely contractual basis for working under National

Food Security Mission (NFSM) scheme during 2019-20 in the Directorate of Wheat

Development, Ghaziabad.

A. Name & No. of the post: Consultant, One. 

Tenure: One year (Financial year 2019-20)

Remuneration: Rs. 65,000/- (Honorarium) + 3,000/- (transport allowance) per month. 

Educational Qualification/Experience essential:

Master Degree in Agronomy/Agriculture Extension/Soil Science/Plant Breeding/ Crop

Improvement/Plant Protection or any other agricultural subject or other discipline of

agricultural sciences

At least 10 years of field experience in crop production or working as Technical

Assistants at National Level and State/District Consultant. Doctorate Degree holders in

the field of Agricultural Sciences may be given preference.

Ability to analyze data and preparation of projects, writing reports/seminar

notes/articles as evident by publication in national and international journals.

The person should have the ability of team leadership & motivation. 

Age limit: Below 65 years (as on closing date of application).

B. Name & No. of the post: Technical Assistant, Two.

Tenure: One year (Financial year 2019-20)

Remuneration: Rs. 40,000/- (Honorarium) + 2,500/- (transport allowance) per month.

Educational Qualification/Experience Essential: Master   Degree   in   Agricultural

Science (M.Sc.-Ag.) from a recognized  University/lnstitute.  Knowledge of computer

operation and field experience. 

Age limit: Below 40 years (as on closing date of application).

Last date of receipt of application for A & B: 20 days from the date of publication

in Employment newspaper.

The Application Form, Terms of Reference (TOR) and other details in respect

of above posts can be viewed/downloaded from this Directorate's website

(http://dwd.dacnet.nic.in).

Head of Office

davp 01101/11/0022/1920 EN 25/46

Rashtriya Military Schools

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ Á◊Á‹≈˛UË S∑Í§‹
Invite Applications for Admission to Class VI and Class IX

∑§ˇÊÊ 6 fl 9 ◊¥ ŒÊÁπ‹ ∑§ Á‹∞ •ÊflŒŸ-¬òÊ •Ê◊¥ÁòÊÃ Á∑§∞ ¡ÊÃ „Ò¥U
Academic Session 2020-21

‡ÊÒˇÊÁáÊ∑§ ‚òÊ 2020-21
1. øÒ‹ (Á„U◊Êø‹ ¬˝Œ‡Ê), •¡◊⁄U (⁄UÊ¡SÕÊŸ), ’‹ªÊ◊ (∑§ŸÊ¸≈U∑§), ’¥ª‹ÈM§ (∑§ŸÊ¸≈U∑§) •ÊÒ⁄U äÊÊÒ‹¬È⁄U
(⁄UÊ¡SÕÊŸ) ÁSÕÃ ⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ Á◊Á‹≈˛UË S∑Í§‹Ê¥ ◊¥ ∑§ˇÊÊ 6 •ÊÒ⁄U ∑§ˇÊÊ 9 ◊¥ ŒÊÁπ‹ ∑§ Á‹∞ •ÊflŒŸ -¬òÊ •Ê◊¥ÁòÊÃ Á∑§∞
¡ÊÃ „ÒU. 
2. ¬˝fl‡Ê ¬⁄UËˇÊÊ •Ê∞◊•Ê⁄U ¬⁄U •ÊäÊÊÁ⁄UÃ ‚¥ÿÈÄÃ ¬˝fl‡Ê ¬⁄UËˇÊÊ (‚Ëß¸U≈UË) 22 ÁŒ‚¥’⁄U 2019 (⁄UÁflflÊ⁄U) ∑§Ê
•ÊÿÊÁ¡Ã ∑§Ë ¡Ê∞ªË.
3. ¬ÊòÊÃÊ —
(∑§) •ÊÿÈ —

(i) ∑§ˇÊÊ 6. ∑§fl‹ fl ’Ê‹∑§ Á¡Ÿ∑§Ë •ÊÿÈ 31 ◊ÊëÊ¸ 2020 ∑§Ê 10 ‚ 12 flcÊ¸ ∑§ ’Ëø „ÒU (01 •¬˝Ò‹
2008 ‚ 31 ◊Êø¸ 2010 ∑§ ◊äÿ ◊¥ ¡ã◊ „UÊ¥, ŒÊŸÊ¥ ÁŒŸ ‚ÁêêÊÁ‹Ã) ¬ÊòÊ „Ò¥U.
(ii) ∑§ˇÊÊ 9. ∑§fl‹ fl ’Ê‹∑§ Á¡Ÿ∑§Ë •ÊÿÈ 31 ◊ÊëÊ¸ 2020 ∑§Ê 13 ‚ 15 flcÊ¸ ∑§ ’Ëø „ÒU (01 •¬˝Ò‹
2005 ‚ 31 ◊Êø¸ 2007 ∑§ ◊äÿ ◊¥ ¡ã◊ „UÊ¥, ŒÊŸÊ¥ ÁŒŸ ‚ÁêêÊÁ‹Ã) ¬ÊòÊ „Ò¥U.
ŸÊ≈U — ÿÈÈhU ◊¥ ‡Ê„UËŒ ‚ÒÁŸ∑§Ê¥ ∑§ ’ìÊÊ¥ ∑  Á‹∞ ∑§ˇÊÊ 6 •ÊÒ⁄U ∑§ˇÊÊ 9 ◊¥ ¬˝fl‡Ê ∑§Ë ™§¬⁄UË •ÊÿÈ ‚Ë◊Ê ◊¥ ¿U—
◊Ê„U ∑§Ë ¿ÍU≈U SflË∑§Êÿ¸ „ÒU.

(π) ‡ÊÒˇÊÁáÊ∑§ ÿÊÇÿÃÊ 
(i) ∑§ˇÊÊ 6. ∑§Êß¸U ¬Ífl¸flÃË¸ ‡ÊÒˇÊÁáÊ∑§ ÿÊÇÿÃÊ •ÁŸflÊÿ¸ Ÿ„UË¥ „ÒU.
(ii) ∑§ˇÊÊ 9. ¬˝ÊÕË¸ ∑§Ê Á∑§‚Ë ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄UË ◊ÊãÿÃÊ¬˝ÊåÃ S∑Í§‹ ‚ •ÊΔUflË¥ ∑§ˇÊÊ ©UûÊËáÊ¸ „UÊŸÊ •ÁŸflÊÿ¸ „ÒU. ¡Ê
ÁfllÊÕË¸ ∑§ˇÊÊ 8 ◊¥ ¬…∏U ⁄U„¥U „Ò¥U fl ÷Ë ∑§ˇÊÊ 9 ∑§Ë ¬˝fl‡Ê ¬⁄UËˇÊÊ ◊¥ ’ÒΔU ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥U.

(ª) ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê ¡Ê¥ø  — øÈŸ „Èÿ •èÿÁÕ¸ÿÊ¥ ∑§Ê ŒÊÁπ‹ ‚ ¬„U‹ ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê ¡Ê¥ø ∑§⁄UflÊŸË „UÊªË. ∑§fl‹ ©Uã„Ë¥
•èÿÁÕ¸ÿÊ¥ ∑§Ê ¬˝fl‡Ê ÁŒÿÊ ¡Ê∞ªÊ ¡Ê ßU‚ ¡Ê¥ø ◊¥ Á»§≈U ¬Ê∞ ¡Ê∞¥ª.

4. •ÊflŒŸ -¬òÊ — Áflfl⁄UÁáÊ∑§Ê •ÊÒ⁄U •ÊflŒŸ-¬òÊ Á∑§‚Ë èÊË ⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ Á◊Á‹≈˛UË S∑Í§‹ ‚ „UÊÕÊ¥-„UÊÕ •ÕflÊ «UÊ∑§ mUÊ⁄UÊ
¬˝ÊåÃ Á∑§∞ ¡Ê ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥U. •ÊflŒŸ ¬òÊÊ¥ ∑§Ê ‚÷Ë ⁄UÊc≈U˛Ëÿ Á◊Á‹≈˛UË S∑Í§‹ ◊¥ ¡◊Ê ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë •¥ÁÃ◊ ÃÊ⁄UËπ 20 •Ä≈ÍU’⁄U
2019 „Ò.
5. ÁflSÃÎÃ ŸÊÁ≈UÁ»§∑§‡ÊŸ fl’‚ÊßU≈U — www.rashtriyamilitaryschools.in ¬⁄U ©U¬‹éäÊ „Ò.

1. Applications are invited only from eligible boys for admission to class VI and

class IX in Rashtriya Military Schools (RMSs) located at Chail (Himachal Pradesh),

Ajmer (Rajasthan), Belgaun (Karnataka), Bengaluru (Karnataka) and Dholpur

(Rajasthan)

2. Entrance Exam The OMR based Common Entrance Test (CET) for admission to

Class VI and IX will be held on 22 December 2019 (Sunday).

3. Eligibility

(a) Age : 

(i) Class VI Only boys aged between 10-12 years as on 31 March 2020 (born

between 01 April 2008 to 31 March 2010, both days inclusive) are eligible.

(ii) Class IX Only boys aged between 13-15 years as on 31 March 2020 (born

between 01 April 2005 to 31 March 2007, both days inclusive) are eligible.

Note : Six months relaxation in upper age limit is permissible for the wards of

personnel Killed in Action for admission to Class VI and Class IX respectively.

(b) Education  

(i) Class VI No previous educational qualification is mandatory.

(ii) Class IX Candidate should have passed Class VIII from a govt/recognized school

before the date of admission. Students studying in Class VIII are also eligible to

appear in the entrance test for Class IX.

(c) Medical Selected candidates will have to undergo medical exam prior to

admission. Only medicaly fit candidates will be offered admission.

4. Application Forms Prospectus cum application forms can be obtained by hand or

by Post from any RMSs. Last date of submission of application form is 20

October 2019.

5. Detailed Notification Available on website : www.rashtriyamilitaryschools.in.

davp 10601/11/0016/1920 EN 25/49

No. A-11025/1/2019-DCHL/Estt.II

Government of India 

Ministry of Textiles 
Office of the Development Commissioner 

for Handlooms

Udyog Bhawan, Maulana Azad Road 

New Delhi-110011

Applications are invited for filling up of one (01) post of Senior Lecturer (Textiles) on

deputation basis (including short-term contract) in the Indian Institute of Handloom

Technology (lIHT) cadre (Subordinate office under O/o D.C Handlooms) in the Level-

10 of Pay Matrix (Rs.56,100-1,77,500) (7th CPC). The details regarding the application

format, eligibility, documents to be submitted etc. are available on the website:

www.handlooms.nic.in. The applications in the prescribed format complete in all

respects should reach only through proper channel within 60 days from the date of

publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

(Santosh Kumar Singh) 

Additional Development Commissioner (Handlooms)

davp 41102/11/0022/1920 EN 25/51

Application/CV not accompanied by supporting certificates/documents in support of

Qualification and Experience claimed by the candidates would not be processed for

determining the eligibility of the candidates for the selection.

davp 05201/11/0003/1920

EN 25/45



VACANCIES FOR DIRECT CANDIDATES:-

Name of the post/ Category Northern NCR Western Central Eastern Southern South Eastern North Eastern Grand

Trade Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Total

UR 15 23 20 12 16 26 14 5 131

SC 6 10 7 3 5 10 5 1 47

Const / Cook ST 3 5 3 1 2 4 2 1 21

OBC 9 15 11 8 9 18 10 4 84

EWS 4 6 4 2 4 7 4 1 32

Total 37 59 45 26 36 65 35 12 315

UR 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 9

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Cobbler ST 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

OBC 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 13

UR 5 7 6 3 4 8 4 2 39

SC 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 1 18

Const / Barber ST 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 8

OBC 3 5 4 2 3 5 3 1 26

EWS 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 9

Total 12 18 14 8 11 22 11 4 100

UR 6 9 6 3 6 9 5 2 46

SC 2 3 3 2 2 4 2 1 19

Const/Washer-man ST 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 9

OBC 4 6 5 3 4 7 4 1 34

EWS 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 12

Total 14 22 17 10 14 25 13 5 120

UR 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 8

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Carpenter ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OBC 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 5

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 0 13

UR 12 18 14 9 11 19 11 4 98

SC 4 7 5 3 4 8 4 1 36

Const / Sweeper ST 2 3 3 1 2 4 2 1 18

OBC 8 12 9 5 8 14 7 2 65

EWS 3 5 4 2 3 5 3 1 26

Total 29 45 35 20 28 50 27 9 243

UR 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 5

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Painter ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 5

UR 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4

Const / Mason SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Directorate General

Central Industrial Security Force
(Ministry of Home Affairs)

Opening date : 23.09.2019 from 1000 Hrs

Closing date : 22.10.2019 upto 1700 Hrs

Closing date for North East Region: 29.10.2019 upto 1700 Hrs

RECRUITMENT OF CONSTABLE/TRADESMEN IN CISF-2019

Applications are invited from Male Indian citizens for filling up the following temporary

posts of CONSTABLE (TRADESMEN) in the Central Industrial Security Force in the

trade of Cook, Cobbler, Barber, Washer-man, Carpenter, Sweeper, Painter, Mason,

Plumber, Mali & Electrician in the Level 3 of pay matrix 21,700 to 69,100/- plus usual

allowances admissible to the Central Government employees from time to time. On

their appointment, they will be governed under CISF Act and Rules as well as Central

Civil Services Rules applicable to other members of the force and other Acts and Rules

applicable from time to time. On appointment they shall be covered by "New

Restructured Defined Contribution Pension Scheme (New Pension Scheme)"

applicable for the new entrants to the Central Government Services with effect from

01.01.2004.

2. Recruitment Sector wise /Trade wise/Category wise vacancies of Constable/

Tradesmen-2019 are as under:-

Name of post / trade No. of posts Total

Direct ESM

Const. / Cook 315 35 350

Const. / Cobbler 12 1 13

Const. / Barber 98 11 109

Const. / Washer-man 120 13 133

Name of post / trade No. of posts Total

Direct ESM

Const. / Carpenter 13 1 14

Const. / Sweeper 243 27 270

Const. / Painter 5 1 6

Const. / Mason 4 1 5

Const. / Plumber 4 0 4

Const. / Mali 4 0 4

Const. / Electrician 3 0 3

Total 821 90 911

Back-log vacancies

Const. / Cobbler 1 0 1

Const. / Barber 2 0 2

Total 3 0 3

G.Total 824 90 914

Continued
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Name of the post/ Category Northern NCR Western Central Eastern Southern South Eastern North Eastern Grand

Trade Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Total

OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Mason EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4

UR 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Plumber ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4

UR 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const / Mali ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OBC 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 4

UR 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 3

SC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Const /Electrician OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 3

G. Total 96 154 118 67 93 174 91 31 824

VACANCIES FOR EX-SERVICEMEN:

Sl. No. Name of the post / Trade Total No. of vacancies

1 Const / Cook 35

2 Const / Cobbler 1

3 Const / Barber 11

4 Const / Washer-man 13

5 Const / Carpenter 1

6 Const / Sweeper 27

7 Const / Painter 1

8 Const / Mason 1

TOTAL 90

Abbreviations used are: UR- Unreserved, EWS - Economic Weaker Sections,

OBC - Other Backward Class, SC- Scheduled Caste, ST- Scheduled Tribe, ESM-

Ex. Servicemen and Const - Constable.

Note:- 

(i) The numbers of vacancies given above are tentative and may increase or

decrease at any time/stage of recruitment process, due to administrative reasons.

The revisions in vacancies, if any, are likely to be notified at any stage prior to

declaration of final result. Any change in the number of vacancies will be

intimated through CISF recruitment website i.e. https://cisfrectt.in

(ii) Reservation of SC/ST/OBC/EWS/Ex-servicemen category is available as per

extent Government orders. The candidates of any reserved category (SC/ST/

OBC/EWS) may apply as a Unreserved category candidate due to non-

availability of vacancy in any particular trade or other reasons subject to fulfilling

terms and conditions applicable for Unreserved Category like age bar, height etc.

(iii) There will be restriction of domiciliary status for recruitment of above posts.  The

candidates belonging to States of (Name of States under the respective

Recruitment Sector as given in Column No. 2 at para No. 8 of this

notification) their candidature will only be considered for recruitment in their

respective Recruitment Sector on production of valid "Domicile certificate" to

prove their domiciliary status, issued by the competent authorities so authorized

by the concerned State at the time of documents verification failing which his

candidature will be cancelled forthwith and they will not be allowed to participate

in further process of recruitment. Application submitted to other authorities

shall not be entertained and summarily rejected.

(iv) Advertised notification has been issued, incorporating vacancies of States falling

within jurisdiction of respective Recruitment Sector.  A candidate has to apply only

against such advertised vacancies of his home state and Recruitment Sector

which he belongs. 

(v) Wards of CISF personnel residing with them at a place other than their domiciled

state / Recruitment Sector may also apply & appear from recruitment centre

where father / mother is posted. However, they will be considered against

vacancies of their actual domicile Home State given under the Recruitment

Sector only.  To avail this concession, they have to submit photocopy of certificate

issued from the unit Commander as per format annexed to this notification

(Annexure-VII).  However, they will not be entitled to avail any relaxation of the

State/Recruitment Sector from which they are appearing if they are not actually

domiciled in such State/Recruitment Sector. Eligibility/relaxation of such

candidates will be considered as applicable to them as per their domicile state

given under the Recruitment Sector.

(vi) Candidate can apply for only one Trade. Trade Test / Written Test of all trades will

be conducted at various locations on same time.

(vii) Only one application is to be submitted by a candidate.  In case more than one

application of a candidate is detected, his candidature will be rejected

straightaway.  

(viii) While filling up the application form, candidates must ensure to fill the correct

identity Card Number in his application (i.e. AADHAR Number, Driving License,

Voter ID Card, Identity Card issued by University/College or Income Tax Pan Card

Number). The same will be produced at the examination centre during each

event. Biometric data of candidates will be generated during the 01st stage of

recruitment and will be utilized during recruitment process for verifying identity of

the candidates.

(ix) Candidates should bring all their original educational/experience/caste/

domicile certificates and other testimonials at the time of PET/PST,

documentation & trade test for proper checking /scrutiny. If any candidate

fails to submit any requisite document in support of his eligibility, his

candidature will be rejected straightaway and no appeal will be accepted

against his rejection for conducting documentation on any other day and

they will not be allowed to participate in further process of recruitment.

(x) The posts are combatised and purely temporary in nature but likely to become

permanent.

(xi) Candidates selected for appointment are liable to serve anywhere in Indian

Territory and abroad.

(xii) Caste certificates having the following details in respect of reserved category

candidates may be accepted as per prescribed certificate and the candidates

may be allowed to continue in recruitment process against vacancy of respective

reserved category :-

a) Name of candidate, Father's name, locality/village/town from where they belong.

b) Certificate issued by the appropriate/prescribed authority.

c) Authority of Govt. of India resolution is correctly mentioned in caste certificate

which justifies that claim of individual against reserved category is genuine.

d) Caste as mentioned in the caste certificate of the individual is included in the

central list as notified by Central Government for that category.

(xiii) If suitable Ex-Servicemen candidates are not available, vacancies reserved for

Ex-Servicemen will be filled up by candidates of non-Ex-Servicemen category.

(xiv) Ex-servicemen, children/dependents of victims killed in 1984 Riots and

Communal Riot of 2002 in Gujarat may submit their applications for recruitment

in any Recruitment Sector. However, they have to produce the certificate from

the District Collector / District Magistrate wherein the victim was killed. 

3. The recruitment process will consist of Physical Efficiency Test (PET), Physical

Standard Test (PST), Documentation, Trade Test, Written Test and Medical

Examination.  The salient features of the recruitment are as under:-

(i) Application from candidates will be accepted by post onlyin the prescribed

proforma as per Appendix-'A'. No other mode for submission of application is

allowed.

(ii) Physical Standards Test (PST), Physical Efficiency Test (PET), Documentation,

Trade Test, Written Test and Medical Examination will be conducted by the CISF

at various Recruitment Centres.

(iii) Application fee @ Rs.100/- from UR, OBC and EWS candidates will be charged.

Candidates belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Ex-servicemen

are exempted from paying fee. All such candidates must submit requisite

certificate in prescribed proforma from the competent authority to prove

their status. Failure to produce certificate in the prescribed format will

render candidature of fee exempted candidates to be cancelled at PET/PST

and Documentation stage itself and they will not be allowed to participate in

further process of recruitment.

(iv) The Call up letter/Admit card to the candidates will be uploaded on the CISF

website https://cisfrectt.in at each stage i.e. for 

(a) PET/PST, Documentation & Trade Test 

(b) Written Test 

(c) Detailed medical examination 

Candidates are required to bring the same while attending the test/examination.  

(v) There will be two stages of recruitment before medical examination as

under:-

a) PET/PST, Documentation & Trade Test.

b) OMR based written examination which will be bilingual i.e. Hindi & English.

Note: The sequence of the above two stages may interchange at the discretion of CISF

due to administrative reasons / prevailing circumstances.  If written examination

is conducted in the 1st stage, the number of candidates to be called for the 2nd

stage would purely depend on merit in the written examination for which

qualifying marks would be 35% for UR, EWS & Ex-Serviceman and 33% for

SC/ST/OBC.  However, it will not be mandatory to call all the qualified candidates

in the written examination to the 2nd stage i.e. PET/PST/ Documentation and

Trade test.  The number of candidates to be called for 2nd stage would depend

on total number of qualified candidates in the written examination with reference

to the number of vacancies for each post and each category.  Accordingly, cut off

marks would be prescribed for each category.  
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(vi) Recruitment Sector wise / Trade wise and category wise result of written test cum

merit list etc., will be drawn. 

(vii) List of provisionally selected candidates will be uploaded on CISF website.

(viii) The candidates who find place in the provisional select list as per available

vacancy in each Post/Trade and category will be called for Detailed Medical

Examination (DME). 

(ix) To ensure a smooth, transparent and fair recruitment process, the Force will

employ adequate measures and modern means at different stages.

4. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

a) Educational qualification (Direct open Matriculation or its equivalent 

market candidates) from a recognized board for 

skilled trades (i.e. Barber, Boot 

Maker, Cook, Carpenter, 

Electrician, Mason, Mali, Painter, 

Plumber and Washer Man). 

Industrial Training Institute 

trained personnel will be 

preferred.

Matriculation or its equivalent 

from a recognized board for 

unskilled trades (i.e. Sweeper).

Educational certificate other than State Board/Central Board should be 

accompanied with Government of India notifications declaring that such 

qualification is equivalent to Matric /10th class pass for service under Central 

Government.

b) Age (Direct open market candidates) Between 18 to 23 years as on 

01.08.2019. The candidate 

should not have been born 

earlier than 02.08.1996 and 

later than 01.08.2001.

Categories eligible for relaxation in Relaxation

Age limit

(i) Scheduled Caste / Tribe Upto 05 years in upper age limit.

(ii) Other Backward Class Upto 03 years in upper age limit.

(iii) Candidates of Jammu & Kashmir who had Upto 05 years in upper age limit 

ordinarily been domiciled in the State of for UR & EWS candidates.

J&K during the period from 1st January '1980 Upto 10 years in upper age limit  

to 31st December'1989. for SC/ST candidates.

The person claiming relaxation under this Upto 08 years in upper age limit 

category should produce the certificate to for OBC candidates.

the effect that he had been domiciled in the

state of J&K during the period from 1st 

January'1980 to 31st December'1989 from

either the District Magistrate within whose

jurisdiction he had ordinarily resided or from

any other authority designated on his behalf

by the Government of Jammu and Kashmir.

(iv) Children and dependent family members of Upto 05 years in upper age limit 

victims KILLED in the 1984 riots and for UR & EWS candidates.

communal riots of 2002 in Gujarat. Upto 10 years in upper age limit 

Children means (a) son (including adopted for SC/ST candidates.

son) or (b) daughter (including adopted daug- Upto 08 years in upper age limit 

hter).  for OBC candidates.

Dependent family members means (a) spouse 

or (b) children or (c) brother or sister in the 

case of unmarried victim who were wholly 

dependent on the victim at the time of his 

getting killed in the riots would be eligible.  

NOTE: As this advertisement pertains to 

recruitment of CONSTABLE (TRADESMEN) 

(Male), therefore, only male children and 

male dependents of victims KILLED in the 

1984 riots and communal riots of 2002 

in Gujarat can submit their application for 

recruitment in any Recruitment Sector.

In order to be eligible for upper age relaxa-

tion in this category, the applicant should 

produce a certificate to that effect from the

concerned  District Collector / District 

Magistrate where the victim was killed.

c) Physical Standards

Category Height Chest

(i) For UR, SC, EWS and OBC candidates  170 Cms Minimum 80 Cms

(except those mentioned in (ii) below. with minimum expa- 

nsion of 05 Cms

i.e. 80-85 Cms

(ii) Relaxed standard for the candidates falling in 

the category of :

(a) The candidates falling in the categories 165 Cms Minimum 78 Cms

of Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Gorkhas, Dogras, with minimum expa- 

Marathas and candidates belonging to nsion of 05 Cms

the States of Sikkim, Nagaland, Arun- i.e.78-83 Cms

achal Pradesh, Manipur, Tripura, Mizoram, 

Meghalaya, Assam, Himachal Pradesh, 

Kashmir and Leh & Ladhakh regions of 

J & K subject to production of certificate 

as per Annexure -"VI".

The above standards [Para 4 c (ii)(a)] 

will be applicable for all categories 

(i.e. UR, EWS, OBC & SC).

(b) All candidates belonging to Scheduled 162.5 Cms Minimum 76 Cms 

Tribes with minimum expa-

nsion of 05 Cms

i.e. 76-81 Cms

Note : Ex-Servicemen candidates are eligible for total relaxation in physical

standards. However their height & chest will be measured for record.

d) Medical Standards:-

I The person who seeks appointment for the above posts is liable to undergo 

medical examination in accordance with uniform guidelines for medical 

examination in CAPFs & AR issued vide MHA UO No. A.VI-1/2014-Rectt 

(SSB)  dated 20th May, 2015 and other instructions issued from time to time  

to assess their physical and medical fitness.  He shall fulfill the medical  

standards as elucidated therein.

i) Weight: Weight will be recorded at the time of physical measurement but the 

decision on fitness on account of weight will be taken at the time of medical 

examination. 

ii) Eye Sight: Minimum distant vision should be 6/6 and 6/9 of two eyes 

without correction i.e. without wearing of glasses.

iii) The candidate must not have knock-knee, flat foot, varicose vein, squint in 

eyes and they should possess high colour vision. He must be in good mental 

and bodily health and free from any physical defect likely to interfere with the 

efficient performance of the duties.

5. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR EX-SERVICEMEN CANDIDATES :-

1) Ex-Servicemen who are Sepoy/Lance Naik in the Army or equivalent rank in 

the Air Force or Navy are eligible to apply for the post of Const/Tradesmen.  Ex-

Servicemen holding the rank of Subedar, Nb-Subedar, Havildar, Naik or equivalent 

rank in the Army/Air Force/Navy may also compete in this recruitment for lower 

post provided they fulfill the eligibility criteria and also they furnish their willingness 

in writing that in the event of their selection they will not claim the post equivalent 

to the rank they were holding in the Defence Forces.   

An "Ex-Servicemen" means a person

i) Who served in any rank (whether as a combatant or as a non-combatant) in 

the Regular Army, Navy and Air Force of the Indian Union; and

a) Who either has been retired or relieved or discharged from such service 

whether at his own request or being relieved by the employer  after 

earning his pension or

b) Who has been relieved from such service on medical grounds attribut- 

able to military service or circumstances beyond his control and has  

been awarded medical or other disability pension or

c) Who has been released from such service as a result of reduction in 

establishment?

Or

ii) Who has been released from such service after completing the specific period 

of engagement, otherwise than at his own request or by way of dismissal, or 

discharge on account of misconduct of inefficiency and has been given a 

gratuity; and includes personnel of the Territorial Army, namely, pension 

holders for continuous embodied services;

Or

iii) Personnel of Army Postal Service who are part of Regular Army and retired 

from the Army Postal Service without reversion to their parent service with 

pension, or are released from the Army Postal service on medical grounds 

attributable to or aggravated by military service or circumstance beyond their 

control and awarded medical or other disability pension. 

Or

iv) Personnel who are on deputation in Army  Postal Service for more than six 

months prior to 14th April 1987 

Or

v) Gallantry award winners of the Armed forces including personnel of Territorial 

Army 

Or

vi) Ex-recruits board out or relieved on medical ground and granted medical 

disability pension.

2) Break in Should not be more than three years from the date of discharge 

Service: from Army/Navy/Air Force as on the date of closing of receipt of 

application from candidates i.e. 22.10.2019 including for the candi-

dates of North East Region.

Age : They shall be allowed to deduct the period of Army service from their 

actual age and the resultant age should not exceed the maximum age 

limit prescribed for these posts by more than three years.  The upper age 

limit shall be further relaxable upto 05 years in case of SC/ST and 

03 years in case of OBC candidates on production of caste certificates 

in the prescribed format. The crucial date for determining age limit for 

receipt of application from candidates i.e.01.08.2019 including for the 

candidates of North East Region.

3) Medical "A" (AYE) or "SHAPE-I" at the time of discharge. They should also 

Category: possess the same medical standards prescribed for direct recruits 

for the post of Constable /Tradesmen in CISF.

4) Character Exemplary/Very Good.

on discharge

5) Education Matriculation or equivalent or Army 1st Class or equivalent of 

Qualification Air  Force or Navy.

The other eligibility conditions will be the same as applicable to others as 

mentioned under eligibility criteria.

NOTE-I: Ex-servicemen who have already secured employment in civil side under

Central Government in Group "C” & "D” posts on regular basis after availing of the

benefits of reservation given to ex-servicemen for their re-employment are NOT eligible

for fee concession or for claiming benefits of reservation under Ex-Servicemen

category. However, they are eligible for age relaxation.

NOTE-II: The period of "Call up Service" of an Ex-Serviceman in the Armed Forces

shall also be treated as service rendered in the Armed Forces for purpose of age

relaxation. 
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NOTE-III : For any serviceman of the three Armed Forces of the Union to be treated as

Ex-Serviceman for the purpose of securing the benefits of reservation, he must have

already acquired, at the relevant time of submitting his application for the Post/Service,

the status of ex-serviceman is in a position to establish his acquired entitlement by

documentary evidence from the competent authority that he would complete specified

term of engagement with the Armed Forces within the stipulated period of one year

from the CLOSING DATE 22.10.2019

NOTE-IV: AGE CONCESSION IS NOT ADMISSIBLE TO SONS, DAUGHTERS AND

DEPENDENTS OF EX-SERVICEMEN.

NOTE -V: Other terms and condition for re-employment of ex-servicemen as

mentioned in Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in Central Civil Service and Posts)

Amendment Rules, 2012 and any other instruction issued by GOI from time to time, will

also be applicable.  

NOTE -VI : Ex-Servicemen will be required to appear at the time of PST event to record

their measurements, documentation and produce their education certificate and other

testimonials.  They will also appear and qualify in Written test, Trade test and medical

examination.  Ex-Servicemen will be required to qualify in medical examination as per

MHA UO No.A.VI-1/2014-Rectt (SSB) dated 20th May, 2015 and other instructions

issued from time to time to assess their physical and medical fitness.  

EXPLANATION 1: The persons serving in the Armed Forces of the Union, who on

retirement from service, would come under the category of "Ex-servicemen" 

may be permitted to apply for re-employment one year before the completion of the

specified terms of engagement and avail themselves of all concessions available to ex-

servicemen but shall not be permitted to leave the uniform until they complete the

specified term of engagement in the Armed Forces of the Union. Such 

candidates should submit a certificate from the Commanding Officer concerned as per

Annexure-'V'.

6. DISQUALIFICATION :

(i) No person

(a) Who has entered into or contracted a marriage with a person having 

spouse living.

Or

(b) Who is having a spouse living, has entered into or contracted a marriage 

with another person shall be eligible for appointment to the Force.  Provided 

that the Central Government may, if satisfied that such marriage is permissible 

under the personal law applicable to such person and the other party to the 

marriage and there are other grounds for so to do, exempt any person from 

the ambit of this rule.

(ii) Dismissal from Govt. Service.

7. PROCESS OF CERTIFICATION AND FORMAT OF CERTIFICATES: 

(i) Candidates who wish to be considered against vacancies reserved/or seek age-

relaxation must submit requisite certificate in prescribed proforma from the

competent authority. Otherwise, their claim for SC/ST/OBC/EWS/Ex-Servicemen

status will not be entertained and their candidature/ applications will be

considered under Unreserved category subject to fulfilling requisite eligibility

prescribed for Unreserved Category. The formats of the certificates are annexed

with the Notification. Certificates obtained in any other format will not be

accepted.

(ii) A person seeking appointment on the basis of reservation to OBCs must ensure

that he possesses the caste / community certificate and does not fall in creamy

layer on the crucial date.  The crucial date for this process will be the closing date

for receipt of application i.e. 22.10.2019. Candidates may also note that in

respect of the above, their candidature will remain provisional till the veracity of

the concerned document is verified by the Appointing Authority.  

(iii) The benefit of reservation under EWS can be availed upon production of an

Income and Asset Certificate issued by a Competent Authority.  The crucial date

for submitting income and asset certificate will be the closing date for receipt of

application i.e. 22.10.2019. Candidates may also note that in respect of the

above, their candidature will remain provisional till the veracity of the concerned

document is verified by the Appointing Authority.  

(iv) Candidates will be considered for recruitment in their respective State/UT on

production of valid "Domicile Certificate" issued by the competent authority so

authorized by the concerned State/UT to prove their domiciliary status at the time

of documents verification failing which his candidature will be cancelled forthright. 

(v) Since the State of Assam is not issuing Domicile Certificate/ Permanent residence

Certificate, candidates belonging to the State of Assam are not required to submit

the same. However, their selection will be subject to verification of residential

status from the concerned District Authorities.  

(vi) West Pakistani Refugees (WPRs) who have settled in J&K but have not been

given the status of citizens of the State will be recruited without the condition of

having a domicile certificate from the designated authority of the J&K State. A

certificate as per Annexure-VIII issued by the Sarpanch/Numberdar of a

candidate's village to the effect that the person belonged to the West Pakistani

Refugees category, along with a copy of the electoral roll showing the name of

the candidate in the voters list for elections to the parliamentary constituency (as

they do not enjoy voting rights to the state legislative assembly) be accepted as

proof of their being West Pakistani Refugees for recruitment. In so far as the

scheduled castes among the said refugees are concerned, the state government

have already issued certificates indicating the SC status & stating specifically that

the person is not a permanent resident of the State but is ordinarily residing in the

village, these certificate may be accepted as proof of being West Pakistani

Refugees of SC status accordingly. 

NOTE-Candidates are warned that they will be permanently debarred from the

examination in case they fraudulently claim SC/ST/OBC/EWS/ESM status.  

8. HOW TO APPLY:

The application on the proforma as per Appendix-'A' should be sent to the

concerned application receiving authorities prescribed below along with requisite

application fees of Rs.100/- (Rupees one hundred only) in the form of Postal

Order drawn in favour of the officer mentioned under column 4 below and payable

at the post office as mentioned under column 5.  SC/ST and Ex-Servicemen

candidates are exempted from application fee.

SI Name of the State/UT in Which Name of the Officer to Postal Order on account Name of the post office where

No. the candidate resides (Within whom application should be sent of application fee requires to be postal order will be payable

Recruitment Sector drawn in favour of

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1. Chandigarh, Haryana, Himachal DIG, CISF (North Zone) HQrs., CISF Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO New Delhi

Pradesh, J&K, Punjab & Rajasthan. campus, Mahipalpur, Post-Mahipalpur, CISF NZ-1 HQrs., New Delhi.

New Delhi - 110037.

(E-mail Id : dignz@cisf.gov.in )

2. Delhi, Uttar Pradesh & The Deputy Inspector General, AC/DDO CISF 5th RB Ghaziabad Head post office Ghaziabad

Uttarakhand CISF RRC NCR Zone HQrs., Navyug Market, Ghaziabad ,

CISF 5th RB Battalion, Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh, Pin - 201001

Post - Shipra Sun City

Distt - Ghaziabad, State - Uttar Pradesh

Pin code - 201014.

(E-mail Id : digncr@cisf.gov.in)

3. Daman & Diu, Dadra & Nagar DIG, CISF (West Zone) HQrs., CISF Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO Mumbai

Haveli, Goa, Gujarat and Complex, Sector-35, Kharghar, Navi CISF (WZ) HQrs Kharghar,

Maharastra. Mumbai - 410 210. Navi Mumbai.

(E-mail Id : digwz@cisf.gov.in ) 

4. Chhattisgarh & Madhya Pradesh DIG, CISF (Central Zone) HQrs., Bhilai, Deputy Commandant / DDO, Civic Centre, Bhilai.

03rd RB campus, Post-Utai, Dist-Durg, CISF CZ HQrs., Bhilai. Pin- 490006

State-Chhattisgarh, Pin-491107.

(E-mail Id : digcz@cisf.gov.in ) 

5. Bihar & Jharkhand DIG, CISF (East Zone-1) HQrs., Patliputra, Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO Patna

Boaring Road, Patna, Bihar-800013. CISF (EZ) HQrs Patna.

E-mail Id : digez@cisf.gov.in )

6. Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, DIG, CISF (South Zone) HQrs., 'D' Block, Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO Chennai

Lakshadweep, Pudducherry, Rajaji Bhavan, Besant Nagar, CISF SZ HQrs., Chennai.

Tamil Nadu & Telangana. Chennai - 600090

Tamil Nadu.

(E-mail Id : digsz@cisf.gov.in )

7. Andaman & Nicobar Islands, DIG, CISF (South East Zone-1) HQrs., Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO Kolkata

Sikkim, Odisha & West Bengal. Premises No.553, East Kolkata Township CISF SEZ-1 HQrs., Kolkata.

(Kasba), Kolkata - 107.

(E-mail Id : dignez@cisf.gov.in )

8. Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, DIG, CISF (North East Zone) HQrs., Assistant Commandant / DDO, GPO Guwahati

Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Guwahati, Beharbari, Near A.G.Colony, CISF NEZ HQrs., Guwahati.

Nagaland & Tripura. Hockey Stadium Road, Post-Basistha, 

Dist-Kamrup, Assam - 781029. 

(E-mail Id : dig-nez2@cisf.gov.in )

Note:- Candidate should submit their application only as mentioned against their

State of domicile. Application submitted to other authorities shall not be

entertained and summarily rejected.

i) Application should be sent so as to reach concerned DIG of CISF as shown in the

para-8 above by 22.10.2019 (05:00 P.M) and in case of residents of  North East

region by 29.10.2019 (05:00 P.M.). No application will be entertained which is

received after the due date.

ii) Application once submitted cannot be modified.  Hence utmost care should be
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taken to furnish the correct details before sending the application. 

iii) The candidates must have their own personal mobile number and valid e-mail ID.

They are also advised to retain the same mobile number and e-mail ID in use

which they have mentioned in the application form because important information

may be given to the candidates through SMS or e-mail.  Hence, for their own

interest candidates should not give email ID/mobile numbers of others. 

9. MODE OF PAYMENT :- The candidates belonging to UR, EWS & OBC

categories applying for recruitment to the above posts should deposit Rs.100/-

(Rupees one hundred only) as examination fee in the form of Postal Order

drawn in favour of the officer concerned under column 4 and payable at the post

office under column 5 as shown in the para-8 above.  

NOTE I: Candidates belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Ex-

Servicemen who are eligible for reservation are exempted from paying fees. 

NOTE II: Fees once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances. 

NOTE III: Fee paid by modes other than as stated above, will NOT be accepted. 

NOTE IV: Fee paid before 23.09.2019 i.e. opening date of application form will also not

be accepted. 

NOTE V: In  case of non-receipt of requisite fee from candidates (except exempted

category) their application will be straight way rejected.

10.  ADMISSION TO THE RECRUITMENT:

(i) All candidates who apply in response to this advertisement till CLOSING DATE

and provisionally eligible, will be assigned Roll numbers, which will be

communicated to them at the time of 01st stage of recruitment i.e. PET/PST,

documentation & Trade Test or Written Examination.

(ii) Candidate must write his Regd. number, Roll number, Name, date of birth and

name of the examination while making correspondence with CISF.

Communication from the candidate not furnishing these particulars shall not be

entertained.  

(iii) The call letters / admit cards for PET/PST, documentation, Trade Test, Written

Test and Detailed Medical Examination will be available on website and can be

downloaded from https://cisfrectt.in. Candidates are advised to download the

above documents from CISF Recruitment website only.  There will be no link with

at any other website. 

(iv) In  case the candidate is unable to download the call letters/admit cards for PET/

PST& documentation, Trade Test, Written Examination & Medical Examination

etc., from the website, candidates should contact concerned CISF Regional

Recruitment Centre (RRCs) of the STATE to which he belongs by E-mail at least

one week before PET/PST,documentation, Trade test, Written Test or Medical

Examination. (E-mail ID given in para 8 of this Advertisement)

11. SELECTION PROCESS / METHOD OF SELECTION 

All eligible candidates applying for the recruitment will be issued admit card for

the 1st stage of the recruitment i.e. PET/PST/Documentation & Trade test after

verification of information submitted by them.  Detailed scrutiny of their

documents will be done after PST/PET.  If any required document is not provided

by the candidate at this stage, his candidature will be cancelled and he will be

issued a rejection slip.  Therefore, it will be the responsibility of the candidate to

verify his eligibility as prescribed in this notice and to submit all required

documents at the time of applying.  

The sequence of recruitment process would be as follows:

a) Height Bar Test

b) Physical Efficiency Test

c) Physical Standard Test

d) Documentation 

e) Trade Test

f) Written Test

I) HEIGHT BAR TEST (HBT) (QUALIFYING IN NATURE)

Those candidates found eligible in height bar test will be put through the next

stage i.e. PET.

II) PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY TEST (PET) (QUALIFYING IN NATURE)

Those candidates who qualify the height bar test will be subjected to 1.6 Kms

race to be completed in 6 minutes 30 seconds.

Note:- 1. This test will only be qualifying in nature. The candidates who do not qualify

the race would be eliminated from the recruitment process by giving rejection slip

intimating reasons thereof by the Presiding Officer and will not be allowed to

participate in further process of recruitment.  

2.  PET will not be held for Ex-Servicemen as mentioned above. However, Ex-

Servicemen will be required to appear at the time of PET/PST event to record

their measurements, documentation and produce their education certificate and

other testimonials. They will also appear and qualify in trade test, written test, &

medical examination.  Ex-servicemen will be required to qualify in medical

examination as per MHA UO No. A.VI-1/2014-Rectt (SSB) dated 20th May, 2015.

III) PHYSICAL STANDARD TEST:

i) The candidates who are qualified Height Bar Test/PET will be measured for

height, chest and weight by the Board of Officers. The candidates who meet the

requirements of physical standard will be allowed to participate in Documentation.

The candidates who do not fulfill the laid down physical standards will be

eliminated from recruitment process by giving rejection slip, thereof.

However, elimination on grounds of weight will be done at the time of medical

examination. Physical standards for the post of Constable (Tradesmen) has been

elaborated in Para 4(c) above and relaxation will also be applicable as per

Government orders issued from time to time. 

ii) During the process of recruitment, if any candidate is not satisfied with

measurement of his physical standard, he can prefer written appeal on the

same day to the Supervising DIsG (i.e. appellate authority) against rejection

in physical measurement. Such candidates will be re-measured either on the

same day or will be given a fresh date by the Supervising DIsG of the recruitment

board to appear for re-measurement by appellate authority.  The decision of the

appellate authority in this regard will be final. If candidate is found to be within the

prescribed standard, he will be allowed to the next stage of the selection process.

However, appeal for re-conduct of PET (race) will not be entertained.

Note:-1 : Relaxation in height and chest (as the case may be) as mentioned above will

be permissible only on production of required certificate at the time of PET/PST,

documentation & trade test in the proforma as prescribed in Annexure-VI from

the competent authorities of the Districts where he ordinarily resides. 

Note:-2 :Conduct of PET/PST will be the sole responsibility of the PET/PST Board and

supervising DIsG.  CISF Directorate will not entertain any representation/appeal

etc against the decision of the PET/PST Board.

Note:-3: There is no appeal in PET (Race).

IV) DOCUMENTATION 

Following Original testimonial/documents of the candidates who qualified in

PET/PST will be scrutinized. Candidates who fail to produce requisite original

testimonials / certificates will be eliminated from the recruitment process by giving

rejection slip intimating reasons thereof by the Presiding Officer and no

candidates will be allowed provisionally. 

(i) Educational certificates.

(ii) Date of birth certificate. (Matriculation or 10th pass certificate). 

(iii) Domicile certificate issued by competent revenue authority to prove their

domiciliary status. 

(iv) SC/ST, OBC and EWS Certificate, if applicable. It should be in the proforma as

prescribed in Annexure-I, II & III respectively. Caste certificates which are not in

prescribed manner as specified in the advertisement notice will not be accepted. 

(v) Caste certificate issued from a State other than domicile State of candidate will

not be considered, i.e. both certificates (Caste and Domicile) should be issued by

the same State. 

(vi) Candidates falling in the categories of Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Gorkhas, Dogras,

Marathas and candidates belonging to the States of Sikkim, Nagaland, Arunachal

Pradesh, Manipur, Tripura, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Assam, Himachal Pradesh,

Kashmir and Leh & Ladhakh regions of J & K requesting for relaxation in height

and chest should produce certificate in proforma/format given in Annexure-VI.

(vii) Discharge certificate in case of Ex-servicemen. 

(viii) No objection Certificate in case of persons serving in Govt./Semi-Govt.

Departments from their Head of Office as per format given in Appendix- 'C' & 'D'.

(ix) In case of wards of serving CISF personnel, who are applying in State other than

their Home State, certificate as per format given in Annexure-VII has to be

produced.

(x) Four passport size recent photographs of the candidates. 

(xi) Identity Certificate for WPRs (West Pakistani Refugee) residing in the State of

J&K as per Annexure - 'VIII'.

(xii) Domicile certificate for those who had ordinarily domiciled in the State of J&K

from 01.01.1980 to 31.12.1989 for age relaxation. 

(xiii) The candidates must carry photo bearing identification proof such as Driving

License, Voter Card, Aadhaar Card, Identity Card issued by University/College,

Income Tax Pan Card in original which he has mentioned / filled in application

form.  

(xiv) Identification of the candidates will be checked by the board of officers at the time

of PET / PST / Documentation & Trade test, Written Examination & Medical

Examination from Identity Cards as produced by the candidate.  Biometric data

(fingerprint) will be captured at 1st stage of Recruitment for verification which will

be used for further stages of recruitment.   

V. TRADE TEST :

(a) All the candidates declared pass in PET/PST & documentation will undergo trade

test. Trade test will be qualifying in nature. 

(b) Trade test/practical assessment to be done, which will be qualifying in nature.  

c) Trade Test :

Those who qualify in the PET (Physical Efficiency Test), PST (Physical standard

test) physical measurement and detailed verification of eligibility standard will be put

through the trade test as prescribed for each post is as under :-

1 COOK

a) Cooking of Chapati & Rice 

b) Cooking of vegetable/Dal/Samber / Idli etc., 

c) Cooking of Meat/Fish/Egg/Kheer

2 BOOT MAKER / COBBLER

a) Polishing of shoes

b) Handling of tools

c) Cutting of leather repair & stitching of  Shoes

3 BARBER

a) Handling of tools

b) Hair Cutting 

c) Shaving

4 WASHER MAN

a) Washing of clothes

b) Ironing of Khaki Cotton Uniform

c) Ironing of woollen, Terry cotton Uniforms 

5 CARPENTER

a) Handling of tools

b) Cutting of wood

c) Fitting, polishing and finishing of material

6 SWEEPER

a) Sweeping

b) Cleaning of toilets

c) Cleaning of Bathrooms etc.

7 PAINTER

a) Knowledge of colours, paints and shades

b) Painting of sign-boards

c) Painting/drawing 

8 MASON

a) Preparation of 'Mashala'

b) Mason/Construction work

c) Plastering work

d) Laying down floor tiles & plastering floor

9 PLUMBER

a) To lay pipe line

b) Repair of water pipe line

c) Fitting of Taps, Geyser, Flush & Wash Basin
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10 MALI

a) Plantations and making grafts.

b) Maintenance of plants

c) Knowledge of seeds and their sowing season, Fertilizers in seetideseeti.

d) Knowledge of indigenous manures. 

11 ELECTRICIAN

a) Knowledge of AC/DC current

b) New Electric Fitting

c) Rectification of Electric fault

VI) WRITTEN TEST 

The candidates who qualify in PET/PST, Documentation and trade test will be

called for written examination. Admit Card of the candidates will be uploaded in

the CISF website i.e. https://cisfrectt.in by mentioning date & venue on which

they are required to appear for written test. Qualified candidates may download

their call letter/admit card through CISF recruitment website i.e. https://

cisfrectt.in. In  addition,  the list  of  candidates  called  for  written examination

and  date/venue  of  their  written examination will also be displayed in the CISF

website after  reasonable  time  from  the  date  of  completion of PET/PST,

Documentation and trade test.  

(i) The written test will be OMR based. 

(ii) Objective type question paper to be answered on OMR sheet of 100 marks of 02

hours duration containing 100 questions on General Awareness / General

Knowledge, Knowledge of elementary mathematics, Analytical Aptitude,

Ability to observe and distinguish patterns and to test the basic knowledge

of candidate in Hindi/English. The questions will be set bilingual in English/

Hindi.

(iii) Minimum percentage of marks for qualifying for next stage will be as under:- 

UR / EWS/ Ex. Servicemen : 35 %

SC/ST/OBC : 33 %

Note : The qualifying marks of 35% for UR / EWS / ESM and 33% for SC/ST/OBC does

not mean that all candidates who have secured 35% & 33%, as the case may be,

will be called for next stage.  The candidates for next stage will be called purely

on the basis of their performance / marks scored in written examination and cut

off marks (Recruitment Sector/Trade/ Category wise) which will be fixed after

completion of written examination. 

(iv) No representation for re-valuation of answer sheet of written exam or re-conduct

of written examination will be entertained. 

(v) Questions are to be answered using a black / blue ball pen. Therefore, the

Candidate should bring black/blue ball pens for written examination.

Note: Request for changing of written Examination centre will not be considered under

any circumstances. 

(vi) Other Instructions for Written Examination:-

(1) The written examination question papers will be set bilingually in Hindi & English

and candidates will have the option to answer either in Hindi or English.

Candidates are required to give answer from Question No. 81 to 100 (Part-

V) in only one language i.e. either English or Hindi.  Therefore, language

opted in Part-V is to be marked in the OMR Answer Sheet accurately.  The

language opted for this part should be clearly mentioned in appropriate

column otherwise this part will not be evaluated.  

(2)  Candidates should write their Roll Number on both i.e. Question Booklet and the

OMR Answer Sheet. 

(3) Answers to the questions will have to be given on OMR sheet only.

(4) All questions will be compulsory and carry equal marks. 

(5) Each Question Booklet has a Series No. and Series code.  The candidates should

enter the Series Number & Series code of Question Booklet given to them

correctly in OMR Answer Sheet and similarly OMR Answer Sheet Number and

Code be mentioned in Question booklet. 

(6)   The OMR answer sheets not bearing candidates Name, Roll number, Language

option code, Category, Question booklet series Number, Series Code, Signature,

Left Thumb Impression  etc. at appropriate columns/boxes earmarked for this

purpose, fully and correctly, will not be evaluated. No correspondence in this

regard will be entertained by the department. 

(7) Each question is followed by four answer choices. Out of these, candidate has to

select the correct answer for each question and mark correct answer by

darkening only one of the choices. 

(8) If more than one oval is darkened, the answer will not be evaluated at all. 

(9) Candidate should think and decide clearly before darkening the oval completely. 

(10) The OMR Answer Sheet shall be handed over to the invigilator before leaving the

examination hall, failing which; the applicant will be liable for disqualification. 

(11) Sufficient space will be provided for rough work. The candidates should use that

space only and not use any other place/ paper etc. 

(12) The candidates will be allowed to take carbon copy of the answer sheet and

Question booklet. Answer keys of the question paper will be uploaded on the

website i.e. https://cisfrectt.in after written examination. 

(13) The candidate should not write any irrelevant matter on answer sheet except the

specific information called for. If he does so, his Answer Sheet will become invalid

and will not be evaluated. 

(14) Candidates are not permitted to use Mobile phone, calculators or any other

electronic /electrical device inside the examination centre.  Candidates, therefore,

must not bring these devices inside the examination premises.  Possession of

these items, whether in use or not, will be considered as "Use of unfair means"

in the Examination, his candidature shall be cancelled and appropriate action will

be taken against such candidates. 

(15) 15 Minutes time will be given to candidates for filling up column of OMR answer

sheet and Question Booklet appropriately. 

VII) MODE OF SELECTION/DRAWAL OF FINAL MERIT LIST

(i)  After completion of PST/PET, documentation, Trade Test and Written Examin-

ation, Recruitment Sector-wise, Trade-wise  and Category-wise merit  list for UR,

SC,  ST,  OBC, EWS &  Ex-servicemen  will  be  drawn separately on the  basis

of  aggregate marks obtained in written test by the candidate.

(ii) The minimum qualifying marks for selection will be as under: 

UR, EWS and Ex-servicemen  : 35% 

SC/ST/OBC    : 33% 

(iii)  In case of tie in marks, the merit list will be prepared in the following order:-

(a) The tie will be resolved by referring to the age of the candidates i.e. the candidate

older in age will get preference.

(b) If the tie still persists, it shall be resolved by comparing the height of the candidate

i.e. the candidate taller in height will get preference. 

(c) If the tie still remains unresolved, then it shall be resolved by the educational

qualification of the candidate i.e. higher in the qualification will get preference ;

and

(d) Further tie, if any, it shall be resolved by referring to the alphabetical order of

names i.e. a candidate whose name begins with the alphabet (English) which

comes first in the alphabetical order will get preference.

(iv)  Provided that SC,  ST, OBC & EWS  candidates,  who  are  selected  on  their

own  merit  without availing relaxed  standards, will not be adjusted against the

reserved share of vacancies.  Such SC, ST, OBC and EWS candidates will be

accommodated against the unreserved vacancies as per their position in the

overall Merit list.  The reserved vacancies will be filled  up separately from

amongst the eligible SCs, STs, OBCs and EWSs, candidates which will, thus,

comprise  of  SC,  ST, OBC and EWS candidates  who  are  lower  in  merit  than

the  last  candidate  on  merit  list  of  unreserved  category  but  otherwise  found

suitable  for  appointment by relaxed standard.

(v)  Final result will be published on website i.e. https://cisfrectt.in.   

NOTE:-

(1)  The  candidates  applying  for  the  examination  should  ensure  that  they  fulfil

all  the eligibility conditions for admission to the examination. Their admission

at all the stages of  examination  will  be  purely  provisional,  subject  to  their

satisfying  the  prescribed eligibility  conditions.  If,  on  verification,  at  any  time

before  or  after  the  PET/PST & documentation, Trade test, written examination,

and medical examination, it is found that they  do  not  fulfil  any  of  the  eligibility

conditions;  their  candidature  for  the examination will be cancelled forthwith by

the department.

(2)  In case, any candidate is found ineligible or found to be suppressing facts

whatsoever at any time during the recruitment process, his candidature/selection/

appointment shall be cancelled forthwith.

(3)  In case of vacancies reserved for Ex-Servicemen remains vacant due to non-

availability of eligible or qualified candidates, the same shall be filled by other non

ex-serviceman candidates from respective trade / category in accordance with

notification of amendment in Ex-Servicemen (Re-Employment in Central Civil

Services and posts) Rules, 2012.

(4)  No waiting list will be kept / maintained. 

VIII) MEDICAL EXAMINATION AND SCREENING OF TESTIMONIALS

(i) Only  those  candidates  who  have  qualified in PET / PST, Documentation, Trade

Test and Written Examination will be required to appear in the Medical Examin-

ation. The Department shall have the discretion to fix different qualifying marks

for candidates belonging to different Recruitment Sector/categories taking into

consideration vacancies allotted to each Recruitment Sector. However, the

number of candidates to be called for medical examination would depend on the

merit position of the candidates in written examination and cut-off marks in each

Recruitment Sector/Trade/Category.  However, being called & declared Fit in

Medical Examination does not give them the right of final selection. Thus

their claim for selection on such ground will not be entertained.

(ii) The details/list of candidates qualified in PET/PST/Documentation, Trade Test

and Written Examination will be uploaded in CISF recruitment website i.e.

https://cisfrectt.in. Candidates selected for detailed medical examination may

download their call letters / admit card through website i.e. https://cisfrectt.in. In

addition, the list of candidates called for medical examination and date/venue of

their medical examination will also be displayed in the CISF website after

reasonable time from the date of completion of Written Examination.

(iii) Candidates will be declared either FIT OR UNFIT.  No candidate will be declared

as temporary unfit.

(iv) In all the cases, a  candidate, who has been declared  medically  UNFIT for

appointment  in the Medical Examination will be communicated the  grounds  for

rejection  in broad terms  in  writing by the Examining Medical  officer.  The

candidate,  if  not  satisfied  with  the  findings  of  the Medical Examination, can

submit an appeal for REVIEW MEDICAL EXAMINATION within 15 days from

the date on which the candidate has been declared unfit, with a proof of his

fitness in the prescribed form as per Annexure-'IX' and Annexure-'X'

respectively.  The Medical certificate will not be taken into consideration unless it

contains a note by the medical practitioner concerned to the effect that it has been

given in full knowledge of the fact that the candidate has already been declared

unfit for appointment by a Medical Officer.  The appeal will also not be taken into

consideration unless it contains Review Medical Examination Fees of Rs. 25/-

(Rupees twenty five only) through Demand Draft. (The details of authority to

whom the appeal should be submitted and DDO concerned and payable branch

etc will be mentioned in the rejection slip itself to be issued by the Examining

Medical Officer/Chairman of the Recruitment Board). 

Note:- An undertaking shall be taken from all the selected candidates at the time of

joining that if at any stage of their service career, they are found to be colour blind

they will be boarded out as per the SHAPE policy in vogue and the same is to be

enclosed in their Service Records. 

12.   DECISION

The decision of the board/department in all matters relating to eligibility,

acceptance or rejection of  the  applications,  penalty  for  false  information,

mode  of  selection,  conduct  of  examination(s) , allotment  of  examination

centres  and  preparation  of  merit  list  will  be  final  and  binding  on  the

candidates and no enquiry/correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

13. COURTS JURISDICTION

Any  dispute  with regard  to  this  recruitment  will  be  subject  to  courts/tribunals

having  jurisdiction over the City/Town in which the concerned Recruitment centre

of CISF is situated or where the candidate has submitted his application. 

14. IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

(1).   Matriculation or 10th class pass from a recognised board is the minimum

educational qualification.  The recruitment  will  comprise  of  Physical  Efficiency

Test (PET), Physical  Standards  Test  (PST),    Documentation, Trade Test,

Written  Examination  and  Detailed  Medical  Examination.  

(2). Only eligible candidates may apply for the above post in the prescribed proforma

as Appendix-'A'. Candidature of candidates who submit more than one

application will be rejected.  Candidates should minutely go through all the

provisions in the notification to ensure that they are eligible for the post for which
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they are applying in terms of requirements of age, Educational Qualification etc.  

(3) The candidates must write their name, date of birth, father's name strictly as given

in the Matriculation certificate otherwise their candidature will summarily be

cancelled at the time of document verification or as and when comes to the notice

of CISF.  In case of change the same must be supported by necessary

documents otherwise their candidature will summarily be cancelled at the time of

document verification or as and when comes to the notice of CISF.  Further, the

correct name should be reflected in all Certificates submitted by the candidate.

(4) The application form must be filled by the candidate in his own handwriting.

Correction, if any, should be legible and attested by the candidate.  Request for

change / correction in the application form, once submitted, will not be entertained

under any circumstances. 

(5) Application may be filled up either in English or Hindi only.  

(6) Application form duly filled in the prescribed proforma as per Appendix-'A' and

affixed with recent passport size photograph duly self-attested may be sent to

concerned DIG as mentioned in para-8 above by 22.10.2019 and in case of

residents of North East Region by 29.10.2019 along with the following

documents.  

(7) A crossed non-refundable Indian Postal Order for Rs.100/- (Rupees one hundred

only) for UR, EWS and OBC candidates on account of application fee drawn in

favour of the officers mentioned in Column 4 of the table given at para-8 above

and payable at the post office as shown in Column 5 therein.  No claim for refund

of the application fee will be entertained on the ground that the application was

rejected. Payment of application fee other than Postal Order will not be

entertained and candidature will be rejected.  

(8) No application fee is applicable for SC/ST and Ex-Servicemen candidates. 

(9) Photostat copies of the Educational Qualification certificate(s) as proof of age and

educational qualification etc issued by a recognised University / Board duly self

attested by the candidate be enclosed.  

(10).  Photostat copies of SC/ST, OBC & EWS certificate on the proforma prescribed

by the Central Government as per Annexure -'I', 'II' & 'III' of the notification duly

attested by the candidate be enclosed.  

(11) The candidates falling in the categories of Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Gorkhas,

Dogras, and Marathas shall enclosed self certified true copy of certificates issued

by SDM/Tehsildar or equivalent authority authorized by Central Government for

getting relaxation in height and chest as per Annexure-'VI' of the Notification. 

(12) The candidates belonging to the States of Sikkim, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh,

Manipur, Tripura, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Assam, Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir and

Leh & Ladhakh regions of J & K shall enclose either domicile certificate or

certified true copy of certificates issued by SDM/Tehsildar or equivalent authority

authorized by Central Government for getting relaxation in height and chest as

per Annexure-'VI' of the Notification. 

(13) Certificate from District Collector / District Magistrate in case of children and

dependent family members of victims KILLED in the 1984 riots and communal

riots of 2002 in Gujarat shall be enclosed.

(14) Domicile certificate for those who had ordinarily domiciled in the State of J & K

from 01.01.1980 to 31.12.1989 for age relaxation.  Nativity Certificate issued by

the NaibTehsildar/Sarpanch/Numberdar to such wards of WPRs (West Pakistani

Refugee) in the State of J & K as per proforma in Annexure-'VIII' should be

enclosed. 

(15) Two additional self-signed (in the front) passport size photographs are required to

be attached duly clipped along with application form.

(16) Questionnaire as per Appendix-'B' duly filled in and signed by the candidate.

(17) Form of undertaking to be submitted by Employees of Government Departments/

Public Sector undertaking / Autonomous bodies as per Appendix-'C' & 'D'.

(18) Copies of certificates of technical qualification relating to the post, if any.

(19) Copies of certificates of experience relating to the post, if any. 

(20) The candidates are required to submit photo copy of their domicile certificate

belonging to any of the States under the Recruitment Sector where they are

applying (as per Table under para 8 of this notification). 

(21) Candidates may indicate at column No. 5 & 6 of Appendix-'A' whether they

belong to one of the minority communities notified by Govt. namely Muslims,

Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists or Zoroastrians (Parsees).

(22) ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS TO BE PRODUCED BY EX-SERVICEMEN. 

a) Photostat copy of Discharge certificate. 

b) Undertaking as per Annexure-'IV' & 'V'.

(23) The envelope containing above documents should be superscribed

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF CONSTABLE/________(NAME OF THE

TRADE) whichever is applicable.

(24) Candidates failing in any of the prescribed tests will be eliminated at that stage. 

(25) CISF will not be responsible for postal delays.  

(26) An application will be summarily rejected at any stage of the recruitment process

for not confirming to the official Format / having incomplete information / wrong

information / incomplete requisite certificates / misrepresentation of facts / left

unsigned / submitted without fee where due / without a self-attested photograph

pasted at the appropriate place.  

(27) Application must be submitted in the prescribed format published with this

advertisement as Appendix-'A'. No application form will be supplied by this

department. 

(28) The department has the right to make any changes in the advertisement or cancel

it without assigning any reasons. Further, all the conditions mentioned herein may

vary as per orders issued by Government of India from time to time.

(29) Any certificate other than in Hindi or English should be enclosed with translation

in Hindi or English duly attested, else will not be entertained.  

(30) Canvassing  in  any  form  or  bringing  outside  influence  will  automatically

disqualify  the  candidate from appearing the tests further without any notice.. 

(31) Application, which are not filled up as per instruction or partly filled up applications

will not be entertained and no correspondence will be made.  Applications may be

rejected due to reasons such as: 

a) Incomplete or illegible and not submitted in prescribed format. 

b) Without Postal Order of Rs.100/- (Rupees one hundred only) except SC/ST & Ex-

Servicemen candidates.  

c) Unsigned/undated application or application without signature on pasted

photograph. 

d) Non enclosing self-attested copies of all requisite certificates. 

e) Under aged / Over aged candidates. 

f) Not possessing the requisite educational qualification at the time of submitting

application. 

g) Applications not filled in English or Hindi. 

h) Without proper certificate in respect of SC/ST/OBC/EWS candidates.  Certificates

should be obtained from competent authority in the prescribed format (as

prescribed in this notification)

i) Applications received after the closing date as mentioned in this notification.

j) Any other irregularity like mutilated or damaged application / documents etc. 

(32) Candidate should come duly prepared for 4 to 6 days stay making their own

arrangements at the Recruitment Centre.  No TA/DA will be admissible for the

journey and stay.  

(33) In view of the anticipated large number of applications, detailed scrutiny of

applications or the eligibility and other aspects will not be undertaken before the

PET/PST and therefore, the application is accepted only provisionally.  The

candidates are advised to go through the requirements of educational

qualification, age, physical standards etc. and satisfy themselves that they are

eligible for the post before applying.  When scrutiny is undertaken, if any claim

made in the application is not found substantiated, the candidature will be

cancelled forthwith.

(34). Any shortcoming which could not be detected at the time of initial scrutiny of the

documents and found/ noticed at a later stage, shall render the candidate

disqualified for the post and he will not be allowed to appear in subsequent events

of the recruitment and no appeal or correspondence will be entertained in the

subject.

(35). Candidates having the right aptitude, capability, fitness and knowledge of

respective trade, may apply for the posts.

(36). DIFFERENTLY ABLED CANDIDATES ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR

THIS EXAMINATION.

(37). Candidates may contact Help Line Number 011-24366431/24307932 for

clarification, if any, in respect of submission of applications and PET/PST, Written

Examination, Trade test and Medical Examination etc. 

(38). Candidates  are  advised  to  have  sufficient  practice  for  the  race/PET before

coming  for recruitment.  They  are  further  advised  to  get  themselves  medically

examined  regarding  their suitability  to  run  the  specified  distance  in  the  given

time.  CISF or Government of India will not be responsible for any injury/mishap

or medical problem during the course of recruitment process/test.  

(39). Any candidate found using any unfair means or resorting to impersonation will be

disqualified forthwith and liable for action as per law. The person impersonating a

candidate will be arrested and a criminal case under IPC will be registered

against him. Such candidates will be barred from applying for the future

recruitment in CISF.  

(40). Any person acting as a tout or taking the help of a tout will be dealt as per law

and criminal case will be registered against him under IPC.

(41). Candidates have to appear in all the stages of recruitment for which they have

qualified. If a candidate is absent from any stage/event for which he has qualified,

his candidature will be cancelled.

(42). In case a candidate is found unfit/ineligible for service on any ground after his

selection/appointment his service will be terminated without assigning any

reason.

(43). The decision of the department in all matter relating to eligibility, acceptance or

rejection of the applications,  mode  of  selection,  conduct  of  examinations  and

allotment  of  examination  centres, mode/procedure for trade test, medical

examination etc., will be final and binding on the candidates and no

correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

(44). The Director General, CISF reserves the right to make changes or cancel or

postpone the recruitment without assigning any reason. Further all the

conditions mentioned here in may vary as per orders issued by Government of

India from time to time.

(45). Success in various stages of recruitment confers no right for appointment unless

the department is satisfied after medical examination and after such enquiry as

may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable in all respects for

appointment to the service/post.

(46). Undergoing medical examination at the end of the recruitment process does not

guarantee for appointment as the offer of appointment will be made only

according to allotted vacancies, for each Trade and category from the merit list in

the order of merit of the candidates.  

(47). Selected candidates are required to undergo basic training in CISF RTCs for

which they will be informed separately through offer of appointment letter.  If any

candidate does not qualify the prescribed training, his services are liable to be

terminated. They will be on probation for a period of two years which can be

extended. During the period of probation if found unfit for any reason, the services

are liable to be terminated.

(48). On  appointment,  candidates  shall  be  governed  by  the  CISF  Act  and  Rules

as  well  as  all  such Govt. instructions/rules issued from time to time, as

applicable.

(49). CISF strives to recruit fit, committed, sincere and best candidates with

transparency, fairness and impartiality.  Hence, candidates are advised to

"BEWARE OF TOUTS".

(50). Success in the examination confers no right to appointment, unless the

department is satisfied after enquiry as may be considered necessary that the

candidate is suitable in all respects for appointment to the post. 

(51). The Offer of Appointment is the last stage of the recruitment process. Thus,

qualifying in any previous stage of recruitment process (including medical

examination) does not confer any right of selection or appointment to the post to

any candidate. 

(52). The date of conducting PET/PST/Documentation & Trade Test, Written

Examination and Medical Examination will be fixed later. The uploading of admit

card will be done accordingly. Candidates are required to visit CISF Recruitment

website https://cisfrectt.in regularly for latest update about recruitment process. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR CANDIDATES

Beware of touts.  No money is charged for recruitment in CISF.  If you have paid

or promised to pay money to any one you are being cheated & you are losing

money.  If anyone demands money for getting you selected, immediately inform

the Presiding Officer (PO) of recruitment board and DIsG of concerned

recruitment Centre or inform through e-mail giving the name of the person at ac-

rectt@cisf.gov.in.
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APPENDIX - "A"

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR RECRUITMENT OF CONSTABLE (TRADESMEN)

IN CISF-2019

Roll No.________________________(To be allotted by the recruitment centre)

1. Name of the Trade applied for

2. Name of the candidate (in block letters as recorded in 

matriculation certificate)

3. Father's Name (in block letters as recorded in matriculation certificate)

4. Date of Birth Day Month Year 

5. Gender Male Female 

6. Religion Hindu Muslim Sikh Christian 

Others (Please specify) : Buddhist Parsees  

7. Whether belongs to one of the Minorities Communities as per Govt. orders.

Muslim Sikh Christian Buddhist Parsees 

8. Category UR SC ST OBC EWS 

9. Whether Ex-Serviceman? Yes No 

10. Nationality  

11.  State to which you belong

12. Do you belong to Hill Area? Yes No 

13. Whether belongs to

Garhawalis Kumaonis Gorkhas Dogras Marathas 

14. Whether belongs to

Sikkim   Nagaland Arunachal Pradesh Manipur 

Tripura Mizoram  Meghalaya             Assam   

Himachal Pradesh Leh & Ladhakh regions of J&K 

15. Whether falling under the category of children and dependents of victims KILLED

in the 1984 riots/2002 communal riots in Gujarat?   Yes No 

16. Were you domiciled in the State of J&K during the period from 1st Jan1980 to

31st Dec 1989. Yes No 

17. Whether you are a ward of West Pakistani Refugee (WPR) settled in J& K ?

Yes No 

18. Have you ever been convicted by any court of law or any other judicial Institution?

Yes No 

19. Address for communication

House No. Vill/Ward

Post P.S.

District State

PIN Code

20. Permanent Address

House No. Vill/Ward

Post P.S.

District State

PIN Code

21. Visible Identification Marks 

1. ____________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

22. Educational qualification   Civil __________________ Army ______________

23. Details of Postal Order

24. Are you eligible for fee exemption? Yes No 

25. Aadhar Card Number

If Aadhar card not available,          Type of card Card No.

enter photo bearing card details

26. Phone number, if any, with STD code Mobile No.

27. E-mail Id : _______________________________________________

28. FOR EX-SERVICEMEN ONLY

a) Army No

b) Rank  

c) Trade                    

d) Date of Appointment Day Month Year 

e) Date of Discharge Day Month Year 

f) Last Unit from where retired

g) Character on retirement

h) Medical category on retirement 

29. FOR WARDS OF CISF PERSONNEL ONLY.

a) CISF No. of parent

b) Rank

c) Name

d) Present Unit & State

e) Home State of parent

f) Whether CISF wards wants to apply against his home state or from the state

where his/her parent is presently posted. (It will not be changed at later stage)

My Home State       From the state where his parent 

presently posted

g) Signature of the Unit Commander with his 

official stamp as token of verification of data 

furnished at Para 29 (a) to (f). 

30. FOR OTHER GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ONLY.

a) Employee Number

b) Rank/Designation

c) Full postal (office) Address

d) Date from which serving

Date of Appointment

e) Date of completion of probation

f) Details of Punishment Major Minor 

g) Whether annual grading during entire service  Yes No 

has been above average or otherwise

h) Signature of the Unit Commander with his official stamp 

as token of verification of data furnished at 

Para 30 (a) to (g). 

31. Questionnaire as per Appendix -'B' duly filled in and signed by the candidate to

be submitted along with the application.

32. DECLARATION

(TO BE SIGNED BY ALL THE CANDIDATES COMPULSORILY)

1. I hereby certify and declare that all the statements made in the application are

true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event of

information or part thereof being found false or detected incorrect during the

process of recruitment or at any stage thereafter and that I am not satisfying the

eligibility criteria prescribed in this notice, my candidature/appointment is liable to

be cancelled/terminated automatically without any notice to me and action can be

taken against me by the CISF.

2. I have read the provisions in the Notice of the examination carefully and I hereby

undertake to abide by them.

3. I further declare that, I fulfill all the conditions of eligibility regarding age limits,

educational qualifications, etc. prescribed for admission to the examination. I

have enclosed photocopies of certificates in support of claim for Educational

Qualifications, age, category (SC/ST/OBC/EWS & ESM) and age relaxation etc.

4. I also declare that, I do not stand debarred from Government service as on date

and have never been convicted by any court of law.

5. I have not submitted any other application for this examination.  I am aware that

if I contravene this rule, my application will be rejected summarily.

Date Left hand Thumb Signature of the applicant

Place Impression of the (Application not signed by the

candidate candidate will not be entertained)

DECLARATION TO BE  SIGNED BY OBC CANDIDATES ONLY

I, __________________________ Son/Daughter of Shri ___________

__________________ resident of village/town/city _______________ district

_______________ State ________________ hereby declare that I belong to the

________________ community which is recognized as a backward class by the Govt.

of India for the purpose of reservation in service as per orders contained the

Department of Personnel and Training Office Memorandum No. 36012/22/93-SCT)

dated 8-9-1993. It is also declared that I do not belong to the persons/sections (creamy

layer) mentioned in Column 3 of OM No. 36012/22/93-Estt. (SCT) dated 8-9-1993 and

modified vide Government of India  DOP&T OM No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated

9.3.2004 and OM No.36033/3/2004-Estt.(Res) dated 14-10-2008.

Place Signature of the applicant

Date (Application not signed by the candidate will not be entertained)

APPENDIX - "B"

QUESTIONNAIRE FORM

1. Have you ever been convicted by any court of law or Yes No

any other judicial Institution?

2. Is there any case pending against you in any court of law? Yes No 

3. Has any FIR been lodged and case is pending against you? Yes No 

4. Was any FIR ever lodged against you in the past? Yes No 

a) If yes, case No. and sections under which FIR was lodged?

b) Name of Police Station where FIR was lodged?

c) Was the case charge sheeted or returned in FR?

d) If case was charge sheeted, what was the outcome in court?

i) Convicted

ii) Acquitted

iii) Compromised

iv) Compounded

v) Any other, please specify

5. Have you ever been dismissed from any service under the Yes No 

Central or State Govt.?

6. Have your services ever been terminated while on probation? Yes No 

If the answer to any of the above is YES then please provide complete details on

a separate sheet.

Affix your recent

passport size

self- attested

photograph 
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UNDERTAKING

I ______________________________ declare that the above information is true to the

best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in case the information is found to

be false or incorrect my candidature is liable to be cancelled apart from any

departmental or legal proceedings that may be initiated against me.

Place Signature of the Candidate

Name __________________

Date Fathers Name ___________

Address ________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

APPENDIX - 'C'

FORM OF UNDERTAKING TO BE SUBMITTED BY EMPLOYEES OF 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS /PUBLIC SECTOR UNDERTAKINGS/

AUTONOMOUS BODIES

I do hereby declare that I am informing my Head of Office/Department/Ministry in

writing that I have applied for the post of Constable/Tradesmen as the case may be) in

CISF.

Place : Signature of Candidate

Date  : Name: _____________

APPENDIX - 'D'

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE SUBMITTED BY EMPLOYEES OF

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS/UNDERTAKINGS 

"Certified that the Department/Office has no objection in permitting Shri

_____________________ for applying to the post of ___________ in CISF. It is further

certified that Shri _________________ has not been awarded with any punishment

(Major/Minor) till date and that his performance throughout his service in this

Department / Office has been above "AVERAGE".

Date  : Signature 

Name & Rank of Head of Office/ 

Controlling Officer/Unit Commander

Annexure-"I"

CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY A CANDIDATE BELONGING TO

SCHEDULED CASTE OR SCHEDULED TRIBE

This is to certify that Shri/Smt/Kumari* _________________________ son/daughter*

of Shri _______________________of village/Town*____________________in

District/Division*____________________ of the State/Union Territory*

________________belongs to the _________________ caste/Tribe*  which is

recognized as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe*  under:-

The Constitution (Scheduled Caste) order , 1950@

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) order, 1950@

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes)(Union Territories) order,1951@

The Constitution(Scheduled Tribes) (Union Territories) order, 1951@

(As amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes lists (Modification

Order) 1956 , the Bombay Re-organization Act, 1960, the Punjab Re-organization

Act, 1966, the State of Himachal Pradesh Act,1970, the North Eastern Areas  Re-

organization) Act, 1971, and the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes Orders

(Amendment) Act 1976, the State of Mizoram Act, 1986 the State of Arunachal

Pradesh Act, 1986 and the Goa, Daman and Diu (Re-organization) Act, 1987)

The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Castes order, 1956@

The Constitution (Andaman & Nicobar Islands) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1959 as

amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment)

Act, 1976@

The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes Order, 1962@

The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1962@

The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order, 1964@

The Constitution (Uttar Pradesh) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1967@

The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968@

The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1968@

The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970@

The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Caste Order, 1978@

The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1978@

The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1989@

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order Amendment  Act, 1990@

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Orders Amendment Ordinance, 1991@

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Orders Second amendment Act, 1991@

The  Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act, 2002@

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Amendment) Act, 2002@

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) Orders (Amendment)

Act, 2002@

The Constitution(Scheduled Castes) Orders (Second Amendment) Act, 2002@

2.  Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes persons who have

migrated from one State/Union Territory Administration to another.

This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribes

Certificate issued to Shri/Smt.* __________________Father/Mother of

Shri/Smt./Kumari*________________________of village/Town* _____________ in

District/Division* _______________of the State/UT* ___________who belongs to the

________________________ Caste/Tribes* which is recognized as a SC/ST* in the

State/Union Territory* _________________ issued by the

______________________(name of the prescribed issuing authority) vide their No.

_______________ dated_____________.

#3. Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*________________________and or his/her* family ordinarily

reside(s) in Village/Town*_________________________of___________________

District/Division* of the State/Union Territory* of _________

Place _______________

Date  _______________ Signature     _________________________

** Designation  _______________________

State/Union Territory* _________________

*   Please delete the words which are not applicable.

@  Please quote specific Presidential order.

#  Delete which paragraph is not applicable.

Note: The terms 'ordinarily' reside(s) used here will have the same meaning as in

Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.

** List of authorities empowered to issue Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe/OBC/EWS

Certificates.

1. District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner/

Additional Deputy Commissioner /Dy.Collector/1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate/+

Sub Divisional Magistrate/Extra-Assistant Commissioner/Taluka Magistrate/

Executive Magistrate.(+not below the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).

2. Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency

Magistrate.

3. Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.

4. Sub-Divisional Officers of the area where the candidate and/or his family normally

resides.

Note: ST candidates belonging to Tamil Nadu State should submit caste certificate

ONLY FROM THE REVENUE DIVISION OFFICER.

Annexure-"II"

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY A CANDIDATE BELONGING TO

OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES

This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*_______________________________ son/

daughter* of Shri _______________of village/Town*__________________in

District/Division*_______________________ of the State/Union Territory*

___________________________ belongs to the ______________ Community which

is recognised as backward class under :

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/68/93-BCC (C) dated the

10th Sep,1993, published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section 1

No.186 dated 13th Sep, 1993. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/9/94-BCC dated 19-10-

94 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 163 dated

20-10-94. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/7/95-BCC dated 24th

May, 1995 Published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part I Section 1 No.88

dated 25th May, 1995. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/96/94-BCC dated 9th

March, 1996 published in The Gazette of India extraordinary Part I Section 1 No.

60 dated 11-3-1996. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/44/96-BCC dated 6th

Dec, 1996 published in the Gazette of India extraordinary Part I Section 1 No.210

dated 11-12-1996. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/13/97-BCC dated 3-12-

97 published in the Gazette of India extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 239 dated

17-12-97. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No.12011/99/94-BCC dated 11th

Dec 97 published in the Gazette of India extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 236

dated 12-12-97. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/68/98-BCC dated 27th

Oct, 1999 published in the Gazette of India extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 241

dated 27-10-1999. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution No.

12011/88/98-BCC dated 6th Dec, 1999 published in the Gazette of India

extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 270 dated 6th Dec, 1999. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution No.

12011/36/99-BCC dated 4th April, 2000 published in the Gazette of India

extraordinary Part I Section 1 No. 71 dated 4th April, 2000. 

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution No.

12011/44/99-BCC dated 21st,Sept. 2000 published in the Gazette of India Extra

ordinary Part I Section 1 No. 210 dated 21st Sept, 2000. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution No.

12015/9/2000-BCC dated 6th Sep 2001 published in the Gazette of India Extra

Ordinary Part I Section 1 No. 246 dated 6th Sep, 2001. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution No.

12011/1/2001-BCC dated 19-6-2003 published in the Gazette of India

Extraordinary, Part I, Section I No.151 dated 20-6-2003. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution

No.12011/4/2002-BCC dated 13-01-2004 published in the Gazette of India

Extraordinary, Part I, Section I, No.9 dated 13-01-2004. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution

No.12011/9/2004-BCC dated 16-01-2006 published in the Gazette of India

Extraordinary, Part I, Section I, No.10 dated 16-01-2006. @

Govt. of India, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment Resolution

No.12011/14/2004-BCC dated 12-03-2007 published in the Gazette of India

Extraordinary, Part I, Section I, No.67 dated 12-03-2007. @

Shri/Smt/Kumari*____________________________ and/or* his/her* family ordinarily

reside(s) in Village/Town*__________________ of

_____________________District/Division* of the State/Union Territory *of

______________

This is also to certify that he* does not belong to the persons/Sections* (Creamy layer)

mentioned in column 3 of the Schedule to the Govt of India, Department of Personnel

& Training OM No. 36012/22/93-Estt(SCT) dated 8-9-93, OM No.36033/3/2004-

Estt.(res) dated 9-3-2004 and OM 36033/3/2004-Estt.(Res) dated 14-10-2008.

Place ______________

Date  ______________ Signature        _____________

** Designation ________________

(With seal of Office)

* Please delete the words which are not applicable.

Note: The terms 'ordinarily' reside(s) used here will have the same meaning as in

Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.

** List of Authorities empowered to issue Other Backward Classes certificate will be the

same as those empowered to issue Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe Certificates.

@ Strike out whichever is not applicable

ANNEXURE-III

Government of ___________________

(Name & Address of the authority issuing the certificate)

INCOME & ASSETS CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY ECONOMICALLY

WEAKER SECTION

Certificate No.-------------------------- Dated:-----------------------

VALID FOR THE YEAR-----------------------

This is to certify that Shri/Smt./Kumari-------------------------------------son/daughter/wife of-

----------------------------permanent resident of -----------------------------------village/Street----
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----------------------------------Pin Code-------------------- whose photograph is attested below

belongs to Economically Weaker Sections, since the gross annual income* of his/her

"family"** is below Rs.8 lakh (Rupees Eight Lakh only)  for the financial

year___________________. His/her family does not own or possess any of the

following assets ***:

I 5 acres of agricultural land and above

II Residential flat of 1000 sq. ft and above

III Residential plot of 100sq. yards and above in notified municipalities

IV Residential plot of 200 sq. yards and above in are as other than the 

Notified Municipalities.

2. Shri/Smt./Kumari---------------------------- belongs to the -------------------caste which is

not recognized as a Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Other Backward Classes

(Central List)

Recent Passport size Signature with seal of office------------

attested photograph of  Name-------------------------------------------

the applicant Designation----------------------------------

*Note :1. Income covered all sources i.e salary agriculture business profession. Etc.

**Note: 2. The term "Family" for this purpose include the person, who seeks benefit for

reservation, his/her parents and siblings below the age of 18 years as also his/her

spouse and children below the age of 18 years.

***Note: 3 The property held by a "Family" in different locations or different places/

cities have been clubbed while applying the land or property holding test to determine

EWS status. 

Note : 4 The Income and Asset Certificate issued by any one of the following

authorities in the prescribed format shall only be accepted as proof of candidate's claim

as belonging to EWS:-

(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner /

Additional Deputy Commissioner / 1st class StipendaryMagistrate/Sub-Divisional

Magistrate / Taluka Magistrate/Executive Magistrate/Extra Assistant

Commissioner.

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency

Magistrate

(iii) Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar and

(iv) Sub-Divisional Officer or the area where the candidate and/or his family normally

resides. 

Annexure-"IV"

FORM OF UNDERTAKING TO BE GIVEN BY CANDIDATES APPLYING 

FOR CIVIL POSTS UNDER EX-SERVICEMEN CATEGORY

I understand that, if selected on the basis of the recruitment/examination to which this

application relates, my appointment will be subject to my producing documentary

evidence to the satisfaction of the Appointing Authority that I have been duly

released/retired/discharged from the Armed Forces and that I am entitled to the

benefits admissible to ex-servicemen in terms of the Ex-servicemen (Re-employment

in Central Civil Services and Posts) Rules, 1979, as amended from time to time.

2. I also understand that I shall not be eligible to be appointed to a vacancy reserved

for Ex-servicemen in regard to the recruitment covered by this examination, if I have at

any time prior to such appointment, secured any employment on the civil side (including

Public Sector Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies/Statutory Bodies, Nationalized Banks,

etc.), by availing of the concession of reservation of vacancies admissible to Ex-

servicemen.

Place : Signature of Candidate

Date  : Name: ______________

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………

Annexure-"V"

Form of Certificate for serving Defence Personnel (Please see Note-III Para-4(B)

of Notice for the examination )

I hereby certify that, according to the information available with me (No.)

_________________ (Rank) ____________________ (Name)

_________________________ is due to complete the specified term of his

engagement with Armed Forces on the (Date) ___________________________.  

Place : (Signature of Commanding Officer)

Date  : Office Seal

Annexure-"VI"

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE SUBMITTED BY THE CANDIDATES THOSE WHO

INTEND TO AVAIL RELAXATION IN HEIGHT OR CHEST MEASUREMENT 

Certified that Shri/Kumari ___________________ Son/Daughter of Shri

____________________ is permanent resident of Village ____________ Tehsil/Taluka

_______________ District _____________ of ____________ State.

2.      It is further certified that :

Residents of entire area mentioned above are considered as (Garhwalis,

Kumaounis, Gorkhas, Dogras, Marathas, Sikkimies) for relaxation in height and

chest measurement for recruitment in the Para Military Forces of the Union of

India.

He belongs to Himachal Pradesh/Leh & Ladakh/Kashmir Valley/North Eastern

States and is considered for relaxation in height and Chest measurement for

recruitment in the Para Military Forces of the Union of India.

He belongs to _____________ Tribal community and is considered for relaxation

in height and chest measurement for recruitment in the Para Military Forces of the

Union of India.

Place : Signature 

Date  : District Magistrate/Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Tehsildar

Delete whichever is not applicable

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Annexure - 'VII'

CERTIFICATE FOR SONS/WARDS OF SERVING CISF PERSONNEL

Certified  that  __________________________  (Name  of  the  candidate)  is  Son  /

ward/spouse of CISF No. ______________ Rank_________ Name

__________________ who is posted at  CISF  Unit _________________.  It  is  also

certified  that  the  applicant  has  been residing  with  the  serving personnel. The name

of the Son/spouse/ ward has been verified from the service records of the individual. 

Dated : (Signature of the Unit Commander) 

Name_________________________ 

Rank___________________ 

Unit:____________________ 

(With office seal)

Note: One copy of the certificate to be kept in the personal file of the serving personnel. 

Annexure - 'VIII'

Office of the Sarpanch / Numberdar / NaibTehsildar_______________

IDENTITY CERTIFICATE FOR WEST PAKISTANI REFUGEE RESIDING IN THE

STATE OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR 

This is to certify  that  Shri/Ms/Smt.___________________, S/o D/o, W/o Shri

_____________ formerly a resident of _______________ Village _______________

Tehsil _____District _________ of undivided India (now Pakistan) presently residing at

House No.________ Street/Lane No._________  Mohalla _____________ Village

_____________ Tehsil _____________ District _________ is a West Pakistani

Refugee after having migrated from Pakistan during the Indo-Pak Conflict of 1947. 

Sarpanch/Numberdar/NaibTehsildar

From, ANNEXURE - IX

Name ………………………..

Roll No……………………….

To

The …………………………..

………………………………..

Subject : APPEAL AGAINST MEDICAL UNFITNESS FOR RECRUITMENT OF

CONSTABLE / TRADESMAN IN CENTRAL INDUSTRIAL SECURITY FORCE (CISF)

FOR THE YEAR 2019.

Sir,

I was medically examined on _________ at ______________ (Mention Medical

Examination Centre) for recruitment of Constable/Tradesman in CISF for the year

2019, where I have been declared medically unfit on account of :-

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

2. I have got medically examined from specialist medical officer of concerned field

(DR)………………………… a specialist in the field of ……………. Who has found me

medically fit for the above post.  I enclose the prescribed certificate (Form No.3) from

the aforesaid doctor who has declared me medically fit.  I also enclose a Demand Draft

of Rs.25/- as fee for my review medical examination by the medical board of CISF.  

3. Certified that all documents as per check list have been attached.  

4. I, therefore, request for my review medical examination by a review medical board

of CISF/CAPF for the post of Constable/Tradesman-2019 in CISF. 

CHECK LIST

i) Medical Fitness certificate in Form No.3 duly signed by special medical officer. 

ii) Demand Draft of Rs. 25/- in favour of ……………………………………… Pay able

at ………………….. (Address as mentioned in Form No.1.  Drafts payable at the

place other than as mentioned in Form No.1 will be rejected).

iii) Self addressed stamped Rs. 26/-. Candidate are advised to affix prescribed

stamp fee if they desire that call letter for review medical examination is to be sent

by speed post.  The department will not accept responsibility for postal delay. 

iv) A copy of Rejection slip i.e. Form No. 1. Yours faithfully,

Signature …………………..

Name …………..……………

Roll No. …………………….

Address …………………....

ANNEXURE - X

RECRUITMENT OF CONSTABLE / TRADESMAN - 2019

MEDICAL FITNESS CERTIFICATE

Certified that Mr. _________________________ S/o Shri _____________________

age __________ years, a candidate for the post of Constable / Tradesman -2019 in

CISF whose photo and thumb impression are appended above duly attested by me

was examined by me at Hospital _______________ on dated ________________. 

2. I the undersigned, have the knowledge that Mr. _______________ S/o Shri

________________________ has been declared medically unfit by the medical officer

for the post of Constable./Tradesman- 2019 due to _____________________ 

In my opinion this is an error of judgment due to the following reasons.

____________________________________________________________________

3. After due examination, I declare him medically fit for the said post.  

Date : Signature & Name with seal of specialist 

medical officer of concerned field

Registration No. ……………………...

(MCI/State Medical Council)

Designation …………………………..

Signature and name of the candidate Name and Address of Govt. Hospital

(in presence of Medical practitioner) (District Hospital and above)

Attested by

Specialist medical officer of concerned filed 

Signature & seal

Note : 1)  The findings of the Medical Practitioner should be supported by Medical

reports / documents wherever applicable. 

2) The Photograph, thumb impression and signature of the candidate should be

attested by Medical practitioner giving this medical fitness certificate.  Un-attested

forms shall be summarily rejected. 

3) CISF shall not be responsible for postal delay. 

davp 19113/11/0001/1920 EN 25/81

Photograph

Medical Practitioner to attest
Photograph & Thumb Impresssion of
candidate

Space for photograph of
candidate

Thumb impression of
candidate
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EN 25/15

EN 25/14

Vansadhara Water Disputes
Tribunal

Ministry of Jal Shakti

Department of Water Resources, RD & GR

Government of India

5th Floor, Mohan Singh Place, Baba Kharak Singh Marg 

New Delhi - 110001 Telefax: 23368327

Website: www.mowr.gov.in

FILLING UP THE POSTS IN THE VANSADHARA WATER

DISPUTES TRIBUNAL ON DEPUTATION/RE-EMPLOYMENT

BASIS

The Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal, Ministry of Jal Shakti

Department of Water Resources, RD & GR invites applications for

filling up one post of Executive Engineer on deputation/re-

employment basis:

Name of Post No. of Post Pay Matrix

Executive One Level-11 : Rs. 67,700-2,08,700/- 

Engineer (pre revised pay scale of PB - 3, 

Rs. 15,600-39,100 + Grade pay of 

6600/-)

2. The details of the post along with eligibility criteria required for

the post is given in Vacancy (available on Ministry of Jal Shakti,

Department of Water Resources, RD & GR website). The

appointment will be made on deputation/re-employment basis as

per extant Recruitment Rules.

3. The applications in prescribed Proforma, (Annexure available on

Ministry website) complete in all respects may be sent to Registrar

of the Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal at the aforesaid

address within 60 days of publication of the advertisement in

the Employment News. The sixty days shall be counted from the

first day on which the advertisement in Employment News is

published.

4. The Vacancy Circular along with its Annexure can be

downloaded from the website of the Ministry of Jal Shakti

www.mowr.gov.in. 

EN 25/3 Registrar

Government of India 

Ministry of Agriculture and

Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, 

Cooperation & Farmers Welfare

Corrigendum

The last date for receipt of applications for the post of Assistant

Director (Hindi), Directorate of Extension, the advertisement of

which was published in the Employment News dated 23 Feb-1 Mar,

2019 (EN No. 47/63) stands extended. Applications for this post,

complete in all respects, can now be sent so as to reach "Under

Secretary (Extension), Department of Agriculture, Co-operation

& Farmers Welfare, Room No. 17, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-

110001" within 60 days from the date of publication of this

corrigendum in the Employment News/Rojgar Samachar. Full details

of this vacancy are available on this Department's websites

www.agricoop.nic.in and www.vistar.nic.in.

EN 25/8

Government of India 

Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare

Department of Agriculture, 
Cooperation & Farmers Welfare

Corrigendum

The last date for receipt of applications for the post of Deputy

Director (Accounts), Directorate of Extension, the advertisement of

which was published in the Employment News dated 15-21st June,

2019 (Advt. No. EN No. 11/31) stands extended. Applications for

this post, complete in all respects, can now be sent so as to reach

"Under Secretary (Extension), Department of Agriculture, Co-

operation & Farmers Welfare, Room No. 17, Krishi Bhawan,

New Delhi - 110001" within 60 days from the date of publication of

this corrigendum in the Employment News/Rojgar Samachar. Full

details of this vacancy are available on this Department's website

www.agricoop.nic.in

EN 25/9
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÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

¬ÊÃ ¬Á⁄Ufl„UŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/Ministry of Shipping

ŒË¬SÃ¥÷ •ÊÒ⁄U ŒË¬¬ÊÃ ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ/Directorate of Lighthouses & Lightships

““ŒË¬ ÷flŸ”” å‹ÊÚ≈U Ÿ¥. 17, ‚Ä≈U⁄U-8/“Deep Bhavan” Plot No.-17, Sector-8

flË.≈UË.∞‚. ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ, ªÊ¥äÊËäÊÊ◊ (ªÈ¡⁄UÊÃ)/V.T.S. Directorate, 

Ghandhidham (Gujarat)-370201

Vacancy for the post of Technician (Electrical) and Navigational Assistant (Grade)-III 

(Last date of application: 18.10.2019)

1. Technician (Electrical)

S.N. Description Details

1. Qualifications (i)   Essential: Passed Matriculation or its equivalent should have served as 

an apprentice for at least four years in a reputable firm or Electrical 

Engineers or in a Central or State Government establishment. Should have 

in addition two years practical experience in the installation maintenance 

and overhauling of power supply plant A.C and D.C motors and associated 

switched -gear. Should be a good wireman and have experience in estimation 

and electrical drawing. OR 

Diploma in Electrical Engineering from a recognized Institution with two years'

experience in the Installation. Maintenance and overhauling of power supply 

plant A.C and D.C motors and associate switch -gear. Engineering or a

combination of above from a recognized institution or equivalent qualification. 

(ii) Desirable : NIL

2. No. of post 01 (Reserved) - OBC

2. Navigational Assistant Grade-Ill

S.N. Description Details

1. Qualifications (i) Essential:

(a) Diploma in Electronics or Telecommunication OR 

(b) Electronics and Communication OR

(c) Electrical and Electronics from an institution recognised by Central 

Government or State Government. 

(ii) Desirable: NIL

2. No. of post 01 (un-reserved)

For detailed notice, log on to www.dgll.gov.in and go to Recruitment. Above mentioned, both 

posts are permanent.

EN 25/17

EN 25/34

Central Bureau of

Investigation 
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited from eligible and willing officers under

the Central Government or State Governments or Union

Territories or Government Financial Institutions including RBI,

NABARD, SIDBI or Public Sector Financial Institutions

(including Public Sector Banks) for filling up of one post of Dy.

Advisor (Foreign Trade or Foreign Exchange) in CBI in PB-3

(15600-39100/-) with GP Rs. 5400/- (Pre-revised) (Level-10 -

as per 7th CPC) on deputation (including short term contract).

For General Instructions, Details of Post/Eligibility criteria

(Annexure-l) and Bio-data proforma (Annexure-ll), please

visit CBI website www.cbi.gov.in.

The applicants may send their applications along with all

required documents/information through proper channel to Dy.

Director (Pers.), Central Bureau of Investigation, 5-B, 7th

Floor, C.G.O Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 so

as to reach within 60 days of publication of this vacancy

circular in Employment News. EN 25/4
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ADVERTISEMENT
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur (Rajasthan) invites online applications

for the following faculty posts on DIRECT RECRUITMENT IN VARIOUS

DEPARTMENTS for All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Gorakhpur (Uttar Pradesh).

Details are as follows:-

S. Department Professor Additional Associate Assistant  

No. Professor Professor Professor

1. Anaesthesiology 2 2 2 5

2. Anatomy 1 - 1 -

3. Biochemistry 1 1 - 1

4. Community Medicine & - - 1 -

Family Medicine

5. Dermatology 1 1 - 2

6. E.N.T.- Otorhinolaryngology 1 1 2 1

7. Forensic Medical and 1 1 1 2

Toxicology

8. General Medicine 2 - 3 5

9. General Surgery 2 1 2 4

10. Microbiology 1 1 1 3

11. Nuclear Medicine 1 1 1 1

12. Obstetrics & Gynaecology 1 1 3 3

13. Ophthalmology 1 1 1 1

14. Orthopaedics - 1 3 2

15. Paediatrics - 1 1 1

16. Pathology 1 1 1 5

17. Pharmacology 1 1 1 3

18. Physical Medicine & 1 - - 2

Rehabilitation

19. Physiology - 1 - -

20. Psychiatry 1 1 1 1

21. Pulmonary Medicine 1 1 1 1

22. Radio Diagnosis 1 1 2 4

23. Radio-Therapy 1 1 1 1

24. Transfusion Medicine 1 1 1 2

Total 23 21 30 50

Note: -

1. The above vacancies are provisional and subject to variation. The Director, AIIMS,

Gorakhpur reserves the right to vary the vacancies including reserved vacancies

as per the Govt. of India rules/circulars and requirements. 

2. Reservation will be as per Government of India guidelines issued from time to time. 

3. Reservation for Persons with Benchmark Disability (PwBD) will be as per

Government of India guidelines. 

4. Reservation for Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) shall be applicable as per

Govt. of India, Office Memorandum No. 36039/1/2019-Estt (Res) DoPT dated 19th

January, 2019 and 31st January, 2019: EWSs Candidates will attach certificate

issued by the competent authority in the form prescribed as per Annexure- A. 

5. As per EWS guidelines posts are not carried forward/or Considered as backlog

vacancy in case unfilled hence other category candidates may be allowed

provisionally to apply for post subjected to condition that they will be considered for

the post as an UR Candidate only if EWS category seat is otherwise not filled. 

6. Age and all other qualification will be counted on the last date of submission of

application. 

7. Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) cardholders under section 7(A)of Citizenship Act,

1955 are also eligible to apply for teaching post as per Ministry of Home Affairs

Order No. 26011/52/2016- OCI dated 02nd August, 2018. 

8. The period of experience wherever prescribed shall be counted after obtaining the

prescribed qualification. 

9. The detailed advertisement and online application forms are available on our

website: http://www.aiimsjodhpur.edu.in/aiimsgorakhpur.

Pay Scale:-

1 Professor Entry Level Pay Matrix 14A (Basic 1,68,900) and all usual 

allowance (Plus NPA for medically qualified candidates

only)

2 Additional Professor Entry Level Pay Matrix 13-A2 + (Basic 1,48,200) and all 

usual allowance (Plus NPA for medically qualified candi-

dates only)

3 Associate Professor Entry Level Pay Matrix 13-A1+ (Basic 1,38,300) and all 

usual allowance (Plus NPA for medically qualified candi-

dates only)

4 Assistant Professor Entry Level Pay Matrix 12 (Basic 1,01,500) and all usual

allowance (Plus NPA for medically qualified candidates 

only) After three years, Assistant Professors will move 

to level 13 (Basic 1,23,100) of the Pay Matrix.

Qualification of the Posts are as under:-

1. Name of the Post : Professor

Qualification/ Experience : Essential for Medical Candidates (for General

Discipline)

Educational Qualification :

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included

in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in section 13 (3) of

the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized qualification equivalent

thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

Experience : Fourteen years teaching and/or research experience in recognized

institution in the subject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying degree of M.D./M.S.

or qualification recognized equivalent thereto. 

Essential for super specialty discipline:-

Educational Qualification

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included

in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in section 13(3) of

the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized qualification equivalent

thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

3. M.Ch. for surgicaI super-specialties and D.M. for MedicaI super specialties (2 years

or 3 years or 5 years recognized course) or qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Experience : Twelve yeas’ teaching and/or research experience in recognized

institution in the sucject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying degree of M.Ch./D.M.

(2 years or 5 years course recognized after MBBS) in the respective discipline/subject

or a qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Or

Eleven years teaching and/or research experience in recognized Institution in the

subject of specialty for the candidates possessing 3 years recognized degree of

D.M/M.Ch in the respective discipline/subject or a qualification recognized equivalent

thereto.

Essential for Non- Medical Candidates-

Educational Qualifications* 

1. Master's degree in concerned specialty.

2. A doctorate degree of recognized university.

Experience :

Fourteen year teaching and/or research experience in the discipline/subject concerned

after obtaining the doctorate degree.

2. Name of the Post : Additional Professor 

Qualification/ Experience : Essential for Medical Candidates (for General

Discipline)

Educational Qualification :

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included

in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in section 13 (3) of

the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized qualification equivalent

thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

Experience:

Ten years teaching and/or research experience in recognized institution in the subject

of specialty after obtaining the qualifying degree of M.D./M.S. or qualification

recognized equivalent thereto. 

Essential for super specialty discipline:-

Educational Qualification

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included

in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in section 13(3) of

the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized qualification equivalent

thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

3. D.M. in respective discipline/subject for medical super-specialties and M.Ch. in

respective discipline/subject for surgical super-specialties (2 years or 3 years or 5 years

recognized course) or qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Experience :

Eight years teaching and/or research experience in recognized institution in the subject

of specialty after obtaining the qualifying degree of D.M./ M.Ch. (2 years or 5 years

course recognized after (MBBS) in the respective discipline/subject or a qualification

recognized equivalent thereto.

Or

Seven years teaching and/or research experience in recognized Institution in the

subject of specialty for the candidates possessing 3 years recognized degree of

D.M/M.Ch in the respective discipline/subject or a qualification recognized equivalent

thereto.

Essential for Non- Medical Candidates-

Educational Qualifications*

1. Master's degree in concerned specialty.

2. A doctorate degree of recognized university. 

Experience :

Ten year teaching and/or research experience in the discipline/subject concerned after

obtaining the doctorate degree. 

3. Name of the Post : Associate Professor

Qualification/ Experience : Essential for Medical Candidates (for General

Discipline)

Educational Qualification :

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included

in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in section 13 (3) of

the Act.)

2. A post graduate  Qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized qualification equivalent

thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

Experience : Six years teaching and/or research experience in a recognized institution

in the subject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying degree of M.D. /M.S .or

qualification recognized equivalent thereto. 

Essential for super specialty discipline:-

Educational Qualification

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of the third schedule

to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons possessing qualifications included 

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, GORAKHPUR
(Kunraghat, Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh 273008) 

Phone: 0291-2740741; Email: info.aiimsgorakhpur@gmail.com
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in part II of third schedule should also fulfill the condition specified in

section 13 (3) of the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized

qualification equivalent thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

3. D.M. in the respective discipline/subject for medical super-

specialties and M.Ch. in the respective discipline/subject for surgical

super-specialties (2 years or 3 years or 5 years recognized course)

or a qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Experience :

Four years teaching and/or research experience in a recognized

institution in the subject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying

degree of D.M. /M.Ch. (2 years or 5 years recognized course after

MBBS) in the respective discipline/subject or a qualification

recognized equivalent thereto.

Or

Three years teaching and/or research experience in recognized

institution in the subject of specialty for the candidate possessing 3

years recognized degree D.M./M.Ch. in the respective

discipline/subject or a qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Essential for Non- Medical Candidates-

Educational Qualifications*

1. Master's degree in concerned specialty.

2. A doctorate degree of recognized university.

Experience :

Six years teaching and/or research experience in the

discipline/subject concerned after obtaining the doctorate degree. 

4. Name of the Post : Assistant Professor

Qualification/ Experience : Essential for Medical Candidates

(for General Discipline)

Educational Qualification

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of

the third schedule to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons

possessing qualifications included in part II of third schedule should

also fulfill the condition specified in section 13(3) of the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized

qualification equivalent thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

Experience

Three years teaching and/or research experience in a recognized

institution in the subject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying

degree of M.D. /M.S .or qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Essential for super specialty discipline:-

Educational Qualification

1. A medical qualification included in the I or II schedule or part II of

the third schedule to the Indian medical council Act of 1956 (Persons

possessing qualifications included in part II of third schedule should

also fulfill the condition specified in section 13(3) of the Act.)

2. A post graduate qualification e.g. MD/MS or a recognized

qualification equivalent thereto in the respective discipline/subject.

3. D.M. in the respective discipline/subject for medical super-

specialties and M.Ch. in the respective discipline/subject for surgical

super-specialties (2 years or 3 years or 5 years recognized course)

Or a qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

Experience:

One years teaching and/or research experience in a recognized

institution in the subject of specialty after obtaining the qualifying

degree of D.M. /M.Ch. (2 years or 5 years recognized course after

MBBS) or qualification recognized degree in D.M./M.Ch or

qualification recognized equivalent thereto.

No experience is necessary for the candidates possessing the 3

years recognized degree of D.M/ M.Ch or qualification recognized

equivalent thereto.

Essential for Non- Medical Candidates-

Educational Qualifications*

1. Master's degree in concerned specialty.

2. A doctorate degree of recognized university. 

Experience:

Three  years  teaching and/or research  experience  in  the

discipline/subject concerned after obtaining the doctorate degree.

* Educational Qualifications for Non- Medical Candidates (as

applicable)-

1. Master's degree in concerned specialty. 

i. Anatomy:- M.Sc. (Human Anatomy) 

ii. Biochemistry:- M.Sc. (Medical Biochemistry/ Biochemistry) 

iii. Physiology:- MSc. (Medical Physiology/ Physiology) 

iv. Pharmacology:- M.Sc. (Medical Pharmacology/

Pharmacology)

2. A doctorate degree of recognized university.

Upper Age Limit:-

Professor/Additional Professor:- Not exceeding 58 (Fifty Eight)

years as on closing date.

Associate Professor/ Assistant Professor:- Not exceeding 50

(Fifty) years as on closing date.

(i) Upper age limit shall be determined as on last date of

submission of online applications.

(ii) No age relaxation would be available to SC/ST/OBC/PwBD

Candidates applying for unreserved vacancies.

Govt. of NCT of Delhi
Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board

FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi-110092

http://.dsssb.delhi.gov.in/

No. F.55 (183)/DSSSB/Exam/2019/1531-39 Dated: 05.09.2019

Notification of Online Examination for the various post codes of various 

Departments of Govt. of NCT of Delhi from 04.10.2019 to 19.11.2019

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the various post codes

of various Departments, GNCTD through online mode i.e. Computer Based Test as per

examination schedule given here as under.

Examination Schedule

Date & Day Exam Advt. Post Name of the Post Name of the

of Scheme No. Code Organization/Deptt. 

Examination to which the post

belongs to

04.10.2019 One Tier (G) 02/18 21/18 Stenographer Gr. Ill Services

05.10.2019 One Tier (G) 01/15 41/15 Data Entry Operator DAMB

10.10.2019 One Tier (G) 02/18 21/18 Stenographer Gr. Ill Services

One Tier (G) 01/15 19/15 Jr. Clerk DTC

11.10.2019 One Tier (G) 01/15 19/15 Jr. Clerk DTC

19.10.2019 Tier One (T-I) 02/19 13/19 Jr. Environmental Engineer DPCC

23.10.2019 Tier One (T) 02/17 11/17 Jr. Engineer (Civil) I & FC

24.10.2019 One Tier (G) 03/13 51/13 LDC MCD

25.10.2019 One Tier (G) 03/13 51/13 LDC MCD

Tier One (T-I) 01/19 07/19 Jr. Engineer (Electrical) DUSIB

30.10.2019 One Tier (G) 01/17 07/17 Field Assistant Food Safety

One Tier (T) 02/18 07/18 Lab Technician (Gr. IV) H & FW

Tier One (T-I) 01/19 05/19 Jr. Engineer (Civil) New Delhi Municipal

Council

01.11.2019 One Tier (G) 01/14 65/14 Jr. Auditor (LDC) MCD

One Tier (T) 02/18 02/18 Pharmacist H & FW          

One Tier (T) 02/18 02/18 Pharmacist H & FW

Tier One (T-II) 01/19 01/19 Assistant Engineer MCD

04.11.2019 (Electrical)

Tier One (T-I) 01/19 03/19 Jr. Engineer (Civil) MCD

Tier One (T) 01/17 05/17 Jr. Engineer (Civil) DAMB�

Tier One (T) 01/19 03/19 Jr. Engineer (Civil) MCD

05.11.2019 Tier One (T-I) 01/19 04/19 Jr. Engineer (Electrical) MCD

One Tier (T) 01/14 72/14 Radio Telephone Operator Delhi Fire Service

Tier One (T-I) 01/19 06/19 Jr. Engineer (Civil) DUSIB

One Tier (T) 01/14 87/14 Telephone Operator H & FW

06.11.2019 Tier One (T) 02/17 12/17 Jr. Engineer (Mechanical) I & FC

Tier One (T) 01/15 48/15 Jr. Engineer (Electrical) DAMB

18.11.2019 Tier One (T-II) 01/19 02/19 Assistant Engineer (Civil) MCD

Tier One (T) 01/15 44/15 Asstt. Engineer (Electrical) DAMB

One Tier (T) 01/14 92/14 Veterinary and Livestock New Delhi Municipal

Inspector Council 

One Tier (T) 01/15 53/15 Chemist Food Safety

19.11.2019 One Tier (T) 01/15 21/15 Jr. Telephone Operator DTC

Tier One (T-I) 01/14 67/14 Wildlife Inspector Forest & Wildlife Deptt.

Name of Examination Centre and Date of Examination & Timing shall be mentioned in the E- Admit Card.

Note :

Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/mobile number for future

communication. 

Detailed   instructions   to   download  e-admit  cards  will  be   given shortly on the official

website of the Board. 

Candidates are advised to visit website of the Board regularly for further information.

Candidates may also be informed on their registered mobile no. as well.  But in case  a

candidate  does not get any information on his/her registered mobile no. due to any reason,

then it would not give any right to the candidate for extension of downloading e-admit card

or re-examination. It is again advised to visit website of the Board regularly for further

information. 

Instructions regarding online computer based examination will be uploaded on DSSSB

website later on.

Deputy Secretary (Exam):

EN 25/25 DSSSB

Continued from page 26

(iii) Age relaxation permissible to various categories is as under:-

S. Category Age Relaxation permissible 

No. beyond the upper age limit

1. SC/ST 05 Years

2. OBC 03 Years

3. Persons with Benchmark Disability [PwBD] 05 Years

4. Government Servant 05 Years

The     detailed     advertisement     and     online     application     forms     are     available     on     our

website: http://www.aiimsjodhpur.edu.in/aiimsgorakhpur

Last date for submission of online applications will be 30th Day from the date of publication in

Employment News/Rojgar Samachar.

Clarification & Enquiries:

Mail to: info.aiimsgorakhpur@gmail.com

Contact No.: 0291 - 2740741 (Only For Online Application Form Related Query)

EN 25/23 Director
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‚⁄UŒÊ⁄U flÀ‹÷÷Êß¸U ¬≈U‹ ⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ¬ÈÁ‹‚ •∑§ÊŒ◊Ë
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U— ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ)— (Government of India : Ministry of Home Affairs)

„ÒUŒ⁄UÊ’ÊŒ-zÆÆ Æzw— Hyderabad-500 052

No. 15011/4/2016/Estt/A2 

Sub: Nominations for filling  up three posts of Assistant Director (Law) in the

SVP National Police Academy, Hyderabad by deputation including short term

contract -regarding.

Nominations are invited for three posts of “Assistant Director (Law)”, General

Central Service Group-A, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial, in this Academy by deputation

including short term contract.

2. The eligibility criteria (educational qualifications, experience, etc) and details of the

post are furnished in the given Annexure - I. The candidates who apply for the post

will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.

3. It is requested that the above posts may kindly be circulated among all Departments/

Institutions/Offices under your charge and also hosted on their websites. The

nominations of eligible officers along with,

(a) their bio-data in the prescribed proforma (Annexure -II) duly attested,

(b) Attested copies of Annual Confidential Reports for the last five years ( from 2014-

15 to 2018-19),

(c) Details of major and minor penalty for the last 10 years and

(d) Certificate (s) of Integrity, Vigilance and Cadre Clearance,

may please be forwarded to this Academy through proper channel at the earliest and

in any case not later than two months from the date of publication of this notice in

the Employment News. The details including Prescribed Proforma and eligibility

conditions etc are also available on SVP NPA website: www.svpnpa.gov.in.

4. Application received after the last date or application incomplete in any respect or

those not accompanied by the documents/information mentioned in para-3 above will

NOT be considered. The Cadre Controlling Authorities may ascertain that the

particulars of the nominated officers are correct as per the service records and meeting

the eligibility criteria. While forwarding the nominations, the present post, pay scale of

the post held by the officer and basic pay of the nominated officers may please be

indicated without fail.

5. This is issued with the approval of the Director.

(S. Ajeetha Begum)

Assistant Director (Estt)

Annexure -I

Details of the post of Assistant Director (Law) in the SVP National 

Police Academy, Hyderabad - 500 052

S No. 1. Name of the Post:  Assistant Director (Law)

2. Classification of  the Post: General Central Service Group 'A' Gazetted (Non-

Ministerial)

3. Scale of  Pay: Level-11 in the Pay Matrix (Rs. 67700-208700)

4. DA, HRA & Other allowances: Admissible as per the Government Orders from time

to time.

5. Training Allowance: Admissible as per the Government Orders from time to time.

6. Method of Recruitment: By Deputation including short term contract.

7. Eligibility Criteria: Deputation (including short term contract):

Essential:

Officers of Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration

or Public Sector Undertakings or recognised research institutions or Universities or

Autonomous or Statutory Organizations:

(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or

(ii) with five years' service in level-10 in the pay matrix (Rs.56100-177500) or

equivalent, rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in the parent cadre

or department; and

(b) possessing a Master's Degree in Law from a recognised University and having

three years experience in teaching Law subjects. 

Desirable:

1. Master of Philosophy or Doctorate Degree in Law from a recognised University. 

Note 1: Period of deputation of officers belonging to Indian Police Service shall be

governed by the tenure rules of Indian Police Service Officers. For non-Indian Police

Service officers, the period of deputation (including short term contract), including

period of deputation (including short term contract) in another ex-cadre post, held

immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation or

department in the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed four years.

Note 2: The maximum age- limit for appointment by deputation ( including short term

contract) shall be not exceeding fifty- six years as on the closing date of receipt of

application.

8. Nature of duties:To impart training in law subjects to the trainees attending various

courses in the Academy. Such other duties entrusted to him/her from time to time in

connection with training programmes etc.

Annexure -II

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA [ For the post of Assistant Director

(Law)]

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. i) Date of entry into service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications:

required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification

has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  

in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience

tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer

Essential Essential

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 

as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  

the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 

and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  

made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  

Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views

confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by   

the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties

Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience

basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay -Band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the

officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay Band and Grade Pay/ Pay    

scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with 

present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the 

Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To

Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  

Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post

of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post

appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the

parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications

of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department

alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity 

Certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in

all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the

cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/

organisation.

10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 

date of return from the last deputation and other details. Continued on page 31
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11. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the 

name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government

b) State Government

c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking

e) Universities

f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department

and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which

the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central

Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 

the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay in the PB Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total

other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you 

applied for in support of your suitability for the post.

(This among other things may provide information with regard to 

(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements:

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:

i) Research publications and reports and special projects;

ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;

iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and

iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;

v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 

vi) Any other information.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/

Absorption/Re-employment Basis#.  

(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   

for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations

are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 

available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 

recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the

documents in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will

also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge

and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

(Signature of the Candidate)

Date: .............................. Contact Address .............................................

Mobile No. ......................................................

e-mail ID:........................................................

Certification by the Employer/Carde 

Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and

correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational

qualifications and experience mentioned in the vacancy Circular. If selected, he/she

will be relieved immediately.

2. Also certified that:

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 05

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of

India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or

GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI

Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi - 110092.

www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in

No. F.55(1468)/DSSSB/EXAM/2019/1367-73 Dated : 28/08/2019

NOTIFICATION FOR OFFLINE EXAMINATION FOR THE VARIOUS POST

CODES ON 29.09.2019.

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the

various post codes of various Departments of GNCT of Delhi through Offline

mode i.e written as per examination schedule given hereunder.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

Date & Advt. Exam Post Name of the Post Name of the

Day of No. Scheme Code Organization/

Examina- Deptt. to which

tion the post

belongs to

29.09.2019 02/12 One 16/12 Assistant Electrical Fitter Delhi Transco

(SUNDAY) Tier (T) LTD.

Timing Tier 27/12 Section Officer NDMC

10.30 A.M. One (T) (Horticulture)

to 101/14 Instructor Drawing

12.30 P.M. 120/14 Craft Instructor Health & DTTE

01/14 One Sanitary Inspector

Tier (T) 125/14 Craft Instructor Fashion 

Technology

01/15 One 35/15 Surveillance Worker NDMC

Tier (T)

Tier 59/15 Manager (Managerial DSCSC

One (T) Service Cadre)

03/17 Tier 83/17 Legal Assistant Dte. of

One (T) Education

Note:

The candidates for the above said post codes may download their e-admit

cards from  the website  of the  Board  i.e  dsssbonline.nic.in  between

19.09.2019 to    25.09.2019 (11.59 p.m).

Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for

any future communication.

Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards have been given on the

official website of the Board. In case any candidate finds any difficulty in

downloading the e-admit card, he/she may contact the Board office only

through e-mail dsssb-secy@nic.in upto 25.09.2019 (3.00 PM). No request will be

entertained by any other source of correspondence in this regard.

Candidates are advised to visit the website of the Board regularly for further

information. 

Candidates may also be informed on their registered mobile number as well.

But in case a candidate does not get any information on his/her registered

mobile no. due to any reason, then it would not give any right to the candidate

for extension of downloading e-admit card or re-examination. It is again advised

to visit website for the Board regularly for further information.

Instructions regarding offline examination is uploaded on DSSSB website.

Deputy Secretary of Exam: DSSSB

EN 25/26

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U 

∑¥§Œ˝Ëÿ ∑Î§Á· ◊‡ÊËŸ⁄UË ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ 
∞fl¥ ¬⁄UËˇÊáÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ

∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ 
(∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª)

≈˛ÒUÄ≈⁄U Ÿª⁄U, ’ÈŒŸË (◊.¬˝.) 466445
Phone : 07564-234729/234743; Email: fmti-mp@nic.in 

Website: www.fmttibudni.gov.in

No. : 25-1/2016-AC 

Dated: 05.09. 2019

CORRIGENDUM 

(Adv. No. CFMTTI/04/2019 CORR.)

Reference is invited to the vacancy circular for filling of the post of SENIOR

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT at FMTTIs vide No.25-1/2016 AC. dated 02.08.2019, Advt.

No. CFMTTI/04/2019 published in the Employment News edition dated 24-30 August,

2019 at page No. 26, the number of vacancy and category of the posts may be read

as follows-

Trade No. of vacancy Reserved for

Senior Technical Assistant 03 UR-02 & SC-01

Important Note : Other details /Terms & Condition, age etc. as enumerated in the said

Employment notice will remain unchanged.

Complete data about eligibility, Terms & condition are available on the Institute

website: www.fmttibudni.gov.in, www.nrfmtti.gov.in, www.srfmtti.dacnet.nic.in,

www.nerfmtti.nic.in and www. agricoop.nic.in.

Last date : Closing date for receipt of the applications for the post of Senior

Technical Assistant will be 21 days from the date of publication of this

corrigendum in the Employment News.

EN 25/33 �For Director

A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is

enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned

(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

Note: Attested copies of Annual Confidential Reports for the preceding five years

(from 2014-15 to 2018-19) along with Integrity, Vigilance Certificate and details of

Major/Minor penalty for the last 10 years should be enclosed.                 EN 25/24

Continued from page 30
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EN 25/5

EN 25/44EN 25/30

Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

National Crime Records Bureau

NH-8, Mahipalpur, New Delhi- 110037

This Bureau invites applications for filling up 01 post of

Assistant Sub-Inspector (Finger Print) Group 'C', Non-

Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in the Level-4 of the Pay Matrix

(Pre-revised PB - 1, Rs. 5200-20200/- with grade pay of Rs.

2400/-) in the Central Finger Print Bureau of National Crime

Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs on deputation

basis. Applications complete in all respect should reach to

the undersigned within 60 days from the date of

publication of this advertisement. For details, please visit

www.ncrb.gov.in. (Rajeshwar Lal)

Assistant Director (Admn.)

Ph. No. 26735521

EN 25/39
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GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI

Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi - 110092.

www://dsssb.delhi.gov.in

No. F.55 (1469)/DSSSB/EXAM/2019/1500-1506 Dated:-04/09/2019

NOTIFICATION FOR OFFLINE EXAMINATION FOR THE VARIOUS POST

CODES ON 06.10.2019.

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the

various post codes of various Departments of GNCT of Delhi through Offline

mode i.e written as per examination schedule given hereunder.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

Date & Advt. Exam Post Name of the Post Name of the

Day of No. Scheme Code Organization/

Examina- Deptt. to which

tion the post

belongs to

06.10.2019 103/14 Craft Instructor (Auto 

(SUNDAY) 01/14 One Tier Electrician)

Timing (T) 109/14 Craft Instructor Tool & Die

10.30 A.M. Maker (Press Tools, Jigs & 

to Fixtures)

12.30 P.M 126/14 Craft Instructor (Information DTTE

Technology & Electronics 

System Maintenance)

01/15 One Tier 57/15 Welfare Organiser (Male)* Rajya Sainik

(G) (Only for Retired JCO of Board

Army or equivalent rank in 

Navy/ Air Force with mini-

mum of 15 years of service)

02/12 Tier One 28/12 Section Officer (Horticulture)

(T) MCD

One Tier 36/12 Community Organizers

(T)

One Tier 51/12 Field Clerk (Male) Dte. of Home 

(G) Guards & Civil 

Defence

Note:

The candidates for the above said post codes may download their e-admit

cards from  the website  of the  Board  i.e  www://dsssb.delhi.gov.in  between

25.09.2019 to 01.10.2019 (11.59 p.m).

Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for any

future communication.

Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards have been given on the official

website of the Board. In case any candidate finds any difficulty in downloading the 

e-admit card, he/she may contact the Board office only through e-mail 

dsssb-secy@nic.in upto 01.10.2019 (3.00PM). No request will be entertained by

any other source of correspondence in this regard.

Candidates are advised to visit the website of the Board regularly for further

information. 

Candidates may also be informed on their registered mobile number as well.

But in case a candidate does not get any information on his/her registered

mobile no. due to any reason, then it would not give any right to the candidate

for extension of downloading e-admit card or re-examination. It is again advised

to visit website for the Board regularly for further information.

Instructions regarding offline examination is uploaded on DSSSB website.

EN 25/27 Deputy Secretary of Exam: DSSSB

No. Q/ CAD/578/08/2019

Government of India

Ministry of External Affairs
New Delhi

Subject: Appointment to the post of Interpreter (Senior Scale) in Spanish

Language in Level 11 of Pay Matrix on deputation basis in the Ministry of

External Affairs.

It is proposed to fill up one post of Interpreter (Senior Scale) in Spanish Language in

the Interpreters’ Cadre of the Ministry on deputation basis for a period of two years

initially from amongst officers working under the Central Government holding

analogous posts on a regular basis or with 9 years’ regular service in the scale of Rs.

2200-4000 [revised Level-10 of the Pay Matrix] or equivalent and possessing the

following educational qualifications and experience:-

I(a) Masters' degree in Spanish language with English as a compulsory/ elective

subject at degree level from a recognised university or equivalent; and

(b) 5 years' experience as translator /interpreter in Spanish to English/Hindi and

vice-versa or in teaching the Spanish language. OR

II(a) A degree in Spanish with English as a compulsory/ elective subject at degree

level from a recognised university or equivalent; and 

(b) 7 years’ experience as a translator/interpreter in Spanish to English/ Hindi and

vice-versa or in teaching the Spanish language.

2. The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post

held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other

Organisation or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not

exceed 4 years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not

be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

3. Interested applicants may send their applications through proper channel in the

given proforma in duplicate to the undersigned within a period of six weeks from

the date of publication of this advt. in the Employment News.  Applications

received after the last date or otherwise incomplete are not likely to be

considered.  While forwarding the applications, it may be verified and certified by

the concerned Competent Authority that the particulars furnished by the officers

are correct. 

4. Pay of the selected officers shall be fixed in the scale of the post in accordance

with rules prescribed by the Government.

5. The following papers/document may also please be sent along with nomination:-

i. Statement of Bio-data in the prescribed proforma (as per Annexure) in duplicate

duly signed and forwarded through proper channel.

ii. Attested copies of the CR dossiers for the last five years (attested on each page)

by an Officer not below the rank of Under Secretary

iii. Vigilance Clearance Certificate

iv. Integrity Certificate

v. A statement of major/ minor penalty, if any, imposed on the officer during the last

10 years.

vi. Cadre Clearance Certificate.

(Manusmriti)

Under Secretary (Cadre)

Ministry of External Affairs

Room No. 4086, "B" Wing,

Jawahar Lal Nehru Bhawan, 23-D Janpath

New Delhi-110001

Tel: 49015380

Annexure

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters):

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era):

3. Date of retirement:

4. Educational Qualifications:

5. Whether Educational and other qualification required for the post are satisfied. 

(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in 

the rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualification/ Experience Qualification/ Experience

required given in the advt.  possessed by the Officer

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you 

meet the requirement of the post:

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient...

Office/ Post From To Scale of Pay Nature of duties

Institution held & Basic pay (in details)

8. Nature of present employment i.e., ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-permanent 

or permanent            

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation /contract basis, please 

state ---

(a) The date of initial appointment:

(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract:

(c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong:

10. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer 

against the relevant column) ---

Central Government                   

State Government                       

Autonomous Organization                                                                               

Government Undertaking                                                                  

Universities                                

Others                                         

11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in 

the feeder grade:

12. Are you in the Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the 

revision took place and also indicate the pre revised scale:

13. Total emoluments per month now drawn:    

14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support 

of your suitability for the post:       

15. Whether belongs to SC/ST:                           

16. Remarks:                                                       

Date:                                                                             (Signature of the Candidate)

Name:

Address:

Tel: (O)

(R)

(M)

Certificate to be furnished by the Employer / Head of Office/ 

Forwarding Authority

Certified that the particulars furnished by _____________ are correct and he/she

possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt.

Also certified that:

I. There is no vigilance case pending/contemplated against him/her.

II. Attested copies of complete ACRs dossiers for the last 5 years attested (on each

page) by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of

India are enclosed.

III. His/Her integrity is beyond doubt.

IV. No major/minor penalties have been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years/

lists of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is

enclosed. (Strike out whichever is not applicable)

V. Cadre Clearances Certificate from Cadre Controlling Authority is enclosed.

Date: Signature:

Place: Name & Designation:

EN 25/22
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EN 25/42

EN 25/11

Continued from page 34«UÊÚ. ’Ë. •Ê⁄U. •ê’«U∑§⁄U ⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ¬˝ÊÒlÊÁª∑§Ë ‚¥SÕÊŸ, ¡Ê‹¥äÊ⁄U
Dr.  B.R. Ambedkar National Institute of

Technology, Jalandhar
G.T. Road Bye Pass, Jalandhar- 144011 (Punjab)

ADVERTISEMENT NO. 13/2019

RECRUITMENT OF NON-FACULTY POSTS

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar National Institute of Technology Jalandhar invites online applications from the Indian

Nationals for the recruitment of the following Non-Teaching Posts in the Institute:-

Sr. Name of the Post No. of Vacancies Level in the

No. UR OBC SC ST EWS Total Pay Matrix

1. Technical Assistant* 11 06 03 01 02 23* Level - 6 

(Biotech/Civil/Chemical/Computer Science/ (Rs.35400-112400)

IT/Industrial & Production/Instrumentation 

& Control/Electrical/Electronics/ Mechanical/

Textile/Chemistry/Physics)

2. SAS Assistant 01 00 00 00 00 01 Level - 6

(Rs.35400-112400)

3. Junior Engineer 02 01 00 00 00 03 Level - 6

(Civil/Electrical) (Rs.35400-112400)

4. Technician** 13 07 03 01 02 26** Level - 3

(Biotech/Civil/Chemical/Computer Science/ (Rs.21700-69100)

IT/Industrial & Production/Instrumentation 

& Control/Electrical/Electronics/ Mechanical/

Textile/Chemistry/Physics)

5. Senior Technician 05 02 01 00 00 08 Level - 4

(Civil/Computer Science/IT/Instrumentation (Rs.25500-81100)

& Control/Electronics/Mechanical/ Textile/

Chemistry)

6. Junior Assistant 07 03 01 01 01 13 Level - 3

(Rs.21700-69100)

7. Senior Assistant 05 01 00 00 00 06 Level - 4

(Rs.25500-81100)

8. Stenographer 02 00 00 00 00 02 Level - 4

(Rs.25500-81100)

9. Senior Stenographer 02 00 00 00 00 02 Level - 5

(Rs.29200-92300)

10. Office Attendant 05 02 00 01 01 09 Level - 1

(Rs.18000-56900)

Total 53 22 8 04 06 93

*One post is reserved for PwD-OH candidate horizontal basis

**One post is reserved for PwD-HH candidate horizontal basis

For further details regarding eligibility, qualification, category of posts and other criteria for selection

please visit the institute website www.nitj.ac.in. Last date of submission of online application is

02.10.2019.

EN 25/16 Registrar

Ministry of Finance 

Department of
Financial
Services 

Sansad Marg

New Delhi-110 001

Applications are invited from

eligible and willing candidates

with requisite qualification to

prepare a panel of candidates

for filling up Anticipated and

Unforeseen Vacancy (ies) of

Presiding Officer in any of

the 39 DRTs across the

country which may arise up to

31.07.2020. The selected

persons are liable to be

posted to any DRT in the

country on availability of

vacancy. The vacancies are

subject to change without

notice.

The eligibility criteria for

appointment to the post of

Presiding Officer (PO) of a

Tribunal is as under:

"A person shall not be

qualified for appointment

as the Presiding Officer

of a Tribunal unless he is,

or has been, or is

qualified to be, a District

Judge."

The term of office of Presiding

Officer of a DRT will be as

under:

"The Presiding Officer of a

Tribunal shall hold office

for a term of five years

from the date on which he

enters upon his office and

shall be eligible for

reappointment:

Provided that no person

shall hold office as the

Presiding Officer of a

Tribunal after he has

attained the age of sixty-

five years."

For details, candidates may

visit the website: finmin.nic.in

or at URL-http://financial

services.gov.in/ncapp/Vacancy

circularsindex.aspx. The last

date for receipt of application

is 16th October, 2019.

(S. Amin)

Under Secretary to the

Govt. of India 

New Delhi, Dated 3rd

September, 2019

EN 25/37
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EN 25/38

Government of India

Ministry of
Human

Resource
Development 
(Department of Higher

Education)

Applications are invited for

the post of Director, National

Institute of Foundry and

Forge Technology (NIFFT),

Ranchi in the scale of pay of

Rs. 2,10,000/-p.m. (Fixed)

plus 5000/- (special

allowances).

NIFFT was established in

1966 by the Govt. of India in

collaboration with UNDP-

UNESCO. Ever since its

inception, National Institute of

Foundry and Forge

Technology (NIFFT), Ranchi

has been looked upon by the

industry to provide qualified

engineers and well trained

specialists in the field of

Foundry Technology, Forge

Technology and other allied

manufacturing areas. NIFFT

is registered as a society

under the Societies

Registration Act of 1860.

Eligibility criteria for the

candidates :- 

a) Minimum Qualification &

Experience

1. Ph.D Degree (with 1st

Class degree at Bachelor's or

Master's level).

2. 15 years experience in

teaching/industry/research

out of which 5 years must be

at the level of Professor or

above in Engineering/

Technology at pay level 14 as

per 7th CPC. OR

Candidates from industry/

profession with Master's

degree in Engineering/

Technology and with

professional work which is

significant and can be

recognized as equivalent to

Ph.D degree and with 15

years experience of which at

least 5 years should be at a

Senior level comparable to

that of a Professor at pay

level 14 as per 7th CPC. OR

Officers under the Central

G o v e r n m e n t / S t a t e

Government/Union Territory

Administrations or Public

Enterprises holding a post of

Joint Secretary to the Govt. of

India or equivalent on regular

basis with 5 years experience

in managing technical

education system. OR

Officers of Universities

Research Institute or

academic organisations not

below the rank of Registrar of

Central Universities or

equivalent with at least 10

years regular service at pay

level 14 as per 7th CPC.

b) Age

Applicant should preferably

be below the age of 60 years

at the time of Advertisement

of the post. 

c) Tenure of Appointment

The Director would hold office

for tenure of five years from the

date of joining which shall not

ordinarily extend beyond the

age of normal superannuation

as applicable to a faculty of a

Central University.

NOTE-1. The post of Director

shall not carry any pension.

However, a person who held a

pensionable post on

substantive basis before his

appointment as Director shall

be eligible for the purpose of

qualifying services for grant of

retirement and pensionary

benefit up to the completion of

his term or up to the age of

normal superannuation

whichever is earlier.

Note-2. For the period of

appointment in contract as

Director, the person concerned

shall be treated as on Foreign

Service and he shall be eligible

for leave salary and pension

contribution. He would be also

entitled to joining time and

joining time pay along with

transfer grant for self and

family.

The persons employed in

Government  Depar tment ,

Autonomous Organizations

and Public Sector Under-

takings should submit their

applications through proper

channel. However, they may

also send an advance copy of

the application directly.

Application on a plain paper in

the format available on

Ministry's website

(www.mhrd.gov.in) furnishing

complete curriculum Vitae with

detailed educational &

professional qualification &

experience should be sent by

registered/speed post to the

Under Secretary, Technical

Section-VlI, Department of

Higher Education, Ministry

of Human Resource

Development, Room No. 535,

'C' Wing, Shastri Bhawan,

New Delhi-110001 so as to

reach Ministry within 30

days from the date of the

issue of the advertisement in

the Employment News.
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CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KARNATAKA
(Established by an Act of the Parliament in 2009)

Aland Road,Kalaburagi-585367,Karnataka.Website:www.cuk.ac.in

INFORMATION BOOKLET FOR RECRUITMENT TO NON-TEACHING POSITIONS (Group B & C)

(NOTIFICATION No. 24/2019)

The Central University of Karnataka invites online applications from eligible Indian

citizens for recruitment to the following Non-Teaching positions on online mode only.

The details can be downloaded from CUK website (www.cuk.ac.in). The details of

online application is as follows:

Date of Issue of Notification 04.09.2019

Date of Commencement of online Application 06.09.2019

Last date of submission of online Application 05.10.2019

Note: No need to send the printed online application or any other documents to

the University.

DETAIL OF NON-TEACHING POSITIONS VACANCIES:

Sl Name of the post Pay Scale No. of

Posts

1. Private Secretary (UR-2) Level- 7 (44900-142400) 2

01 PWD (a) among the vacancy

2. Estate Officer (UR) Level- 7 (44900-142400) 1

3. Asst. Engineer (UR) Level- 7 (44900-142400) 1

4. Security Officer (UR) Level- 7 (44900-142400) 1

5. Section Officer (UR) Level- 7 (44900-142400) 1

6. Assistant (01- UR- 01 OBC & 01-SC) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 3

7. Sr. Technical Asst. (Comp) (UR) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 1

8. Personal Assistant (UR-03) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 3

9. Senior Technical Asst. (Lab) (UR-02) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 2

10. Nursing Officer (UR) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 1

11. Professional Assistant (UR) Level- 6 (35400-112400) 1

12. UDC (01-OBC) Level -4 ( 25500-81100) 1

13. Technical Asst. (Computer) (03-UR) Level -5 (29200-92300) 3

01 PWD (a) among the vacancy

14. Security Inspector (UR) Level -5 (29200-92300) 1

15. Pharmacist (UR) Level -5 (29200-92300) 1

16. Library Assistant (UR-02) Level -3 (21700- 69100) 2

17. Laboratory Assistant  (UR-03) Level -3 (21700- 69100) 3

18. LDC (04-UR, 04- OBC, 02-EWS, Level -2 (19900-63200) 14

03-SC, 01-ST)

01 PWD (c) among the vacancy

19. Driver (01-UR, 01-OBC) Level -2 (19900-63200) 2

20. Library Attendant (03- UR, 01-OBC) Level -1 (18000-56900) 4

21. Laboratory Attendant (02-UR, 01-SC, Level -1 (18000-56900) 6

02-OBC &-01 EWS)

22. Medical Attendant/Dresser (UR) Level -1 (18000-56900) 1

23. MTS/Peon/Officer Attendant (03-UR, 

01-SC)

01 PWD (b) among the vacancy Level -1 (18000-56900) 4

Total 59

Note: PWD Reservation is earmarked as per (Gazette Notification No. 59 of 2016,

Govt. of India) 

UR Unreserved SC Scheduled Caste ST Scheduled Tribe 

OBC      Other Backward Class           EWS     Economically Weaker Section

PWD: Persons with Disability: 

PWD (a) Blindness & low vision. 

PWD (b) Deaf & Hard of hearing 

PWD (c) Locomotor disability including cerebral palsy, leprosy cured, dwarfism, 

acid attack victims, and muscular dystrophy. 

PWD (d) Autism, intellectual disability, specific learning disability and mental illness.

PWD (e) Multiple disabilities from amongst persons under clauses (a) to (d) including 

deaf-blindness in the posts identified for each disabilities. 

Important Note:

Any changes/amendments/updation/notice in this regard shall be posted on

University website only. Candidates are advised to check the University Website

regularly.

CANDIDATES MAY NOTE THAT THE QUALIFICATIONS AS PRESCRIBED BY THE

UGC FROM TIME TO TIME ARE APPLICABLE.THEY ARE ADVISED TO VISIT UGC

WEBSITE (www.ugc.ac.in) FOR LATEST REVISIONS/CHANGES.THE SAME WILL

BE APPLICABLE AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW.

DETAILS OF ELIGIBILITY, QUALIFICATION, ETC.

1. PRIVATE SECRETARY

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s degree and 5 years’ experience as Personal Assistant in the PB-2 

Rs. 9300–34800 with GP Rs. 4200 (Pre-revised).

(ii) Stenography in English with speed of 120 wpm for English and 100 w.p.m for Hindi.

(iii) Knowledge of computer applications.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

2. ESTATE OFFICER 

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s  degree  with at least 50% marks from  a recognized University

(ii) 5 years’ experience as Assistant Estate Officer/Superintendent or equivalent in the

GP Rs. 2800 (Pre-revised) in any Central/State organization/ University/ Institute

founded by the Government/PSUs/Educational organization recognised by the

State/Central Govt. 

(iii) Experience in removal of encroachments, etc. 

(iv) Knowledge and expertise in Encroachment removal and other such technical

expertise to be eligibility criteria. 

Desirable:

(i) Master’s degree from a recognized University.

(ii) Experience in handling of labour w.r.t. landscaping, laboratories, repairs, security, etc. 

(iii) Multitasking experience in organizing academic, cultural, sports and other activities. 

(iv) Proficiency in local language (speaking, reading and writing) 

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

3. ASSISTANT ENGINEER

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s degree in Civil/Electrical Engineering from a recognized University/

Institute.

(ii) 3 years’ experience in relevant field as Junior Engineer in CPWD/State PWD/

statutory or autonomous organization/University System/Reputed private

organizations. 

Desirable: Knowledge of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and latest Management

Technology/other relevant software.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

4. SECURITY OFFICER

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification from a recognized University with five

years’ experience as Security Supervisor/supervisory position in security in a Govt.

Office/Educational Institution/Private Organization of repute or 15 years’ experience in

Police/Para-Military Forces/ armed forces of the Union and should have held a post not

below the rank of Subedar/Sub-Inspector (Executive) or an equivalent position with

exemplary service. 

(ii) Holding a valid Driving License(LMV/Motor cycle)

Desirable: Completion of a course in firefighting or unarmed combat course in Army

or Para-military force.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

5. SECTION OFFICER 

Essential :

(i) Graduate Degree in any discipline. 

(ii) Five Years’ Experience as Upper Division Clerk in the Scale of Rs.5,200 - 20,200/-

with Grade pay Rs.2,400/-. / Three years as Assistant in the Scale of Rs.9,300 –

34,800/- with Grade pay Rs.4,200/- in University System / Central Educational

Institution / Government Department / Research Institution / National Institutions under

Government of India or in a university recognized by the University Grants

Commission. 

Desirable: Capacity to work in a fully computerized environment.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

6. ASSISTANT 

Essential:

(i) A Bachelor Degree from recognized University 

(ii) Three years’ experience as Upper Division Clerk in the scale of Rs. 5200-20200 +

GP 2400/- OR

Five years’ experience as Lower Division Clerk in the scale of Rs. 5200-20200 + 

GP 1900 in Government / University/ PSU / Autonomous Bodies  

(iii) Proficiency in Computer Operations 

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

7. SENIOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANT (COMPUTER)

Essential:

Master’s degree in Computer Science/IT or MCA or M.Sc. (Computer Science/

Information Science) or equivalent; OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Technology (Computer Science/IT) from a

recognized University/Institute 

Desirable: Two years’ experience in handling of ERP/Software development/

Networking.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

8. PERSONAL ASSISTANT 

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s degree in any discipline from a recognized University.

(ii) Stenography in English with speed of 100 wpm and in Hindi with speed of 80 wpm

(iii) Proficiency in English typing with minimum speed of 35 wpm and in Hindi minimum

speed of 30 wpm.

(iv) Knowledge of computer applications.

(v) One year’s experience as Stenographer in Central/State Governments, University/

Research Institution or Autonomous organization.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

9. SENIOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANT (LABORATORY) 

Essential:

Bachelor’s degree in relevant subject and 3 years’ experience of handling laboratory

equipment and carrying out laboratory experiment in a University/College/Research

Institute of repute; OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Technology in relevant subject;

Desirable: Master’s degree in the relevant area.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

10. NURSING OFFICER

Essential:

(i) 10+2 in Science Stream from a recognised Board Continued
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(ii) Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing from a recognised institution and 02 years of

Experience in Nursing in a reputed Hospital or clinic  OR

Three year diploma in nursing/GNM from a recognised institution/ authority with a

minimum of 04 years experience in Nursing in a  reputed Hospital or clinic 

(iii) Registered as Nurse in the Indian Nursing Council OR

its affiliated State Nursing Council.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

11. PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANT

Essential:

(i) Master’s degree in Library & Information Science from any recognised

University/Institution with one year experience in the relevant field in a

University/Research Establishment/Central/State Govt. /PSU and Library of other

autonomous institutions. OR

Bachelor’s degree in Library/ Library & Information Science from any recognised

institute / University with 3 years’ experience in the relevant field in a University

Research Establishment/Central/State Govt. /PSU and Library of other autonomous

institutions. 

(ii) Knowledge of computer applications

Desirable: PG Diploma in Library Automation and Networking or PGDCA or

Equivalent.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

12. UPPER DIVISION CLERK

Essential:

(i) Graduate in any discipline from a recognized University.

(ii) Three years’ experience as Jr. Office Assistant/ Jr. Assistant/LDC/Computer

Operator/Data Entry Operator in the Central/State organization /University institute,

funded by the Govt./PSU/Educational Organization recognised by the State/Central

Govt.

(iii) Working knowledge of MS Word, Excel, Power Point, Internet, etc.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs / STs /OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

13. TECHNICAL ASSISTANT (COMPUTER)

Essential:

Master’s degree in Computer Science/IT or MCA or M.Sc. (Computer

Science/Information Science) or equivalent; OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Technology (Computer  Science/IT) from a

recognized University/Institute OR

Diploma in EC/E&E/IT/CS

Desirable: Experience in handling of ERP/Software Development/Networking.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

14. SECURITY INSPECTOR

Essential:

(i) Bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification from a recognized University with three

years’ experience as Security Supervisor/supervisory position in security in a Govt.

Office/ Educational Institution/Private Organization of repute; OR

Persons who have served in the Army or such Uniformed service at JCO level or above

with at least Class 12th standard pass or Army Class I examination or an equivalent

examination. 

(ii) Holding a valid Driving License (LMV/Motor cycle)

Desirable:

Completion of a course in firefighting or unarmed combat course in Army or Para-

military force.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable  for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

15. PHARMACIST

Essential:

(i) 12th Standard in Science subjects from a recognized Board/University.

(ii) Diploma or Bachelor’s degree in Pharmacy from an Institute recognized by the

Pharmacy Council of India.

(iii) Registered as Pharmacist under the Pharmacy Act, 1948 (8 of 1948).

Desirable:

Working experience of 2 years as Pharmacist or equivalent

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

16. LIBRARY ASSISTANT

Essential:

Bachelor’s degree in Library & Information Science OR

Bachelor’s degree in any discipline with Diploma/ Certificate in Library Science from a

recognized institution.

Desirable:

(i) Working knowledge of Computer Applications as evidenced by a Diploma/Certificate

Course from a recognized institution.

(ii) Experience of working in a Library.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for Government Servants up to

40 years & for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other categories in accordance with the Govt.

of India orders)

17. LABORATORY ASSISTANT

Essential:

Bachelor’s degree in Science or  other relevant field from a recognized Institute/

University; OR

Diploma in relevant field of Engineering/Technology from recognized Polytechnic/

Institute; OR

ITI trade certificate possessing 10th standard with 5 years of work experience in

relevant field.

Desirable: Experience in Science Laboratories of Academic/Research institutions.

Age limit: Not exceeding 35 years (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other

categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

18. LOWER DIVISION CLERK 

Essential:

(i) 12th class or equivalent qualification from a recognised Board or University.  

(ii) A typing speed of 30 w.p.m in English or 25 w.p.m. in Hindi on manual typewriter OR

A typing speed of 35 w.p.m. in English or 30 w.p.m in Hindi on Computer. (35 w.p.m.

and 30 w.p.m. correspond to 10500 KDPH/9000 KDPH on an average of 5 key

depressions for each word).

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for Government Servants up to

40 years & for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other categories in accordance with the

instructions or orders issued by the Central Government)  

19. DRIVER 

Essential:

(i) 10th Class standard from a recognized Board;

(ii) Possession of a valid commercial driving license for Light/Medium/Heavy vehicles

issued by the competent authority having no adverse endorsement.

(iii) Knowledge of motor mechanism (The candidate should be able to remove minor

defects in vehicles).

(iv) Experience of driving motor vehicles for at least 3 years.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for Government Servants up to

40 years & for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and other categories in accordance with the Govt.

of India orders)

20. LIBRARY ATTENDANT

Essential:

(i) 10th class from a recognized School/Board.

(ii) Certificate Course in Library Science from a recognized Institution.

Desirable: 

12th class from a recognized Board/School.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and

other categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

21. LABORATORY ATTENDANT 

Essential:

10th standard  (with science as one of the subjects) from a recognized School/Board;

OR

ITI Trade certificate in relevant field.

Desirable: 12th standard in science subject from a recognized Board/University.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and

other categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

22. MEDICAL ATTENDANT/DRESSER

Essential:

10th Standard from a recognized Board

Relevant experience of one year in a Government or Hospital recognized by the

Government or reputed Hospital.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and

other categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

23. MTS/PEON/OFFICE ATTENDANT

Essential:

(i) 10th Class from a recognized School/Board;

OR

ITI pass where technical qualifications are considered necessary.

(ii) Should be multi-tasking with working experience in areas like typing/operating

computers/photocopying/binding/plumbing/cleaning/gardening/masonry/carpentry/

dusting of offices/library/guest house/pantry management, etc. 

Desirable: Working knowledge of English.

Age limit: Between 18 and 27 years of age (relaxable for SCs/STs/OBCs/PWDs and

other categories in accordance with the Govt. of India orders)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Candidates are advised to ensure/ satisfy themselves before applying that they

possess at least the minimum essential qualifications laid down in the advertisement

and ensure that they fulfil all the eligibility norms.

2. It is the responsibility of the candidate to assess his own eligibility for the post for

which he/she is applying in accordance with the prescribed qualification, experience

etc. Suppression of actual information, supply of fake documents, providing false or

misleading information or any other undesirable action by the candidate shall lead to

cancellation of his candidature.

3. The Link for submission of online application form shall be open w.e.f. 06th Sept,

2019 from 5pm onwards.

4. Last Date of receipt of On-line (Only) applications: 05.10.2019 up to 6pm.

5. APPLICATION FEE & MODE OF PAYMENT

a. Rs.750/- for UR/OBC/EWS category applicants

b. Application fee exempted to SC/ST/PWD category applicants.

c. Fees once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances.

d. Payment should be made online only, through credit/debit card/Net banking as

provided in the payment gateway in the online application form.

e. The application form shall be rejected in case payment is not received as above

before the last date of closing the application.

f. Payment should be made for each application separately. 

g. Online convenience charges will be as per payment method opted.

6. Any change/amendment/updation/notice in this regard shall be posted /uploaded on

University website only. Candidates are advised to visit/check the University Website

regularly.

7. The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere possession of

the same does not entitle candidates to be called for the trade test/written test/Skill

Test, etc. as the case may be. Where the number of applications received in response

to an advertisement is large and it is not feasible or convenient to call all the candidates

for the trade test/written test/Skill Test, etc. the University at its discretion, may restrict

the number of candidates to a reasonable limit on the basis of qualifications /

experience higher than the minimum prescribed for the post. 

8. The date for determining the eligibility of all candidates in every respect will be the

last date of submission of applications.

9. In-service candidate(s) should apply through proper channel. However, they may

submit an advance copy to meet the deadline set for receiving the application along

with a copy of undertaking to produce a "No Objection Certificate" from the employer

at the time of trade test/written test/Skill Test, etc., failing which he/she shall not be

allowed to appear in written test/ trade test/Skill Test, etc. The candidate(s) should also

submit a certificate from the employer or his authorized officer to the effect that no

disciplinary proceeding is pending or contemplated against him. Apart from this, the

Vigilance Clearance Report shall also be furnished along with the application form or

at the time of written test/ trade test/Skill Test, etc.

10. Mere eligibility will not entitle any candidate for being called for Written Test/trade

test/Skill Test, etc. Only short-listed candidates will be called for Written Test/trade

test/Skill Test, etc. The University reserves its right to place reasonable limit on the total

number of candidates to be called for Written Test/trade test/Skill Test, etc. The number

of such candidates will be restricted as decided by the University.

Continued on page 39
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11. The eligibility of candidates will be determined as on the last date fixed for receipt

of online application form.

12. The Selection will be based on written test/skill test/trade test etc., as applicable.

List of short-listed candidates and details of Written Examination will be published on

the University Website i.e., www.cuk.ac.in. Candidates are advised to regularly

visit/check the University website for getting the information about progress on various

stages of recruitment process (Eligibility list, etc). In any case any excuse / complaint

for not visiting the University website shall not be entertained.

13. The eligibility of candidates for Non-Teaching positions shall be determined strictly

as per Cadre Recruitment Rules (CRR) of the University.

14. Only matriculation/SSC certificate/passing certificate issued by the concerned

educational board will be considered as proof of date of birth. No other document will

be accepted for verification of date of birth.

15. Candidates belonging to SC/ST/PWD category should submit prescribed certificate

as per the latest proforma of Govt. of India/State.

16. Candidates belonging to OBC category should submit prescribed certificate as per

the latest proforma of Govt. of India, but coming in creamy layer will not be entitled to

the benefits of reservation and should apply as General Category candidate. 

17. Reservation for Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) shall be governed by DoPT

OM No. 36039/1/2019-Estt(Res), Govt. of India, MoPPG&P, DoPT, New Delhi dated

31/01/2019 and subsequent amendments, if any.  

18. The University reserves the right to Revise/Reschedule/Cancel/Suspend/withdraw

the recruitment process/notification without assigning any reason. The decision of the

University shall be final and no appeal in this regard shall be entertained.  

19. The candidate must upload soft copy(ies) of all relevant documents which they

have claimed in the online application form. The original relevant certificates alongwith

the printed copy of online application would be required at the time of written test/ trade

test/Skill Test, etc only.

20. Candidates desirous of applying for more than one post should submit separate

online application for each post(s) along-with requisite application fee.

21. The decision of the competent authority of Central University of Karnataka in all

matters relating to eligibility, acceptance or rejection of applications, mode of selection

and conduct of trade test/written test/Skill Test, etc will be final and binding on all the

candidates. No enquiry or correspondence will be entertained in this connection from

any individual or his/ her agency.

22. Incomplete applications shall be summarily rejected without any notice.

23. Canvassing in any form will be treated as a disqualification for the post.

24. Candidates must be in sound health. They must, if selected be prepared to undergo

such medical examination and satisfy such medical authority as the University may

require. 

25. The number of vacancies mentioned herein above is tentative. The University

reserves the right to withdraw any advertised post at any time without assigning any

reason if the circumstances so warrant. The right is also reserved with the University

either to fill or not to fill the post and its decision, in this regard shall be final. 

26. Information uploaded on the University Website shall not be provided to the

candidates under RTI Act, 2005 amended from time to time. The uploaded information

on the University Website shall remain for a specific period only. Therefore, the

candidates are advised to download the information and keep them for future

reference. In due course of recruitment examination, in midway of process neither any

application under Right to Information Act, 2005 shall be entertained nor information

shall be provided. Factual information under RTI Act shall be provided only after

declaration of final result. Reply of inferential (speculative) question shall not be

provided.

27. Syllabus, skill/trade test details and distribution of marks paper wise etc. wherever

applicable will be notified in the University website shortly.

28. Candidates must type their Email ID neatly and correctly for mailing written

examination/ trade test/written test/Skill Test, etc /appointment letter as attachment as

applicable. The e-mail date will be considered as the official date of dispatch and

receipt of communication. Candidates not having an e-mail-ID must create an ID and

check it regularly for further communication. Call letters and other correspondence

for attending the written test/skill test, etc. as applicable, will be sent only to the

eligible candidates by Email only.

29. Fake/derecognized Institutions: Candidates, who have obtained degrees or

diplomas or certificates for various courses from any Institution declared

fake/derecognized by the University Grants Commission, New Delhi shall not be

eligible for being considered for recruitment to the posts advertised.

30. Application forms have to be filled only in online mode, as available on the website

of the University along with the present advertisement, within the prescribed time limit

indicated in the advertisement. Offline forms will not be accepted.

31. The Candidates should keep a copy of online application printout along-with fee

submission receipt. The candidates are not required to send hard copy of application

form to the University. However, the same will have to be produced by the candidates

at the time of document verification/ written test/ trade test/Skill Test, etc in the

University. 

32. The age condition shall not be applicable to the regular employees of this University

who apply for direct recruitment. However, they have to fulfil the eligibility criteria in

respect of qualification and experience prescribed for Direct Recruitment. 

33. The Outsourcing/contractual/ad-hoc/temporary personnel working at Central

University of Karnataka will be allowed to apply for the post(s) and age relaxation shall

be provided as per the resolution of Executive Council vide resolution no. 46.11 subject

to the concurrence from UGC and MHRD in this regard.  

34. The relaxation in age, qualification etc., shall be applicable to the SC/ST, OBC,

PWD as per rules of GOI/UGC.

35. The employees of Central Govt./State Govt./Universities and Autonomous bodies,

shall be granted 5 years relaxation in age limit. The age limt shall be determined with

reference to the age as on the last date for submission of online application. 

36. The University shall verify the antecedents or documents submitted at any time at

the time of appointment or during the tenure of service. In case, it is detected that the

documents submitted are fake or the candidate has clandestine antecedents /

background and has suppressed the said information, his / her services shall be

terminated forthwith. 

37. Selected candidates may be posted at any place in jurisdiction of the University.

38. In case of any inadvertent mistake in the process of selection, which may be

detected at any stage even after the issue of appointment order, the University reserves

the right to modify / withdraw / cancel any communication made to the candidates. 

39. THE APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES ON REGULAR BASIS SHALL BE

GOVERNED BY NEW PENSION SCHEME (NPS) (APPLICABLE ON

ORGANIZATIONS ESTABLISHED ON OR AFTER 1.1.2004) AND AS SUCH

EMPLOYEES COMING FROM PENSIONABLE ESTABLISHMENTS WOULD BE

GOVERNED BY PENSION SCHEME OF THE PARENT DEPARTMENT ONLY TILL

SUCH TIME THEY RETAIN LIEN WITH THE PARENT POST.

40. In case of any dispute, any suite or legal proceeding against the University, the

territorial jurisdiction shall be restricted to the Courts in Kalaburagi, which is the

Headquarter of the University. 

Date: 04.09.2019 Registrar

Place: Kalaburagi EN 25/43
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EN 25/28

India Centre for Migration
Pravasi Bharatiya Kendra- 15-A, 15B and 15D,

Dr. Rizal Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021

Advertisement for Recruitment of Accounts Officer

ICM is a "not for profit" Society established by the Government of India to serve as a think tank on

all matters relating to International Migration.

Application is invited for one post of Accounts Officer on contractual basis for two years initially,

thereafter to be extended yearly up to a maximum of two years on the basis of performance. This

will include probation period of one year, from the date of joining of ICM.

(i) Nationality: The applicant must be citizen of India.

(ii) Educational Qualification: The applicant must be Graduate in Commerce from any of the

Universities incorporated by an Act of the Central or State Legislature in India or other educational

institutions established by an Act of Parliament or declared to be deemed as a University, or possess

an equivalent qualification. Preference will be given to applicants with higher educational

qualifications and/or experience in the field of finance, accounts and Budgetary will be preferred.

(iii) Age limit: The applicant must not have attained the age of 62 years as on August 1, 2019.

(iv) Work Experience: The applicant must have a minimum experience of 5 years in the field of

finance, accounts and budgetary matters.

Remuneration: Rs. 60,000/- per month (all inclusive, TDS to be deducted). There is no provision

for provident fund or insurance/group insurance or any such contributions. In case of retired

Government offices, compensation would be as per the norms laid down by the Department of

Personnel and Training (DoPT), Government of India.

The application form and other relevant details could be viewed/downloaded from https://

mea.gov.in/lmages/amb1/ Advertisement for the post of  Accounts Officer.pdf

Scanned copy of the application form along with self-attested copies of work-experience certificate

(in colour) shall be sent by email to so2oia1@mea.gov.in latest by 18.10.2019 (till 5:30 PM).

Application form, received after 18.10.2019 (5:30 PM) will not be considered. Please mention in the

Subject Line of the e-mail, "Application for the post of Accounts Officer, ICM" EN 25/32
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F.No.A.12026/9/2019-ES

Government of India

Ministry of Finance

Department of Revenue
Filling up of post of Administrative Officer (Group ‘A’), in the Adjudicating Authority under the

Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002, New Delhi-Reg.

One anticipated vacancy of Administrative Officer in the Adjudicating Authority under the Prevention of

Money Laundering Act, 2002, Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance at New Delhi is decided to be

filled up on deputation basis. The description of the posts and the eligibility criteria is given in the table below:

SI. Name of Pay Scale Eligibility Criteria 

No. post

1.    Adminis- Level-11 Deputation : Officers under the Central Government,-

trative (Rs. 67700- (a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or

Officer Rs. 208700/- department; or (ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after

[6th CPC appointment thereto on a regular basis in  the level 10 (Rs. 56100-

Scale; PB-3  Rs. 177500/-) [6th CPC Scale Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100/- with Grade

(Rs. 15600- Pay of Rs. 5400/- ] in the parent cadre or department; or (iii) with six years'

39100/-) +  regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on

Grade Pay regular basis in the level-8 (Rs. 47600-Rs. 151100/-) [6th CPC Scale Pay

Rs. 6600/-] Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/-] or equivalent in 

the parent cadre or department; and

(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and 

experience:- (i) Bachelor's degree or equivalent from recognized 

university; (ii) five years' experience of handling administration or 

accounts or budget works.

3. The pay & allowances and other terms will be regulated in accordance with the instructions issued by

Department of Personals & Training from time to time.

4. The willing and eligible officers should send their applications for the post in the enclosed format

(proforma-J) through the cadre controlling authority, addressed to the Under Secretary, Economic

Security Cell, Room No. 55, North Block, New Delhi -110001, within 60 days from the date of

publication of this circular in the Employment News. The vacancy circular and Proforma-J can also be

downloaded from Department of Revenue's website http://www.dor.gov.in/vacancies_circular.

5. The Cadre Controlling Authority, while forwarding the application must enclose vigilance clearance

including whether disciplinary case is pending or being contemplated against the officer, Major/Minor

Penalty statement for the last 10 years, Integrity Certificate & photocopies of Annual Confidential Reports

EN 25/59 EN 25/61

(ACRs)/Annual Performance Appraisal Reports (APARs) for the last

five years duly attested on each page by a Gazetted Officer. Cadre

Controlling Authority may ensure that the applicant fulfills all the

eligibility conditions specified above and also verify the particulars

furnished by the applicants, before granting cadre clearance. Once

cadre clearance is given it will be presumed that the eligibility

conditions are fulfilled and particulars are correct.

(Dinesh Boudh), Director (NC)

EN 25/65 Tel.No.23095371

EN 25/56
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It is proposed to fill up one post of Director (Library) in National Medical Library in the

Pay Band-IV with Grade Pay Rs. 8700/- in Directorate General of Health Services in

the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare. The duties attached to the post are as per

Annexure-II. The post is required to be filled up on promotion/deputation basis

(including short term contract) from amongst the officers under the Central

Government/State Government/Union Territories/Universities/Recognized Research

Institution/Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous/Statutory Organisations as under:-

(A) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or

(ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular

basis in the Pay Band-III, Rs. 15600-39100/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 7,600/- or

equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and 

(B) Possessing the following qualifications and experience:

Essential :-

(i) Master's Degree in Library Science or Library and Information Science from a

recognised university or institute; 

(ii). Twelve years experience in a supervisory capacity in a library.

Desirable :-

(i) One year experience of Computerising library activities in a library under Central

or State Governments or Union Territories or universities or recognised research

institutes or public sector undertakings/statutory or autonomous organisations;

(ii) One year professional experience in indexing work of health services literature;

(iii) Diploma in Computer Applications from a recognised university or institute.

2. The eligible and interested officers may send their applications in the given

Proforma (Annexure-I) through proper channel, to the Under Secretary (A),

Ministry of Hearth & Family Welfare, Room No. 330-C, Nirman Bhawan, New

Delhi, so as to reach him on or before 60 (Sixty) days from the date of

publication of the Advt. in the Employment News along with the following

documents :--

(i) ACR Dossier/attested copies of the ACR for the last 5 years.

(ii) Vigilance clearance certificate.

(iii) Integrity Certificate.

(iv) No penalty Certificate. (Duly certified by a DS level Officer)

3. Applications received without aforesaid documents or after the prescribed date,

shall be rejected.

(Amit Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

Tele: (011) 23061323

Annexure-I

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications

required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification

has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  

in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required Qualifications/Experience

possessed by the officer

Essential

(1)

(2)

(3)

Desired

(1)

(2)

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  made by you above, 

you meet the requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held From To Scale of Pay and  Nature of Duties

Institution Basic Pay (in detail) 

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  

Temporary or Quasi-Permanent 

9. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation/contract basis, please state :

a) The date of Initial appointment

b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract

c) Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong

10. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the 

name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government, b) State Government c) Autonomous

Organization d) Government Undertaking, e) Universities

6) Others

11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department

and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which

the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

13. Total emoluments per month now drawn

14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to 

mentioned in support of your suitability for the post.

(This among other things may provide information with regard to 

(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

15. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/

Absorption/Re-employment basis.  

(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible for

“Absorption”. Candidates are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

16. Whether belongs to SC/ST

17. Remarks (The candidates may indicate information with regard to:

(i) Research publications and reports and special projects;

(ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;

(iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and

(iv) Any other information.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents submitted by me will also

be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. 

Date : ................................ (Signature of the Candidate)

Address : ..............................

................................................

................................................

Countersigned

.........................

.......................

(Employer with seal)

Annexure-ll

Duties of the post of Director (Library) in details

1. Overall administration and supervision of the various sections of the National

Medical Library and Documentation Centre of Library.

2. Planning, budgeting and executing development programmes of the Library and

securing cooperation of agencies concerned.

3.   Initiating Library procedures and techniques for efficient functioning of the Library

system in the Country-Collection, processing and dissemination of information.

4.   Participating in official meetings, professional symposium/conferences etc.

5. Coordination, cooperation linkage and expert services to the libraries and

documentation centers attached to medical colleges, research and training

institutions all over India and abroad.

6. Organizing training/refresher courses for the medical libraries in the country.

7.   Any other work assigned by Director General of Health Service. EN 25/58

No. A. 15010/02/2010-Admn.I/Estt.III

Government of India

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
Department of Health & Family Welfare

Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi 
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Sub: Filling up of the post of Deputy Director/Zonal Director in the Headquarters

and Zones of Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) under the Ministry of Home Affairs

on deputation basis: Regarding.

Narcotics Control Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs intends to fill up 01 (One) existing

vacant post of Deputy Director/Zonal Director. The vacancies may vary (increase/

decrease). The selected candidates are liable to be posted anywhere in the country in

any of the Zones /Headquarters of Narcotics Control Bureau. Any conditional

application regarding place of posting or any other issue shall not be entertained.

2. The post of Deputy Director/Zonal Director carries the pay scale in PB-3 (Rs.

15600-39100) + Grade Pay of Rs. 7600 and in the revised pay matrix level-12.

3. The Recruitment Rules for the post provide for 20% of posts to be filled by

promotion failing which by deputation and 80% of the posts to be filled by

deputation. There is no eligible officer in the feeder grade in the Narcotics Control

Bureau for promotion. Therefore, all the posts will be filled up on deputation

basis.

4. The terms and conditions of the deputation will be governed by the Department

of Personnel & Training's OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-ll) dated 17.06.2010 as

amended from time to time.

5. The Recruitment Rules for the post of Deputy Director/ Zonal Director in the

Narcotics Control Bureau provide for deputation of officers of the Central

Government or the State Governments or Union Territories;

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or Department; or

(ii) with 5 (five) years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto

on a regular basis in the posts in the pay band-3, Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade

Pay of Rs. 6600 or equivalent in the parent cadre or Department: and

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience: 

Essential:

(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized University;

(ii) Eight (8) years experience in enforcement of regulatory laws and collection of

intelligence relating thereto.

Desirable:

i)  Four years' experience in investigation of criminal offences including economic

offences.

ii)  Working knowledge of Computer related operations including Microsoft Office

(Word, Power-Point, Excel and Access) and operation of Internet.

Duties of the Deputy Director/ Zonal Director:

1. Enforcement of Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985 and

other related laws;

2. Collection and development of Intelligence regarding drug traffickers followed by

search, seizure and arrest of traffickers and their prosecution;

3. Undertaking financial investigation including drug money laundering and links

with terrorist activities if any;

4. Identification and destruction of illicit opium and cannabis cultivation;

5. Identification and destruction of illicit Meth Labs;

6. Initiating action under PITNDPS Act;

7.  Busting of Internet pharmacies;

8. Identification of major drug traffickers, their activities and creating a database;

9. Monitoring of drug situation, modus operandi, routes etc;

10. Working on joint operations with counterpart drug law enforcement agencies of

other countries and initiating controlled delivery operations;

11. Coordination between various Central and States drug law enforcement

agencies in India;

12. Monitoring of Legal/ court matters;

13. Organization of Training Courses in Drug Law enforcement;

14. Dealing with administration and Establishment.

6. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held

immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization

or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 04(four)

years.

7. The age limit for appointment by transfer on deputation shall be not exceeding

fifty six years on the closing date of receipt of application.

8. For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a

regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2016 or the date from which the

revised pay structure based on the 7th Central Pay Commission

recommendations has been extended or shall be deemed to be service rendered

in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the

recommendations of the Pay Commission, except where there has been merger

of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade pay or Pay Scale and

where this benefit will extend only for the post or posts for which that grade pay

or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any up-gradation.

9. The vacancy circular may be brought to the notice of eligible officers of your

cadre. The application of eligible and willing officers who can be spared at short

notice in the event of their selection may be obtained in the revised C.V.

Proforma given in duplicate and forwarded to Deputy Director General (Hqrs.),

Narcotics Control Bureau, West Block-01, Wing No. 5, R.K. Puram, New

Delhi-110066 along with following requisite documents so as to reach this

Bureau within 60 days of publishing of this advertisement in the

Employment News :-

(i) Photo copies of APARs for the last 5 years duly attested (with stamp) on each

page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of

India or equivalent.

(ii) Integrity Certificate,

(iii) Vigilance Clearance Certificate as per proforma.

(iv)  Major/Minor Penalty Statement for the last 10 years and 

(v) Cadre Clearance incorporating that in the event of his/her selection, he/she will

be relieved to join the post of Deputy Director/ Zonal Director in NCB on

deputation basis.

10. The applications received after the closing date and conditional application shall

not be entertained. It may be noted that in the event of their selection, the

candidates will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature.

(Piyush Kumar Singh)

Assistant Director (Admn) 

Narcotics Control Bureau 

Tele: 011-26192577 

ANNEXURE-I

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

�[FOR APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF DEPUTY DIRECTOR/ZONAL

DIRECTOR IN NARCOTICS CONTROL BUREAU (NCB) ON DEPUTATION BASIS]

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. i) Date of entry into service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications

required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification

has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  

in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience

tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer

Essential Essential

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable

A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 

as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  

the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 

and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  

made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  

Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views

confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by   

the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly    

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties

Institution regular basis Pay/Pay scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience

basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay-band and Grade pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the

officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay and Grade Pay/Pay Scale

of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with present  

Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the Candidate, 

may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To

Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  

Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on 

deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post

of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post

appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the

parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of such

officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department alongwith Cadre

Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in all cases 

where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/organization

but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/organisation.

File No. II/4(9)/2019/NCB/Estt-1692

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Government of India

ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/ Ministry of Home Affairs

SflÊ¬∑§ ÁŸÿ¥òÊáÊ éÿÍ⁄UÊ/ Narcotics Control Bureau

West Block No.1, Wing No. 5, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066

Continued on page 52
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10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 

date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the 

name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government

b) State Government

c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking

e) Universities

f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department

and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which

the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14.  Total emoluments per month now drawn

Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an Organisation which is not following the Central

Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 

the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total

and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you 

applied for in support of your suitability for the post.

(This among other things may provide information with regard to 

(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 

Circular/Advertisement).

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements:

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:

i) Research publications and reports and special projects;

ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;

iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and

iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;

v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 

vi) Any other information.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

Continued from page 51 17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/

Absorption/Re-employment Basis #.  

(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   

for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations

are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 

available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 

recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware

that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents

in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be

assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge

and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

(Signature of the Candidate)

Address ....................................

Date ..........................................

Certificate by the Employer/Cadre 

Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and

correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational

qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved

immediately.

2. Also certified that:

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of

India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or

A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is

enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned

EN 25/66 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

EN 25/68

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They
do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The
Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these
advertisements.
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SAINIK SCHOOL GHORAKHAL, NAINITAL
(UNDER SAINIK SCHOOLS SOCIETY, 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, GOVT. OF INDIA)

1. Applications are invited for the following post. 

TGT (Science), Regular- 01 (SC / ST Category)

Eligibility ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:

(i) Graduate with at least 50% marks in the con-

cerned subjects/combination of subject and in 

aggregate. The combination of subject are Botany, 

Zoology and Chemistry and B.Ed, or equivalent 

degree from recognized university.

(ii) CTET qualified.

DESIRABLE : Preference will be given for:-

(i) Teaching experience of 2 years in an English 

Medium Residential School, preferably CBSE 

affiliated.

(ii) Higher qualifications

(iii) Achievements in NCC/Sports/Extra-Curricular 

activities etc.

Scale of Pay Pay Level-7,  Rs. 44900/-

Age Between the age 21- 35 years as on 30 Sep 2019

2. ALLOWANCES AND PERQUISITES: Rent free accommodation,

free messing during session, NPS, LTC, Gratuity, Medical

Allowance, Transport Allowance, Special Allowance, subsidized

schooling for two children as admissible as per Sainik School

Society Rules & Regulations.

3. Eligible and interested candidates may apply with complete Bio-

Data and recent Passport size Photograph to the Principal, Sainik

School Ghorakhal, PO- Ghorakhal, Distt- Nainital (Uttarakhand) Pin-

263156 along with photocopies of Mark Sheets, Certificates,

testimonials, one unstamped self addressed envelope and a DD for

Rs. 500/-(non refundable) drawn in favour of "Principal, Sainik

School Ghorakhal" payable at State Bank of India, Bhowali Branch

Code 01352. Only SBI Bank Draft is acceptable. Applications

complete in all respect along with DD must reach Principal,

Sainik School Ghorakhal within 21 Days from the date of

publication of the advertisement. School will not be responsible

for postal delay. Applications received after due date will not be

considered. TA/DA will not be paid to the candidates short listed and

called for written/practical tests/selection process. The School

Authority reserves the rights to CANCEL the employment

process at any time, without assigning any reason thereof.

Principal

Sainik School Ghorakhal

EN 25/7 Phone- 5942-220051

A-12024/2/2014-SRA (366201)

Government of India 

Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
Food & Public Distribution
Department of Food and Public Distribution 

Storage and Research Administration

Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

Dated 04 September, 2019

Vacancy Circular
Applications are invited from the eligible officials for filling up the post

of  Director, IGMRI, Pay Band-3. Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay

of Rs. 7600/- (pre-revised), Pay Level-12 in pay matrix) in Ministry of

Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution, Department of Food

and Public Distribution, Storage and Research Division, Krishi

Bhawan, New Delhi. Details of post, eligibility conditions, etc. may

be accessed from the Department's website: www.dfpd.nic.in.

2. Applications of only such officials will be considered as are routed

through proper channel and are accompanied by:-

(i) Bio-data (available on website www.dfpd.nic.in) along with

Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Aulhority.

(ii) Photocopies of ACR/ APARs for the last five (5) years duly

attested on each page by an officer not below the rank of Under

Secretary.

3. Applications of suitable and eligible officials and who can be

spared immediately in the event of selection may be sent directly to

the Under Secretary (SRA), Department of Food and Public

Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public

Distribution, (Room No. 384-A), Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi- 110001

within a period of 60 days from the date of issue/publication of this

advertisement in the Employment News.

(Mahender Singh)

Under Secretary to the Govt of India 

EN 25/10 Tel. No.:-23383081

DISCLAIMER 

The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the

Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the

views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents

of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the

organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way

responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these

advertisements.
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Government of NCT of Delhi

Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi-110092

Website: www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in

No. F.1 (501)/DSSSB/P&P/2019/Advt./2754 Dated:05/09/2019

Vacancy Notice

ADVERTISEMENT NO. 03/19

IMPORTANT NOTE:- Only online applications will be accepted. Applications received through any other mode shall be summarily rejected.

The opening date, closing date of application and post-wise break-up of vacancies are as under:-

Opening Date of Application:- 16/09/2019

Closing Date of Application:- 15/10/2019

Online Applications are invited for recruitment to the following post under Directorate of Education & Delhi Jal Board of Govt. of NCT of Delhi:-

S. No. Post Code Name of the Post Name of Deptt. Group Grade Pay Vacancy

EWS UR OBC SC ST Total PH

1. 15/19 Assistant Teacher Directorate of B 4200 36 332 119 115 35 637 29

(Primary) Education (Pre-revised)

2. 16/19 Assistant Teacher Directorate of B 4200 8 77 26 21 09 141 11

(Nursery) Education (Pre-revised)

3. 17/19 J.E. (Civil) DJB B 4200 20 55 63 39 27 204 08

(Pre-revised)

The details of the qualification, age limit, fee etc. are available on the website http://dsssb.delhi.gov.in. Candidates must apply online through the website

http://dsssbonline.nic.in. The closing date for submission of online application is up to 15/10/2019 after which the link will be disabled. Applications received through any other

mode would not be accepted and summarily rejected. 

Deputy Secretary (P&P)

DSSSB

The details regarding name of the post(s), post code, number of vacancies, educational

qualifications, experience required, pay scale, age limit etc. as per the Recruitment

Rules provided by the user department are as under:-

Post Code:- 15/19 Name of the post:- Assistant Teacher (Primary)

Directorate of Education 

Number of Vacancies:- (Total-637)- (UR-332, OBC-119, SC-115, ST-35,

EWS-36 including PH(VH)-29).

Educational Qualification:- Essential:- 1. Senior Secondary (or its equivalent)

with at least 50% marks and 2-years Diploma in

elementary education (by whatever name known)

from a recognized Board. OR

Senior Secondary (or its equivalent) with at least

45% marks and 2-years Diploma in elementary

education (by whatever name known) in accordance

with the NCTE (recognition norms and procedure)

regulations-2002. OR

Senior Secondary (or its equivalent) with at least

50% marks  and 4-years Bachelor of elementary

education (B.El.Ed). OR

Senior Secondary (or its equivalent) with at least

50% marks and 2-years Diploma in Education

(special education) from a recognized Board. OR

Graduation and 2-years Diploma in elementary

education (by whatever name known) from a

recognized Board.

2. Pass in the Central Teacher Eligibility Test (CTET)

conducted by the Central Board of Secondary

Education (CBSE).

3. Must have passed Hindi or Urdu or Punjabi

or English as a subject at Secondary Level.

Note:- Relaxation up to 5% in the qualifying marks

(in Academic qualification) shall be allowed to the

candidates belonging to reserved categories such

as SC/ST/OBC/PH.

Desirable:- Nil

Experience:- Essential:- Nil.

Desirable:- Nil.

Pay Scale:- Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4200  Group: 'B'

Age Limit:- Not exceeding 30 years, Age Relaxation will be

given as per the table regarding age relaxation given

below at para 6.

Guest/Contract teachers (only those who have

not availed age relaxation in previous recruit-

ment):- The contractual employees working against

teaching posts will be eligible for one time relaxation

in upper age limit up to maximum period of five years.

The quantum of age relaxation will be subject to

number of years spent in the department on contract

basis provided, they have worked for at least 120 days

in a particular academic year. 

This post is identified suitable for PH (VH, OH) candidate as per requisition

of user department.

R.No. F.DE4(6)(263)/E-IV/2017/936 Dt. 07/08/2019

Post Code:- 16/19 Name of the post:- Assistant Teacher (Nursery)

Directorate of Education

Number of Vacancies:- (Total-141)- (UR-77, OBC-26, SC-21, ST-09, EWS-08

including PH(VH-10, OH-1).

Educational Qualification:- Essential:- 1. Senior Secondary School (Class

Twelve) certificate or Intermediate or its equivalent

with atleast 45% marks  from a recognized

Board/university.

2. Diploma/Certificate in Nursery Teacher Education

programme for a duration of not less than two years

or B.Ed. (Nursery) from a recognized institute.

Must have passed Hindi at Secondary Level.

Desirable:- Nil

Experience:- Essential:- Nil.

Desirable:- Nil.

Pay Scale:- Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4200  Group: 'B'

Age Limit:- Not exceeding 30 years, Age Relaxation will be given

as per the table regarding age relaxation given below

at para 6.

Guest/Contract teachers (only those who have

not availed age relaxation in previous recruit-

ments):- The contractual employees working against

teaching posts will be eligible for one time relaxation

in upper age limit up to maximum period of five

years. The quantum of age relaxation will be subject

to number of years spent in the department on contract

basis provided, they have worked for at least 120 days

in a particular academic year. 

This post is identified suitable for PH (VH, OH) candidate as per requisition

of user department.

R.No. F.DE4(6)(254)/E-IV/2017/935 Dt. 07/08/2019

Post Code:- 17/19 Name of the post:- Junior Engineer (Civil)

Delhi Jal Board

Number of Vacancies:- (Total-204)- (UR-55, OBC-63,SC-39, ST-27, EWS-20

including PH-(OL-2, OA-02, PDD-4).

Educational Qualification:- Essential:- 1. Degree in Civil Engineering from a

recognized university. OR,

2. Three years Diploma in Civil Engineering from a

recognized university/Board/Institute plus two years

experience in planning, execution and maintenance

of civil engineering works.

Desirable:- Nil

Experience:- Essential:- In case of Diploma- two years experience

in planning, execution and maintenance of civil

engineering works.

Desirable:- Nil.

Pay Scale:- Rs. 9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4200  Group:   'B'

Age Limit:- Not exceeding 30 years, Age Relaxation will be given

as per the table regarding age relaxation given below

at para 6.

This post is identified suitable for PH (HH & OH) candidate as per requisition

of user department.

R.No. F.DJB/AC(T)/JE(Civil)/DSSSB/ Dt. 16/07/2019

2019/D-1222

NOTE : 

1. The candidates must apply Online only. No other mode of application shall be

accepted. 

2. The candidates must read the INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING ONLINE

carefully, which are available on the website of the Board, before filling up Online

Application Form for the post(s) concerned. 

3. Benefit of reservation for various categories i.e. SC/ST/OBC etc. shall be given as

per the policy of Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Continued 
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4. The successful candidates will be required to upload legible Self attested copies

of the documents, Admit Card (used in examination) containing signature of

Invigilator along with the hard copy of printout of online application form in OARS

at the time of verification of documents (any information contained in the attached

certificates shall not be considered unless it is claimed in the application form). 

5. The centers for holding the examination will be in Delhi/NCR only. 

6. The candidates must carry in original Aadhaar Card/ any Govt. issued Photo

Identity proof to the examination centre, failing which they shall not be allowed

to appear for the examination. 

1. EXAMINATION FEES AND MODE OF PAYMENT: Rs. 100/- (One Hundred only) 

a) Women candidates and candidates belonging to Schedule Caste, Schedule Tribe,

Physically Handicapped & Ex-serviceman category are exempted from paying

Application fee. 

b) Ex-servicemen who have already secured employment in civil side under

Central Government on regular basis after availing of the benefits of

reservation given to ex-servicemen for their re-employment are NOT eligible

for fee concession.

c) The candidates submitting their application online should pay the requisite fees

only through SBI e-pay. Other mode of payment will not be considered and the

application of such candidates will be rejected out rightly and payment made shall

stand forfeited. 

d) Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances. 

2. MODE OF SELECTION: The selection shall be made through One Tier (T)/Two Tier

(T) examination scheme. 

* Examination Scheme : 

DSSSB will conduct Examination for the post codes as per examination scheme

given in Annexure-I. However, DSSSB reserves the right to change/amend the

examination scheme, if so required, any time before the examination.

Note: 

(i) The Examination questions will be bilingual (Hindi & English) except for the

Language  papers which would be in the language concerned only. 

(ii) There is no provision of re-evaluation/re-checking of Answer Sheets/Answer

Scripts in respect of the examinations conducted by DSSSB. 

(iii) The DSSSB reserves the right to cancel/withdraw any question/questions from the

Test. 

(iv) The Board has fixed the minimum qualifying marks for different categories

(UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH/EXSM) in order to achieve qualitative selection and to recruit

the best talent available and the same is available on the website of the Board,

however, cutoff marks for selection in different categories may go higher

depending upon the marks obtained by the candidates and number of vacancies.

(v) The Board makes provisional selection of the candidates on the basis of

information provided in the application and documents/certificates provided by the

candidate at the time of submission of document and recommends the same to

the indenting/user department. Further the Appointing Authority i.e. the

indenting/user department verifies and satisfies itself about the authenticity of

documents/certificates and eligibility as per the Recruitment Rules before finally

appointing the candidate(s). Therefore, the provisional selection of a candidate

does not confer upon him/her any right of appointment unless the Appointing

Authority is satisfied, after such inquiry as may be considered necessary, that the

candidate is suitable in all respects for appointment to the post. 

(vi) If there are two or more candidates in the same category having equal marks in

the examination, the candidate securing more marks in the subject specific

section will be placed higher. In case where the marks in subject specific section

are also equal, the candidate older in age will get preference. In case of further tie,

candidate whose first name comes in Alphabetical order (in English) will be placed

higher in merit. 

(vii) The Board may shortlist the candidates for written examination on the basis

of marks in qualifying exam (as per essential qualification given in RRs) in

case there are a large number of candidates.

3. SYLLABUS: (for One & Two Tier Examination Schemes) 

  One Tier (G/T) Examination:- 

Section-A: 

(i) General Awareness: Questions will be designed to test the ability of the

candidate's General Awareness of the environment around him/her and its

application to society. The questions will be designed to test knowledge of Current

Events and of such matter of everyday observation as may be expected of an

educated person. The test will also include questions relating to History, Polity,

Constitution, Sports, Art & Culture, Geography, Economics, Everyday Science,

Scientific Research, National/International Organizations /Institutions etc. 

(ii) General Intelligence & Reasoning Ability: The syllabus of General Intelligence

& Reasoning Ability includes questions of both verbal and non-verbal types. Test

may include questions on analogies, similarities, differences, space visualization,

problem solving, analysis, judgment, decision making, visual memory,

discrimination, observation, relationship, concepts, arithmetical reasoning, verbal

and figure classification, arithmetical number series etc. 

(iii) Arithmetical & Numerical Ability : The test of Arithmetical and Numerical

Abilities will cover Number Systems including questions on Simplification,

Decimals, Data Interpretation, Fractions, L.C.M., H.C.F., Ratio & Proportion,

Percentage, Average, Profit & Loss, Discount, Simple & Compound Interest,

Mensuration, Time & Work, Time & Distance, Tables & Graphs etc. 

(iv) Hindi Language & Comprehension and English Language &

Comprehension: In addition to the testing of candidate's understanding and

comprehension of the English and Hindi Languages, questions on its Vocabulary,

Grammar, Sentence Structure, Synonyms, Antonyms and its correct usage etc.

would also be covered. 

SECTION B (Applicable only for one Tier Technical only): Post specific subject

related questions: Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions on the subject

concerned as per the qualification prescribed in the Recruitment Rules for the

post.

Two Tier Examination Schemes:  

I. Syllabus of TIER-I Exam will be same as of One Tier exam. 

Syllabus of TIER-II Exam: A. Part-I (MCQ/Objective type) (i) Post/qualification

specific subject related questions: Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions on

the subject concerned as per the qualification prescribed in the Recruitment Rules

for the post.

(ii) English language & Comprehension - same as in Tier-I but with slightly higher

level 

4. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 

(i) The candidate must be a citizen of India. 

(ii) The educational qualification, age, experience etc. as stipulated in advertisement

shall be determined as on the closing date of submission of application. 

5. RESERVATION BENEFITS: 

(i) Reservation benefits will be available to the SC/ST/OBC/Physically Handicapped

& other special category candidates in accordance with the instructions / orders /

circulars issued from time to time by the Govt. of Delhi. 

(ii) Candidates who wish to be considered against reserved vacancies and /or to seek

age relaxation, must be in possession of relevant certificates (SC/ST/EWS/

OBC/Non Creamy layer/PH/Educational/Experience etc.) issued by the

competent/notified authority (in prescribed format) on or before the cutoff

date (closing date of advertisement) otherwise their claim for any category will

not be entertained and their applications will be considered against Un-reserved

(UR) category vacancies, if eligible otherwise. The candidate has to select that

particular category when applying online for the post. No request for change

of category will be entertained at any later stage.

(iii) Only OBC (Delhi) candidates will be given the benefit of reservation/age relaxation

under OBC category. OBC (Outside) candidates will be treated as Unreserved

candidate and they must apply under UR category. The OBC candidates must

be in possession of non-Creamy layer certificate, along with his/her caste

certificate.

(iv) Only following two types of certificates will be accepted as valid certificates

for grant of benefit of reservation to OBCs:- 

(A) OBC certificate (Delhi) issued by the Revenue Department of GNCT of

Delhi, on the basis of a old certificate issued to any member of individual's

family from GNCT of Delhi.

(B) OBC certificate issued by a competent authority outside Delhi to a

person belonging to a community duly notified as OBC by GNCT of Delhi.

This certificate should have mandatorily been issued on the basis of OBC

certificate issued by Govt. of NCT of Delhi to a family member of the

concerned person who had been residing in Delhi before 08/09/1993.

(v) A Candidate belonging to SC/ST/OBC who is selected on the same standard as

applied to general category candidates and who appears in the general merit list

is treated as own merit candidate. Such candidate is adjusted against unreserved

point of the reservation roster. Only such SC/ST/OBC candidates who are

selected on the same standard as applied to general candidates shall not be

adjusted against reserved vacancies. In other words, when a relaxed standard is

applied in selecting an SC/ST/OBC candidate, for example in the age limit,

experience, qualification, permitted number of chances in written examination,

extended zone of consideration larger than what is provided for general category

candidates, etc., the SC/ST/OBC  candidates are to be counted against reserved

vacancies. Such candidates would be deemed to be unavailable for consideration

against unreserved vacancies.

6. AGE RELAXATION: 

S. NO. CATEGORIES EXTENT OF AGE CONCESSION

1. SC/ST 05 years

2. OBC 03 years

3. PH 10 years

4. PH + SC/ST 15 years

5. PH + OBC 13 years

6. Departmental candidate with at Up to 05 years for Group 'B' posts (which 

least three years continuous are in the same line or allied cadres and 

service in Govt. of NCT of where a relationship could be established

Delhi. that the service already rendered in a

particular post will be useful for the efficient

discharge of the duties of post.)

Up to 40 years of age (45 years for SC/ST,

43 years for OBC) for Group 'C' post (which

are in the same line or allied cadres). 

7. Guest/ Contract Teachers The contractual employees working against

(only for those who have teaching posts will be eligible for one time 

not availed the age relaxation relaxation in upper age limit up to maxi-

in previous recruitments) mum period of five years. The quantum of

age relaxation will be subject to number of

years spent in the department on contract

basis provided, they have worked for at

least 120 days in a particular academic

year. 

8.* Ex-Servicemen Group C & B Period of Military service plus 3 years

(Non-Gazetted)

9. Kashmiri Migrant Relaxation in the upper age limit of five

years shall be admissible to all persons

who had ordinarily been domiciled in the

State of Jammu and Kashmir during the

period from the 1st day of January, 1950

to the 31st day of December, 1989;

(Note:- This will be regulated as per DOPT Guidelines.)

(i) An Ex-serviceman who has already secured employment under the Central

Government/Delhi Govt. or its autonomous/local bodies in Group C and D will be

permitted the benefit of age relaxation as prescribed for ex-servicemen for

securing another employment in higher grade or cadre in Group C and D.

However, such candidate will not be eligible for benefit of reservation.

(ii) In case of physically handicapped/person with disability, relaxation in age-limit

shall be applicable irrespective of the fact whether post is reserved or not,

provided the post is identified suitable for persons with disabilities.

(iii) If a person with disability is entitled to age concession by virtue of being a Central

Government employee, concession to him/her will be admissible either as a

'person with disability' or as a 'Central Government employee' whichever may be

more beneficial to him/her.

7. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

(i) The vacancies advertised are provisional and liable to vary. In case the vacancy

position is reduced to any number or even nil by the user department, Board is not
Continued on page 56
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liable to compensate the applicant for any consequential damage/ loss. The

vacancies in equivalent/ comparable posts can also be filled through this

advertisement. 

(ii) The Board reserves the right to reject the candidature of any ineligible candidate

at any stage of recruitment. 

(iii) The Board reserves the right to cancel a part of or entire process of examination

or a part of it due to administrative reason(s) and in case of unfair means, cheating

or other irregularities/malpractice noticed by the Board. The Board also reserves

the right to cancel or set up a new examination centre and divert the candidates

to appear at that examination centre if required. 

(iv) The Board reserves the right to cancel any centre of exam and ask the candidates

of that centre to appear at another centre. The Board also reserves the right to

direct candidates of any centre to some other centre to take the Exam. No request

for change in date, time and centre of exam will be accepted under any

circumstances. 

(v) The Board reserves the right to change or make amendment in the examination

scheme, given in Annexure-I, any time before the examination, if so required.

(vi) The candidature of the candidate to the written Examination is entirely provisional

and subject to the outcome of any direction/ decision/ order/ pronouncement of

any Court of Law and mere issue of Admit Card or appearance at Examination

does not entitle him/her to any claim for the post. 

(vii) The DSSSB reserves the right to cancel or modify the advertisement or part of it

at any stage. The number of vacancies is provisional and subject to change

(increase or decrease). 

(viii) Abbreviations used are denoted as under: 

(ix) UR-Unreserved (General), SC-Scheduled Caste, ST-Scheduled Tribe, OBC-

Other Backward  Classes, PH-Physically Handicapped, OH-Orthopedically

Handicapped, HH-Hearing Handicapped, BL-Both Leg, OA-One Arm, OL-One

Leg, OAL-One Arm & One Leg. 

(x) The educational qualification, age, experience and other eligibility conditions

against the post shall be determined as on the closing date of online submission

of application. 

(xi) Use of Calculator, Laptop, Palmtop, other Digital Instrument/ Mobile/ Cell phone,

Pager/electronic watches etc. is/ are not allowed. In case any candidate is

caught/found to be in possession of any gadget/instrument, he/ she would be

debarred from the examination and legal proceedings shall also be initiated

against the candidates. 

(xii) Candidates are advised not to bring any of the above gadgets in the exam. Centre

as no arrangements for keeping or for security of these items would be available

at the centers. 

(xiii) In case there is any discrepancy among the English, Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi

version of advertisement/ information, the English version will be treated as final. 

8. Action against candidates found guilty of misconduct:

Candidates are warned that they should not furnish any particulars that are false

or suppress any material information while filling in the application form.

Candidates are also warned that they should neither attempt to alter or otherwise

tamper with any entry in a document or the self attested certified copy submitted

by them nor submit a tampered/fabricated document.  If there is any inaccuracy

or any discrepancy, in filling OMR Sheet, their OMR sheets will not be evaluated.

Without prejudice to criminal action/debarment from DSSSB's examination

wherever necessary, candidature will be summarily cancelled at any stage of the

recruitment in respect of candidates found to have indulged in any of the

following:

(i) Possession of mobile phone & accessories and other electronic gadgets

within the premises of the examination centres, whether in use or in switch

off mode and on person or otherwise.

(ii) Involved in malpractices. 

(iii) Using unfair means in the examination hall.

(iv) Obtaining support for his / her candidature by any means. 

(v) Impersonate/Procuring impersonation by any person. 

(vi) Submitting fabricated documents or documents which have been

tampered with. 

(vii) Making statements which are incorrect or false or suppressing material

information. 

(viii) Resorting to any other irregular or improper means in connection with

his/her candidature for the examination. 

(ix) Misbehaving in any other manner in the examination hall with the

Supervisor, Invigilator or Board's representatives. 

(x) Taking away the Answer Sheet with him/her from the examination hall, or

passing it on to unauthorised persons during the conduct of the

examination. 

(xi) Intimidating or causing bodily harm to the staff employed by the Board for

the conduct of examination. 

(xii) To be ineligible for the Examination by not fulfilling the eligibility

conditions mentioned in the Notice. 

(xiii) Candidature can also be cancelled at any stage of the recruitment for any

other ground which the Board considers to be sufficient cause for

cancellation of candidature.

9. If any candidate uses offensive/abusive/foul language / obscene picture he/she will

be liable for necessary penal action under relevant provision of the IT Act. .
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Annexure-I

Tier Post Exam. Time Total Total Total Grand Syllabus

Code Code Ques. Marks Marks Total

(MCQ) (MCQ) (Descript.)

One Tier 15/19 I-T-T 2 hrs. 200 200 N.A. 200 A). 1. General Awareness. 2. General Intelligence & Reasoning ability. 

(Technical) 16/19 3. Arithmetical &  Numerical Ability. 4. Test of Hindi Language & Comprehension.

5. Test of English Language & Comprehension.          (20 Marks each)

B). Objective type multiple choice questions on the subject concerned as per

the qualification prescribed for the post.                      (100 Marks)

Two Tier 17/19 II-T-T1 Tier-1 200 200 N.A. 200 A). 1. General Awareness. 2. General Intelligence & Reasoning ability.

(Technical 1) 3. Arithmetical & Numerical Ability. 4. Test of Hindi Language & Comprehension.

2 hrs. 5. Test of English Language & Comprehension.          (20 Marks each)

B). Objective type multiple choice questions on the subject concerned as per

the qualification prescribed for the post.                     (100 Marks)

Tier-2 200 200 N.A. 200 A). Subject / Qualification 150 Marks (150 Question)

Related Paper (75% weightage)

2 hrs. B).  English Language & 50 Marks  (50 Question) 

Comprehension                                                  (25% weightage)

NOTE: 

(i) Applicants of the post codes 15/17 & 16/17 must have to qualify in Section A & B separately as per their category (UR/OBC/SC/ST/PH/ExSm) minimum qualifying marks.

However, final merit will be prepared on the basis of aggregate marks of both the section A & B (pls. refer notices dated 28/7/2017 available on the website of the Board).

(ii) Negative Marking will be applicable and deduction of 0.25 marks will be made for each wrong MCQ answer.

(iii) The Board reserves its right to prescribe a minimum cut off mark for any post as per availability of candidates.

EN 25/21

Continued from page  55

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT : CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION
RECRUITMENT NOTICE FOR THE POSTS OF 

NURSERY TEACHERS (NTT)

Education Department, Chandigarh Administration invites online applications from

eligible candidates to fill up 131 posts of Nursery Teachers (NTTs) on regular basis

as per following details in the pay scale of Rs. 10300-34800 + 4200 Grade Pay (with

initial start of Rs.16,290/-) plus allowances sanctioned by Chandigarh Administration

from time to time :-

Sr. Post UR EWS OBC SC Total PWD** ESM**

No.

1. Nursery Teachers (NTT) 50 07 55* 19* 131 04 13*

(VH-02 

OH-01 

***others-01)

* Including backlog for OBC-35, SC-10 and ESM-09.

**  Candidates appointed against PWD & ESM quota will consume the posts from the

respective category to which they belong i.s. GEN/SC/OBC

*** As per OM dated 15.01.2018 issued by DOPT-Govt. of India, the persons with

benchmark disabilities mentioned under clause (d) and (e) of para 2 (2.2) are to

be given 1% reservation. However, these posts (under other category) will be filled

up from the categories which are identified suitable for the posts of NTT by Govt.

of India.

Note: Instructions issued by DOPT-Govt. of India vide O.M. No.36039/1/2019-

Estt(Res) dated 31.01.2019 duly adopted by Chandigarh Administration regarding

10% reservation for EWS will be followed.

During three years probation period "Fixed Monthly Emoluments" which will be

equivalent to the minimum of the pay band of the post will be paid as per

instructions issued by Chandigarh Administration vide letter no. 28/70-IH(7)-

2015/14387 dated 10.7.2015 and No. 28/70-IH(7)-2016/1176 dated 18.1.2016 and

during the probation period grade pay, increment or any other allowances except

travelling allowance will not be paid.

1. Applications can be submitted only 'ONLINE' from 06.09.2019 (10.00 AM onwards)

to 30.09.2019 (upto 5.00 PM) with non-refundable fee amounting to Rs. 800/- (Rs. 400

for SC candidates). Persons with disabilities are exempted for payment of fee as per

instructions issued by Govt. of India.

2. The applicants are required to log on the website i.e. www.recruit.nitttrchd.ac.in to

submit their application.

3. Merit list for selection will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained in

Objective Type Test. One objective type tests of 150 Marks will be conducted.

Qualifying marks for test will be 40% for all candidates. No interview will be conducted.

4. All the notices and updates will be uploaded on the website, as such, candidates are

advised to visit the website on regular basis.

5. The number of vacancies advertised may vary as per requirement.

6. Schedule for conduct of examination will be published in the same newspapers and

will also be made available on the website by 10.10.2019.

7. Details regarding qualifications, age, selection criteria, procedure for online

submission of applications, mode of payment of fee, general instructions and other

details are available on the website www.recruit.nitttrchd.ac.in.

Director School Education

EN 25/13 Chandigarh Administration
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EN 25/36

¬ÊÃ ¬Á⁄Ufl„UŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ Government of India

ŒË¬SÃ¥÷ •ÊÒ⁄U ŒË¬¬ÊÃ ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ Ministry of Shipping

“ŒË¬÷flŸ”, ∞◊.¡Ë. ◊Êª¸, ÉÊÊ≈U∑§Ê¬⁄ Directorate of Lighthouses
(¬Ífl¸), ◊È¥’ß¸U-400077 & Lightships
ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê· — 022-25068390 “Deep Bhavan”, M.G. Road, Ghatkopar

»Ò§Ä‚ — 022-25060996 (East) Mumbai-400077

Tel No. :+91-22-25068390 Fax : +91-22-25060996

ß¸U-◊‹ — dllmumbai77@gmail.com Email : dllmumbai77@gmail.com

CORRIGENDUM
Reference to employment notice No. EN 20/66, published in Employment News dated 17 - 23 August 2019 for the post of Navigational Assistant Grade-Ill (Group C) non gazetted in the

Directorate of Lighthouse and Lightships, Mumbai.

The corrigendum is hereby issued in respect to following Paragraph of the Employment Notice.

Paragraph As published in Employment Notice To be read as

Recruitment The Director of Lighthouses & Lightships, Mumbai as its discretion may hold additional skill test/ The Director of Lighthouses & Lightships, Mumbai as its discretion may

Process interview if consider necessary for all or for a limited number of candidates as may be deemed fit hold additional Trade Test if consider necessary, for qualified candidates 

item (d) by Director of Lighthouses & Lightships, Mumbai. as per merit list.

Recruitment The  stage  of examination  is single stage examination followed by verification of original The stage of examination is single stage written examination followed 

Process documents.  During document verification, the candidates will have to produce their original by Trade Test. At the time of trade test candidates will have to produce 

item (f) certificates. The candidature of the candidate not producing the original certificate on the date their original certificates for document verification. The candidature of 

of verification is  liable to be forfeited. the candidate not producing the original certificate is liable to be forfeited. 

Trade Test shall be qualifying in nature.

Recruitment The final select panel will be prepared on the basis of combined marks obtained in written test The final merit list/panel will be prepared on the basis of combined

Process and marks obtained as per basis qualification. The candidates will be placed in order of merit marks obtained in written test and aggregate marks obtained in

item (g) from highest marks obtained to lower  marks. essential qualification. The candidates will be placed in order of 

merit from highest marks obtained to lower marks.

Director

EN 25/84 Lighthouses and Lightships, Mumbai

www.Jobriya.com
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EN 25/60

Government of India

Ministry of
Agriculture

and
Farmers
Welfare 
Department of

Agriculture

Cooperation &

Farmers Welfare

Applications are invited for

filling up of one post of Joint

Director (Extension) in

Directorate of Extension under

the Department of Agriculture,

Cooperation & Farmers

Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture

and Farmers Welfare on

deputation basis (including

short-term contract). Details of

the post and eligibility criteria

are given below:-

1. Classification of Post :

General Central Service,

Group 'A' Gazetted.

2.  Pay Band/Grade Pay : Rs.

15600-39100 (PB-3) + Grade

Pay  of Rs. 6600/- Or Level 11

of 7th CPC Pay Matrix.

3. Who can apply : Officers

under Central Government or

State Governments or Union

Territories or Public Sector

Undertakings or Semi-

Government autonomous and

State organizations, or

Agricultural Universities or

recognized research

institutions or Councils: (a) (i)

holding analogous posts on

regular basis in the parent

cadre or department; or (ii) with

five years' regular service in the

grade rendered after

appointment thereto on regular

basis in posts in pay  band-3,

Rs. 15600-39100/- plus grade

pay of Rs. 5400/-  or equivalent

in the parent cadre or

department; and (b)

Possessing the educational

qualifications and experience

as mentioned in Column 4.

4. Educational Qualification

and Experience : Essential :

(i) Master's degree in

Agriculture or Agriculture

Extension from a recognised

university or institute or

Master's degree in Rural

Management or Master of

Business Administration with a

Bachelor's degree in

Agriculture from a recognised

university or institute or

Master's Degree in Agriculture

Business Management or

Vegetable Sciences or

Horticulture or Agro-Forestry,

or Degree in Agriculture

Engineering from a recognised

university or institute;(ii) Three

years' experience in

coordination and overseeing or

execution of Agricultural

Extension or Extension

Programme in the field of

administration or Management

of Agriculture or Extension

Programme or teaching

experience at college or

university level in Agriculture or

Extension Programme with

special reference to training of

extension personnel & farmers.

Desirable :Three years'

experience in formulation and

conduct of extension training

programmes.

The period of deputation

(including short-term contract)
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Bhartiya College of Education Udhampur
(NAAC Accredited & Affiliated to University of Jammu)

Industrial Estate Dhar Road Udhampur (J&K)-182101

Ph : 01992-277845, 277119, Email : bhartiya2003@gmail.com

APPOINTMENT NOTICE

Applications on the prescribed format (available on our website www.bhartiyaeducation.com) are

invited from the eligible candidates with complete bio-data supported by relevant documents and latest

passport size photograph for the following posts in the M.Ed. department of the college by post or

through email at bhartiya2003@gmail.com by or before 21st Oct, 2019.

S. Name of Vacancy Qualification Pay Scale 

No. the Post (in Rs.)

1 Professor 02 1. Postgraduate degree with minimum 55% marks or 37,400-67,000  

an equivalent grade in discipline relevant to the area with AGP of

of specialization. Rs. 10,000/-

2. M.Ed. with minimum of 55% marks or an equivalent 

grade OR M.A. (Education) and B.Ed. each with 

minimun 55% marks or an equivalent grade.

3. Ph.D. degree in Education.

4. Ten years of Professional Experience in Teacher 

Education (UG and PG Levels) respectively.

5. A minimum of Academic Performance Indicator

(API) based Performance Based Appraisal System 

(PBAS) of the UGC.

2. Associate 02 1. Postgraduate degree with minimum 55% marks or 37,400-67,000  

Professor an equivalent grade in discipline relevant to the area with AGP of

of specialization. Rs. 9,000/-

2. M.Ed. with minimum of 55% marks or an equivalent 

grade OR M.A. (Education) and B.Ed. each with 

minimun 55% marks or an equivalent grade.

3. Ph.D. degree in Education.

4. Eight years of Professional Experience in Teacher 

Education (UG and PG Levels) respectively.

5. A minimum of Academic Performance Indicator

(API) based Performance Based Appraisal System 

(PBAS) of the UGC.

3. Assistant 06 1. Postgraduate degree in a related discipline as per

Professor the requirement.

2. M.Ed. with minimum 55% marks or an equivalent 15,600-39,100

grade OR M.A. (Education) and B.Ed. Each with a with AGP of

minimum of 55% marks or an equivalent grade. Rs. 6,000/-

3. NET/SET in Education.

Preference shall be given to the candidates with 

Ph.D. Degree in Education and are computer

savvy with good communication skills.

Eligibility conditions and other details are available on our website www.bhartiyaeducation.com

Retired person up to the age of 67 years can also apply.

EN 25/54 Chairperson

EN 25/62

EN 25/40

shall ordinarily not exceed four

years. The maximum age limit

for appointment by deputation

(including short-term contract)

shall be not exceeding 56

years as on the closing date of

the receipt of applications. Full

details of the vacancy are

available on the Department's

official website

www.agricoop.nic.in.

Applications (set of seven

copies) of interested and eligible

officers, who could be spared in

the event of their selection, may

be sent, through proper channel,

so as to reach "Smt. D. Ponni,

Under Secretary (Extn.),

Room No. 17, Ministry of

Agriculture and Farmers

Welfare, Department of

Agriculture, Cooperation &

Farmers Welfare, Krishi

Bhawan, New Delhi". The last

date for receipt of application

(including attested photocopies

of ACR/APARs of last six years

i.e from 2013-14 to 2018-19 duly

attested on each page by an

officer not below the rank of an

Under Secretary to the

Government of India, Cadre

Clearance Certificate, Vigilance

Clearance Certificate, Integrity

Certificate signed by an officer

not below the rank of Deputy

Secretary/Director to the

Government of India,

Major/Minor Penalty during last

ten years) is 60 days from the

date of publication of this

advertisement in the

Employment News/Rojgar

Samachar.                  EN 25/69

continued from page 58
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EN 25/63

EN 25/83

CENDECT KRISHI

VIGYAN KENDRA

Kamatchipuram 

Theni Dist., Tamilnadu
Applications are invited for the following vacant posts under Scheme

of CENDECT Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Theni (NGO) and Positions Co-

terminus with the scheme

SI. Vacant Post/Pay Scale No. of Qualification

No. Positions

1. Subject Matter Specialist 01 Master's Degree in 

(Horticulture) Horticulture or

Rs. 15600-39100 + RGP equivalent 

Rs. 5400/-[6th CPC] qualifications  from

a recognized

University.

2. Subject Matter Specialist 01 Master's Degree in 

(Animal Science) Veterinary Science/

Rs. 15600-39100 + RGP Animal Science or 

Rs. 5400/-[6th CPC] equivalent

qualifications from

a recognized

University.

For details please log on www.cendect.org.in/kvk.html

Age limit: 35 years. Age relaxation for SC/ST/OBC/Women/

Physically handicapped as per GOI norms.

Apply within 15 days from the date of Publication of Advertisement

in Employment News with Bio Data, attested Certificate Copies, Two

reference and Passport size photo.

Please apply to The Chairman,CENDECT, Krishi Vigyan Kendra,

Kamatchipuram, Theni District, TamilNadu State-625520.

EN 25/82

Govt. of India

Ministry of Health
& Family Welfare

Family Welfare Training & Research

Centre, Mumbai

Recruitment Advertisement

Family Welfare Training & Research Centre, Mumbai, a

Central Training Institute of Ministry of Health and

Family Welfare, Government of India is involved in

teaching and training of Medical & Paramedical

personnel in Public Health and conduct research in key

public health areas. Online applications are invited from

eligible Indian citizens for the recruitment of the

following posts on reguIar basis.

Sr. No : 01

Name of the Post : Social Worker Instructor 

No. of Posts : 01 (Unreserved) 

Age criteria : 30 years 

Pay Scale : Level 6, index 1, Rs.35400/-(as per 7th CPC)

Educational qualification : Post-Graduation degree

(MA/MSW) in Anthropology/Sociology/ Psychology/

Social work/medical social work AND

About 3 years' experience in community work in Health

Social Education Field (including Family Planning

Education and Training).
Desirable: i) Training in Health/Extension Education
from recognized Institution.
ii) Experience in organizing training programme.
Sr. No. 02. Name of the Post : Store Keeper
No. of posts : 01 (Unreserved)
Age criteria : 18-25 year
Pay Scale : Level 4, index 1, Rs. 25500/- (as per 7th CPC)
Educational qualification :Any Graduation AND One-
year experience in handling stores and maintaining
stock register.
Sr. No. 03. Name of the Post : Lady Health Visitor
No. of Posts  : 01 (OBC)
Age criteria : 20-25 year
Pay Scale : Level 5, index 1, Rs.  29200/- (as per 7th
CPC)
Educational qualification : Diploma in GNM/ANM
(General nursing and midwifery /ANM Health worker
female / MPW female training course/promotional
training   course   recognized   by   nursing council.)
AND Registration with state nursing council as Health
worker female / MPW/ANM in nursing / Midwifery.
Sr. No. 04. Name of the Post : Hindi Translator
No. of Posts : 01 (Unreserved)
Age criteria : 30 years
Pay Scale : Level 6, index 1, Rs.  35400/- (as per 7th
CPC)

Educational qualification : Post Graduate degree in

Hindi (English as compulsory or elective subject or

medium of examination at degree level) OR Post

Graduate degree in English (Hindi as compulsory or

elective subject or medium of examination at degree

level) OR Post Graduate degree in any subject (Hindi

medium and  English as  compulsory or elective subject

or medium of examination at degree level) OR Post

Graduate degree in any subject (English medium  and

Hindi as compulsory or elective subject or medium of

examination at degree level) AND Recognized Diploma

or certificates course in translation from Hindi to English

and vice-versa OR Two years' experience of translation

work from Hindi to English and Vice-versa in central or

state Government office including Government of India

undertaking.

Online application process will start on 1st September

2019 and last day for receipt of online application will be

4th October 2019. For further details regarding eligibility

criteria, how to apply, application fees and other

information please visit website-

http://www.fwtrc.gov.in/content/recruitment and

https://fwtrc.mahaonline.gov.in.

DIRECTOR

Family Welfare Training & 

EN 25/53 Research Centre, Mumbai
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Question Paper Civil Services (Preliminary) Examination, 2019

General Studies Paper II

Directions for the following 8

(eight) items : 

Read the following seven

passages and answer the

items that follow each

passage. Your answers to

these items should be based

on the passages only. 

Passage -1

Political theorists no doubt

have to take history of

injustice, for example,

untouchability, seriously. The

concept of historical injustice

takes note of a variety of

historical wrongs that

continue into the present in

some form or the other and

tend to resist repair. Two

reasons might account for

resistance to repair. One, not

only are the roots of injustice

buried deep in history,

injustice itself constitutes

economic structures of

exploitation, ideologies of

discrimination and modes of

representation. Two, the

category of historical injustice

generally extends across a

number of wrongs such as

economic deprivation, social

discrimination and lack of

recognition. This category is

complex, not only because of

the overlap between a number

of wrongs, but because one or

the other wrong, generally

discrimination; tends to

acquire partial autonomy from

others. This is borne out by

the history of repair in India. 

Q1. What is the main idea

that we can infer from the

passage? 

(a) Untouchability in India has

not been taken seriously

by political theorists. 

(b) Historical injustice is

inevitable in any society

and is always beyond

repair. 

(c) Social discrimination and

deprivation have their roots

in bad economies. 

(d) It is difficult; if not

impossible, to repair every

manifestation of historical

injustice. 

Q2. On the basis of the above

passage, the following

assumptions have been

made : 

1. Removal of economic

discrimination leads to

removal of social

discrimination.

2. Democratic polity is the

best way to repair historical

wrongs. 

Which of the above

assumptions is/are

valid? 

(a) 1 only (b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

Passage - 2 

Education plays a great

transformatory role in life,

particularly so in this rapidly

changing and globalizing

world. Universities are the

custodians of the intellectual

capital and promoters of

culture and specialized

knowledge. Culture is an

activity of thought, and

receptiveness to beauty and

human feelings. A merely well

informed man is only a bore

on God's earth. What we

should aim at is producing

men who possess both

culture and expert knowledge.

Their expert knowledge will

give them a firm ground to

start from and their culture will

lead them as deep as

philosophy and as high as art.

Together it will impart

meaning to human existence. 

Q3. On the basis of the above

passage, the following

assumptions have been

made: 

1. A society without well

educated people cannot be

transformed into a modern

society. 

2. Without acquiring culture,

a person's education is not

complete. Which of the

above assumptions is/are

valid? 

(a) 1 only (b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2  

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Passage - 3 

Soil, in which nearly all our

food grows, is a living

resource that takes years to

form. Yet it can vanish in

minutes. Each year 75 billion

tonnes of fertile soil is lost to

erosion. That is alarming - and

not just for food producers.

Soil can trap huge quantities

of carbon dioxide in the form

of organic carbon and prevent

it from escaping into the

atmosphere. 

Q4. On the basis of the above

passage, the following

assumptions have been

made: 

1.  Large scale soil erosion is

a major reason for

widespread food insecurity

in the world. 

2. Soil erosion is mainly

anthropogenic. 

3. Sustainable management

of soils helps in combating

climate change. 

Which of the above

assumptions is/are

valid?

(a) 1 and 2 only  (b) 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3 

Passage - 4 

Inequality is visible, even

statistically measurable in

many instances, but the

economic power that drives it

is invisible and not

measurable. Like the force of

gravity, power is the

organising principle of

inequality, be it of income, or

wealth, gender, race, religion

and region. Its effects are seen

in a pervasive manner in all

spheres, but the ways in

which economic power pulls

and tilts visible economic

variables remain invisibly

obscure. 

Q5. On the basis of the above

passage, the following

assumptions have been

made: 

1. Economic power is the

only reason for the

existence of inequality in a

society. 

2. Inequality of different

kinds, income, wealth, etc.

reinforces power. 

3. Economic power can be

analysed more through its

effects than by direct

empirical methods. 

Which of the above

assumptions is/are

valid?

(a) 1 and 2 only (b) 3 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

Passage 5 

Climate change may actually

benefit some plants by

lengthening growing seasons

and increasing carbon

dioxide. Yet other effects of a

warmer world, such as more

pests, droughts, and flooding,

will be less benign. How will

the world adapt? Researchers

project that by 2050, suitable

croplands for four

commodities - maize,

potatoes, rice and wheat - will

shift, in some cases pushing

farmers to plant new crops.

Some farmlands may benefit

from warming, but others

won't. Climate alone does not

dictate yields; political shifts,

global demand, and

agricultural practices will

influence how farms fare in

the future. 

Q6. Which one of the

following is the most

logical and rational

inference that can be

made from the above

passage? 

(a) Farmers who modernize

their methods and diversify

their fields will be in an

advantageous position in

future. 

(b) Climate change will

adversely affect the crop

diversity. 

(c) Shifting major crops to new

croplands will lead to a

great increase in the total

area under cultivation and

thus an increase in overall

agricultural production. 

(d) Climate change is the most

important factor affecting

the agricultural economy in

the future. 

Passage-6 

A bat's wings may look like

sheets of skin. But

underneath, a bat has the

same five fingers as an

orangutan or a human, as well

as a wrist connected to the

same cluster of wrist bones

connected to the same long

bones of the arm. What can be

more curious than that the

hand of a man, formed for

grasping, that of a mole for

digging, the leg of the horse,

the paddle of the porpoise,

and the wing of the bat, should

all be constructed on the same

pattern? 

Q7. Which one of the

following is the most

logical, scientific and

rational inference that

can be made from the

above passage?

(a) Different species having

similar structure of hands

is an example of

biodiversity. 

(b) Limbs being used by

different species for

different kinds of work is an

example of biodiversity. 

(c) Man and the afore-

mentioned animals having

similar structure of limbs is

an example of coincidence

in evolution. 

(d) Man and the aforemen-

tioned animals have a

shared evolutionary

history.

Passage - 7 

Around 56 million years ago,

the Atlantic Ocean had not

fully opened and animals,

perhaps including our primate

ancestors, could walk from

Asia to North America through

Europe and across Greenland.

Earth was warmer than it is

today, but as the Palaeocene

epoch gave way to Eocene, it

was about to get much warmer

still -rapidly and radically. The

cause was a massive

geologically sudden release of

carbon. During this period

called Palaeocene - Eocene

Thermal Maximum or PETM,

the carbon injected into the

atmosphere was roughly the

amount that would be injected

today if humans burned all the

Earth's reserves of coal, oil

and natural gas. The PETM

lasted for about 1,50,000

years, until the excess carbon

was reabsorbed. It brought on

drought, floods, insect

plagues and a few extinctions.

Life on Earth survived -

indeed, it prospered - but it

was drastically different. 

Q8. Based on the above

passage, the following

assumptions have been

made: 

1. Global warming has a

bearing on the planet's

biological evolution. 

2. Separation of land masses

causes the release of huge

quantities of carbon into

the atmosphere. 

3. Increased warming of

Earth's atmosphere can

change the composition of

its flora and fauna. 

4. The present man-made

global warming will finally

lead to conditions similar to

those which happened 56

million years ago. 

Which of the assum-

ptions given above are

valid ?

(a) 1 and 2 (b) 3 and 4 

(c) 1 and 3 (d) 2 and 4 

Q9. The number of times the

digit 5 will appear while

writing the integers from

1 to 1000 is 

(a) 269 (b) 271 

(c) 300 (d) 302 

Q10. A solid cube is painted

yellow, blue and black

such that opposite faces

are of same colour. The

cube is then cut into 36

cubes of two different

sizes such that 32 cubes

are small and the other

four cubes are big. None

of the faces of the bigger

cubes is painted blue.

How many cubes have

only one face painted? 

(a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 8  (d) 10 

Q11. A and B are two heavy

steel blocks. If B is

placed on the top of A,

the weight increases by

60%. How much weight

will reduce with respect

to the total weight of A

and B, if B is removed

from the top of A?

(a) 60% (b) 45.5% 

(c) 40% (d) 37.5%

Q12. Mr 'X' has three children.

The birthday of the first

child falls on the 5th

Monday of April, that of

the second one falls on

the 5th Thursday of

November. On which day

is the birthday of his

third child, which falls on

20th December? 

(a) Monday (b) Thursday 

(c) Saturday (d) Sunday 

Q13. Consider the following

Statements and Conclu-

sions: 

Statements: 

1. Some rats are cats. 

2. Some cats are dogs. 

3. No dog is a cow. 

Conclusions:

I. No cow is a cat.

II. No dog is a rat.

III. Some cats are rats. 

Which of the above

conclusions is/are drawn

from the statements? 

(a) I, II and III 

(b) Only I and II 

(c) Only III 

(d) Only II and III

Q14. The number of

parallelograms that can

be formed from a set of

four parallel lines

intersecting another set

of four parallel lines, is

(a) 18 (b) 24 (c) 32 (d) 36 

Q15. In a school every student

is assigned a unique

identification number. A

student is a football

player if and only if the

identification number is

divisible by 4, whereas a

student is a cricketer if

and only if the

identification number is

divisible by 6. If every

number from 1 to 100 is

assigned to a student,

then how many of them

play cricket as well as

football? 

(a) 4  (b) 8 (c) 10 (d) 12 

Q16. When a runner was

crossing the 12 km mark,

she was informed that

she had completed only

80% of the race. How

many kilometres was the

runner supposed to run

in this event?

(a) 14 (b) 15 (c) 16 (d) 16.5 

(Answer Key shall be published after it is released by UPSC)
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A new science has emerged as a result

of this, the Science of Nutrition. This has

opened new vistas for employment.

CAREER OVERVIEW 

Nutrition and Dietetics is the science of

management of nutrition and food for the

promotion of health among people by

instilling healthy eating habits. Nutritionist

as a profession offers a host of rewarding

ways to improve people's lives through

food. 

WHO IS A NUTRITIONIST?

A nutritionist advise people on what to

eat in order to lead a healthy lifestyle or

achieve a specific health-related goal.

They work in many settings, including

hospitals, cafeterias, nursing homes, and

schools. Some are self-employed with

their own practice.They also work with

patients suffering from diseases, such as

kidney problems, food allergies, cancer,

diabetes etc. Some nutritionists provide

customized information for specific

individuals. For example, a dietician or

nutritionist might teach a patient with high

blood pressure how to use less salt when

preparing meals. Others work with groups

of people who have similar needs. They

might, for example, plan a diet with

reduced processed foods and sugar to

help overweight people lose weight.

WHAT WORK DOES NUTRITIONIST

DO?

Explain nutrition and what it can do for

the client

Assess clients' health needs and diet

Develop meal plans, taking both cost

and clients' preferences into account.

To advise governments and health

bodies on issues related with nutrition.

Work with different organizations such

as schools, hospitals, restaurants,

etc., to maintain nutrition needs of the

people. 

Spread awareness on the advantages

of a healthy and balanced diet.

Indulge in research on different food

ingredients and their benefits.

Maintain the records of the patients

through periodic updates.

Although all nutritionists do similar

tasks, there are several specialties within

the occupations.

What's the Difference between

Nutritionists and Dieticians?

Many people use the terms, Dietician,

and Nutritionist, interchangeably, but their

roles and educational qualifications are

different. Nutritionists are professionals

who advise people on the types and

quantity of food intake required

specifically to increase or decrease their

body weight. They work in the areas of

food science, community development,

research projects and Fast Moving

Consumer Goods Companies (FMCG).

Their work relates to research aspect. It

could be in the field, desk or laboratory.

Public health nutritionists work in the

developmental sector. "They go beyond

diets - move into the science of

biochemistry, food science.

On the other hand, Dieticians are

experts who guide patients (medical

patients in hospitals, nursing homes, etc.)

regarding the right kinds of nutritional

intake.  For example, a person recovering

from a car accident would have different

requirements from someone suffering

from cancer. They are specialized in

nutrition for different categories of people,

especially clinical patients. Dieticians can

work as Nutritionists, but Nutritionists

cannot work as Dieticians.

Generally, after the course completion,

students are entitled to undergo an

internship training of three months, which

is a mandatory period, or six months at a

hospital which is recognized by Indian

Dietetic Association and has at least one

registered dietician in the dietetics

department. It should be a super specialty

or multi-specialty hospital.

ELIGIBILITY

You can take any stream in your class

12th, however, the science stream

(Physics, Chemistry, and Biology) is

highly recommended, as it opens up a

wider range of courses and career

opportunities. Also, taking Biology as a

subject will help you build a base through

a focus on human physiology.

In Graduation one can pursue B.Sc.

Nutrition and dietetics for 3 years or

pursue B.Sc. Home Science for 3 years

and after graduation pursue M.Sc.

Nutrition and dietetics / Home Science for

2 years or one can also do Post-Graduate

Diploma in Nutrition and dietetics. 

There are numerous programmes

available at the graduate, postgraduate

level, and course combinations, also. At

Delhi University, the entry point is B. Sc

Home Science, of which Food & Nutrition

is one subject. There are two types of

programmes: B. Sc Home Science and

(Honors). In B. Sc Home Science (Hons),

a student can specialize in Food &

Nutrition in the second and third year,

whereas in the B. Sc.programme, there is

no specialization. The Honours

programme admits only students from

science backgrounds as its subjects

include Biochemistry, Botany, Physics,

Zoology and Chemistry. 

SKILLS REQUIRED

If you have an inborn interest in cooking

and exploring various cuisines from

different countries, nutrition and dietetics

is one subject which will help you explore

how to design controlled diets. Based on

the Body Mass Index, you can design

your own food charts that would

summarize the quantity of fats,

carbohydrates, and proteins which must

be consumed everyday.

The Skills Required Are: 

Good communication skills to interact

with people, individually and in groups

Writing skills to produce reports,

documentation, leaflets

Good research skills

Patience and a genuine concern for

fellow beings

Planning, administrative skills and

organizational ability

Career Opportunities in Nutrition and

Dietetics

The recent mushrooming of health

clinics and fitness centers and booming

commercial food services will ensure that

nutrition and dietetics continue to have

ample of job opportunities in the future. 

The sectors where one can work are: 

FMCGs and Pharmaceutical

companies: Like Nestle, Cadbury's,

Unilever, GSK, Eli Lilly, Novartis require

nutritionists in two areas - R&D and

medical marketing.

Government bodies: Many are hiring

nutritionists for social welfare and

developmental work. They also work in

public health departments. Depending on

the number of vacancies available, UPSC

conducts interviews for posts at Food &

Nutrition Board (FNB).

Apart from these, opportunities are

available in: 

Sports and Health Clubs

Teaching

Consultant Dieticians

Mass Media

Nutrition educators

Private nutrition consultants

Government sector jobs

Clinical dieticians

A course in Nutrition and Dietetics is as

good as a Hotel Management course if

knowledge is continuously upgraded

about foods, measurement scales, and

medical implications. If you are employed

in a Hospital, you can learn a lot about

nursing and pharmacy which could be

further used to complement your career

as a dietician.

Various roles as a nutritionist:

CLINICAL NUTRITIONIST:

Clinical nutritionists work in medical

settings, such as Hospitals, Doctor's

offices and clinics. These nutritionists are

in charge of providing medical nutrition

therapy, a therapeutic method used to

treat diseases by specifically tailoring the

diet.

FOOD SERVICE NUTRITIONIST:

Food service nutritionists work in school

cafeterias, restaurants and other large-

scale food establishments. Routine audits

and inspections are done to ensure

kitchen staff and managers are in

compliance with regulatory standards.

Food service nutritionists also give advice

for handling special dietary concerns and

food allergies.

SPORTS NUTRITIONIST:

A sports nutritionist works with athletes

and coaches to ensure top athletic

performance. Individual plans are

developed based on each athlete's

nutrient needs. A sports nutritionist also

collaborates with athletic trainers to

prevent injuries and help recovering

athletes.

Top Companies

The top companies in the hospitality

industry hiring nutrition professionals are

as mentioned below:

Hyatt Corporation

Accor Hospitality

Taj Group of Hotels

Le Meridien

Besides these, there are several

companies in other industries such as

Apollo group of hospitals, AIIMS and other

private nursing homes that hire

nutritionists and dieticians. Top-ended

sports clubs and fitness centers also

employ these professionals.

TOP COLLEGES FOR NUTRITION

AND DIETETICS 

Lady Irwin College, University of

Delhi, New Delhi

Institute of Home Economics,

University of Delhi, New Delhi

Women's Christian College, University

of Madras, Chennai

SNDT Women's University, Mumbai

National Institute of Nutrition,

Hyderabad

JD Birla Institute, Kolkata

All India Institute of Hygiene and

Public Health, Kolkata

College of Home Science, Nirmala

Niketan, University of Mumbai

University of Mysore, Mysore

(Lists are indicative only)

With the break of disease and rising

level of unhealthy eating habits, the need

of nutritionist is on the rise. To give your

nutrition career new wings, an internship

is the most important aspect. It will give

you the practical exposure on top of your

theoretical knowledge and is surely going

to open up many doors for a lucrative

career opportunity. 

(The author is a Senior Counseling

Psychologist. E-mail id- nidhi

prasadcs@gmail.com)

Views expressed are personal.

(Image Courtesy : Google)
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NATIONAL
The Indian Army has begun recruitment drive for the

first batch of women soldiers, who will be inducted in

non-combat roles. Recruitment rallies are being con-

ducted in different cantonments for selection of the

first batch of 100 women soldiers who will be taken

into the Corps of Military Police. At present, women in

the Army work only in areas like engineering, medical,

legal, signals and educational wings.

Ministry of Human Resource and Development

has prepared a module to introduce the study of

Artificial Intelligence at the school level by joining

hands with the technology leaders like Intel.

Addressing the Central Board of Secondary Edu-

cation's Teachers Awards 2018-19, Union Human

Resource and Development Minister Ramesh

Pokhriyal Nishak said, it is a big leap in our edu-

cation system that artificial intelligence which was otherwise taught at the college

level, is now been introduced from class 8th.

Women and Child Development Ministry has extended the last date of receipt of

applications for the Pradhan Mantri Rashtriya Bal Puraskar - 2020, till 30th of Sep-

tember. Earlier, the last date was 31st of August. Deserving candidates can submit

their nominations only through online mode on the web portal <www.nca-

wcd.nic.in>. Pradhan Mantri Rashtriya Bal Puraskar was instituted to felicitate mer-

itorious children, individuals and institutions of the country. It is given under two cat-

egories -  Bal Shakti Puraskar and Bal Kalyan Puraskar.

ECONOMY
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has launched the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Maan Dhan

Yojana, a scheme that aims to secure the lives of Small and Marginal Farmers by

providing a pension of Rs 3000 per month to those who attain 60 years of age.

According to an estimate, five crore farmers across the country will be benefited by

this scheme. The Prime Minister also launched the National Pension Scheme for

Traders and Self-Employed. The scheme aims at providing a minimum assured

pension of Rs 3000 to small traders and self-employed after attaining the age of 60

Years. Around three crore small traders would be benefited from the scheme.

Indian Railways have announced certain freight

incentives to give a boost to the economy. The

busy season surcharge of 15 per cent on freight,

which is levied between 1st of October to 30th

June, has been deferred. The five per cent sup-

plementary charges applicable on loading on

mini and two-point rakes have also been waived off. 

In the biggest ever joint operation by Directorate

General of GST Intelligence, DGGI and Direc-

torate General of Revenue Intelligence, DRI

pan-India searches were carried out at 336 dif-

ferent locations across the country against

exporters who were claiming a refund of IGST fraudulently. The operation covered

entities in 14 states and national capital Delhi and involved about 1200 officers from

both the agencies. On the basis of data analytics, an intelligence developed in close

coordination by both agencies revealed that some exporters are exporting goods

out of India on payment of IGST, being done almost entirely out of the Input Tax

Credit (ITC) availed on the basis of ineligible or fake supplies. Such IGST payment

was claimed as a refund on export. It was also noticed that there was no or negligi-

ble payment of tax through cash by the exporters as well as their suppliers. On the

basis of this intelligence, massive searches were conducted on the premises of

exporters and their suppliers.

INTERNATIONAL
Seventeen Indian peacekeepers deployed with the UN mission in South Sudan

have been awarded medals in recognition of their service to the people in the

world's youngest country. They were awarded the UN service medals during a

special ceremony at the UN House in

Juba.The Indian police officers have served

the UN and the people of South Sudan for

almost a year.Their duties included protecting

displaced civilians, community policing and

building local police skills.India is among the

largest troop contributing countries in the

world to UN peacekeeping missions. As of March this year, India is the second

highest troop contributor to the United Nation Missions, with 2,337 troops deployed

in various countries. In addition, India contributes 22 police personnel to the UN Mis-

sions.

In the United States, the Supreme Court has given a go-ahead to Trump adminis-

tration plans that severely limit the ability of migrants to claim asylum. Under the

rule, people arriving via a third country must claim asylum there first before arriving

at the US border. Legal challenges against it continue but the ruling means for now

it can be enforced nationwide. The plan will affect tens of thousands of Central

American migrants who travel north, often on foot, through Mexico. The Trump

administration unveiled the new asylum policy in July but it was almost immediate-

ly blocked from taking effect by a lower court ruling by a judge in San Francisco.

Curbing migration levels has been a key goal of Donald Trump's presidency and

forms a major part of his bid for re-election in 2020.

SPORTS
Indian cyclist Ronaldo Laitonjam won his

fourth gold medal on the concluding day of

Track Asia Cup competition in New Delhi.

India emerged overall champions as its

players picked up three medals in the day,

two gold and one bronze. Overall, India

topped the medals tally, with 10 gold, 8 silver

and 7 bronze as the tournament came to an

end at the IGI Sports Complex.Uzbekistan finished second, with 4 gold and 3 silver.

Malaysia secured third place, with 4 gold and 1 silver. 

(Images Courtesy : Google)

News  Digest

I & B SECRETARY INAUGURATES STALL OF 

PUBLICATIONS DIVISION IN DELHI BOOK FAIR

Secretary, Ministry of Information 

& Broadcasting, Shri Amit Khare,

inaugurated the stall of Publications

Division at the recently held, Delhi Book

Fair at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. Five

books brought out by Publications

Division were also released by Shri

Khare. Director, National Gandhi Museum

Shri A. Annamalai, was also present on

the occasion.

Shri Amit Khare lauded the efforts of

Publications Division in bringing the lives

of great personalities closer to people

through books published not only in Hindi

and English but in several India

languages. He also talked about the

thriving culture of books in the era of

internet, stating that while the internet is a

repository of information, it is books which

impart knowledge.

Being one of the prominent publishers

of books on Gandhian thought,

Publications Division is displaying an

array of titles on Mahatma Gandhi in both

print and e-versions. Books on speeches

of President, Vice President and Prime

Minister and also on other diverse

subjects including history and heritage,

children's literature,  arts and culture,

national freedom movement, biographies

of national leaders, flora and fauna,

science and economy, Rashtrapati

Bhawan series among others were also

displayed.

The 25th Delhi Book Fair was held at

Pragati Maidan, New Delhi from 11th

September to 15th September, 2019, and

was organised by the Federation of Indian

Publishers and ITPO. It provided an

important forum where publishers,

authors, booksellers, and book lovers get

to interact.

The theme of the Book Fair was

dedicated to the Commemoration of

150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma

Gandhi. -PIB
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